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McGEORGE BUNDY
PRESIDENT

Dear Mr. Chairman:

THE FORD FOUNDATION
477 MADISON AVENUE

NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10022

December 12, 1966

I enclose the reply comments of the Ford Foundation in the proceedings of
your Commission on domestic satellite communication. (Docket No. 16495.) I am
of course sending copies of this letter and our comments to each of your colleagues.

This further submission is intended to be responsive to the questions the
Commission has asked, and also to questions raised by others since August 1. It is
an extensive document, but the issues of policy, law, and technology are not simple.

The purpose of the Ford Foundation in this proceeding remains unchanged.
We believe that any national decision on the future of domestic satellites should take
full account of the needs and promise of educational television. Our prolonged and
heavy investment in the field makes it our evident duty to present our findings. In
August we presented a preliminary proposal. Now in December -- after extensive
consultation and study -- we are able to report that our convictions have been rein-
forced: we believe that satellites can transform the world of television by intercon-
necting and reinforcing that half of it -- the non-commercial half -- that still struggles
in isolated stations.

We continue to believe that domestic satellite service can provide free chan-
nels for educational television and also generate important funds for programming.
We have had time to refine our analysis; we are most grateful to all who have helped
us to learn more about the problem. We find that both the costs and the potential
revenues of an effective satellite service are likely to be somewhat higher than we
thought last summer. The networks need a stronger service than we suggested in
August, but there are more sources of revenue in sight than we then supposed. The
prospective savings are large, and we conclude that the eventual promise of satellites
is even greater than we at first believed.

Our experience since August 1 has taught us the value of competition in ideas
in this field. Our own model is more effective than the one we put forward then and
the presence of alternatives has been good for us. Others with other views have
repeatedly assured us that the dialogue over our differences has also been helpful and
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instructive to them. Friends in non-commercial television have had offers and proposals
from the common carriers which were not there in July. We believe that if all these
gains can be obtained from a single proposal filed with the Commission by a single non-
operating institution, it may be in everyone's interest to ensure in some way that com-
petition in ideas continues.

The present submission examines a large number of subordinate issues and
reaches a number of important conclusions. Your Commission and its experts will wish
to study the full text. We have again called on men and organizations whose competence
in their several disciplines is recognized. It may be useful for me to summarize the
new propositions that have come to seem most significant to us in the course of the work
of these recent months.

We submit:

1. That the promise of both educational and instructional television was, if any-
thing, understated in our initial. submission. This view derives from scores of discus-
sions and exchanges with men of experience and wisdom in many callings and in all parts
of the country. We have developed and extended this point in the current submission.

2. That ETV has need for large funds, beyond what a satellite service can
provide, and that there are a number of promising ways to obtain such support. We
have included a technical study of some of these possibilities, but we believe that in this
field it is particularly important to await the conclusions of the Carnegie Commission.

3. That it is time -- without waiting for satellites -- for prompt and imaginative
experiments to show the power of live non-commercial network television, and that the
Ford Foundation should help pay for such experiments by grants. The Trustees have
appropriated $10 million for this purpose.

4. That there is no serious legal doubt of the power of the FCC to authorize a
non-profit satellite service if it finds such a service to be needed in the national interest.

5. That the general public interest will be better served if a portion of the
savings from satellites is used to give free channels and program funds to educational.
television than if all of the savings are used to provide a marginal decrease in general
communication rates now charged by common carriers.

6. That the problems of organization and management are serious, but readily
soluble, and in ways that not only preserve but increase the plurality, diversity and
freedom of education, information, and culture in this country. (We repeat, with em-
phasis, that the Ford Foundation will neither operate nor manage anything whatever in
this field.)
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7. That the interference problem is less significant, even in the worst

circumstances, than has been feared, and that it can be solved. We present in our

Comments a study on interference that supports this view.

8. That if there is need for a national test satellite program to permit confi-

dent final decisions, NASA is the proper manager of such a program; the Foundation

will contribute to such a program in appropriate ways.

9. That the wide public response to our proposal is more remarkable than

the proposal itself. People all over the country appear to be strongly stirred by the

notion of a "people's dividend" -- that a part of the savings made possible by public

investment in space should be dedicated, by a national decision, to the high public

purpose of effective non-commercial television.

Conclusion

The future of non-commercial television and domestic satellites is a great

subject, and naturally engages both wide public interest and intense commercial con-

cern. Common carriers and commercial broadcasters are deeply interested in the

matter. These industries are subject both to corporate pressure for profit and to vary-

ing degrees of regulatory control. These pressures could make their leaders quick to

resent new ideas from outsiders. It is therefore a pleasure and an obligation, in pre-

senting this second submission, to acknowledge the courtesy and understanding with

which our efforts have been greeted by the recognized leaders of both industries. These

men may not agree with all that we say, but they have recognized the importance of the

cause we plead, and have joined with us in discussing the many complex and technical

questions which the Commission has asked. This cooperation gives us great hope that

the continuing national debate will be conducted with good will and good temper, and

that the eventual decision -- like the debate itself -- will serve the higher interests of

all.

Sincerely,

McGeorge Bundy

The Honorable Rosel H. Hyde
Chairman
Federal Communications Commission
Washington, D. C.
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NOTE

The Ford Foundation's reply comments to the Commission's Notice

of Inquiry of March 2, 1966, as amended by the Supplemental Notice of Inquiry

of October 20, 1966, are submitted in three volumes:

Volume I - Public Policy Issues

Reply Comments of the Ford Foundation in
Response to the Commission's Notice of
Inquiry of March 2, 1966, and Supplemental

ics of Inquiry of October 20, 1966.

Volume II - Reply Legal Brief

Reply Legal Brief and Comments of the Ford
Foundation in Response to Paragraphs 4(a) and
4(b) of the Commission's Notice of Inquiry of
March 2, 1966, and Paragraphs 3(b), 3(e)(5),
and 3(d) of the Supplemental Notice of Inquiry
of October 20, 1966.

Volume III - Technical and Economic Data

Technical and Economic Comments of the Ford
Foundation in Response to Paragraphs 4(c)(1),
4(c)(4), and 4(d) of the Commission's Notice of
Inquiry of March 2, 1966, and Paragraphs 3(a),
3(c) (2) , 3(e)(3), and 4 of the Supplemental
Notice of Inquiry of October 20, 1966.
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Before the
FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION FCC 66-207

Washington, D. C. 20554 80142

In the Matter of the

Establishment of domestic non-
common carrier communication-
satellite facilities by
non-governmental entities.

By the Commission:

DOCKET NO. 16495

NOTICE OF INQUIRY

1. The Commission has before it an application filed by the American
Broadcasting Companies, Inc. (ABC) for the establishment of a domestic TV
program distribution system using a synchronous satellite. An opposition
to the application has been filed by the Communications Satellite Corporation
and a reply thereto has been filed by ABC. Under the proposal, programs
would be transmitted from earth stations located in New York City and Los
Angeles to ABC-owned and affiliated stations throughout the United States,
including Hawaii and Alaska, and Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands. The
application also proposes to provide facilities for the interconnection of non-
commercial educational TV stations in these same areas.

2. The ABC application is technically defective as it fails to comply with
various provisions of Parts 2, 21 and 74 of the Commission's Rules and
Regulations. The Commission has, therefore, informed ABC that its applica-
tion cannot be accepted for filing at this time and the application is being
returned to ABC without prejudice to an appropriate refiling thereof in light
of the outcome and disposition of the inquiry that we are instituting.

3. The Commission has a statutory responsibility to study new uses for radio
and generally encourage the larger and more effective use of radio in the
public interest (e. g. Section 303(g) of the Communications Act of 1934, as
amended). However, proposals for the construction and operation of
communication-satellite facilities by entities for the parpose of meeting their
private or specialized domestic communication requirements present
significant questions as to the compatibility of such proposals with the
purposes, policies and objectives of the Communications Satellite Act of 1962
and as to their technical and economic feasibility. Therefore the Commission
believes that the public interest would be served by obtaining the views and
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comments of interested parties on these questions as a means of determining
what further actions, if any, are warranted by the Commission in this area.

4. Accordingly, comments are invited on the following specific questions:

(a) Whether, as a matter of law, the Commission may promulgate
policies and regulations, looking toward the authorization
of non-governmental entities to construct and operate communi-
cation-satellite facilities for the purpose of meeting their
private or specialized domestic communications requirements.
This proceeding is not concerned with the question of whether
communications common carriers may be authorized to con-
struct and operate communication-satellite facilities for
domestic purposes. (Parties submitting comments in this
matter should do so in separate legal briefs);

(b) The effect or impact of any such authorizations upon the
policies and goals set forth by the Communications Satellite
Act and upon the obligations of the United States Government
as a signatory to the Executive Agreement Establishing
interim Arrangements for a Global Commercial Communica-
tions Satellite System;

(c) Whether, as a matter of policy, it would be in the public
interest to grant such authorizations considering:

(1) The amount of frequency spectrum now available for
the communication satellite service under the Com-
mission's Rules;

(2) The extent to which terrestrial facilities are or may be
available to provide the services contemplated;

(3) The potential economic effects on common carriers; and

(4) The potential benefits (e. g. improved quality and reduced
cost of service) which might result from the grant of
such authorizations;

(d) Is it technically feasible to accommodate the space service
contemplated, in light of the requirement:

(1) That the power flux density produced at the earth's
surface in the band 3700-4200 Mc/s by emissions from



a space station employing wide-deviation frequency
(or phase) modulation, not exceed -149 dbW/m2 in
any 4 kc/s band for all angles of arrival, nor a
total of -130 dbW/m2 for all angles of arrival;

(2) That the power flux density produced at the earth's
surface in the band 3700-4200 Mc/s by emissions from
a space station employing other than wide-deviation
frequency (or phase) modulation, not exceed -152 dbW/m2
in any 4 kc/s band for all angles of arrival;

(3) That earth stations receiving signals from space stations
in the band 3700-4200 Mc/s be so located with respect
to the existing common carrier microwave complex in
that band that they are not subjected to harmful inter-
ference from such terrestrial microwave systems;

(4) That transmitting earth stations in the band 5925-6425 Mc/s:

(a) Not exceed a mean effective radiated power of
45 dbW in any 4 kc/s band in the horizontal plane; and

(b) Not cause harmful interference to the existing common
carrier microwave complex in the same band.

(e) Other relevant matters to which the respondents wish to
address themselves.

5. It is recognized that the matters raised are unique and complex and the
respondents should be afforded adequate time in which to prepare meaningful
comments. Accordingly, it is requested that comments be submitted to the
Commission by August 1, 1966, and reply comments by October 1, 1966. An
original and 19 copies of all comments and reply comments and briefs shall be
furnished the Commission. The Commission will consider all such comments,
reply comments and briefs, as well as other relevant information before it,
prior to taking further action in this matter.

Adopted:

Released:

March 2, 1966

March 3, 1966

FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION

Ben F. Waple
Secretary



In the Matter of

Before the
FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION

Washington, D. C. 20554

Establishment of domestic
communication-satellite
facilities by non-governmental
entities.

DOCKET NO. 16495

SUPPLEMENTAL NOTICE OF INQUIRY

FCC 66-926
90132

By the Commission: Commissioner Cox voting to add a paragraph restricting
consideration to matters on the record; Commissioner
Loevinger absent.

1. On September 21, 1965, the American Broadcasting Companies (ABC)
requested an authorization in the Auxiliary Radio Broadcast Services to con-
struct and operate a communications satellite system for television broad-
cast distribution in the United States. We returned the application to ABC
without prejudice on March 2, 1966, and adopted on that day a Notice of
Inquiry (FCC 66-207) into the questions raised by it, i. e. , the compatibility
with the Communications Satellite Act, and the technical and economic feasi-
bility of establishing domestic non-common carrier communication satellite
facilities by non-governmental entities.

2. Briefs and comments were timely filed by 19 parties on or before August 1,
1966. Among the comments submitted were novel concepts and proposals
concerning domestic common carrier service via satellite. In this regard, the
Ford Foundation submitted a proposal to create a corporate entity which would
furnish satellite facilities for the transmission of commercial and educational
television program material, with charges to be made for those services
provided to commercial users, and part of the profits and revenues therefrom
to be devoted to the support of educational broadcasting. The initial Notice
herein expressly limited the scope of the inquiry by providing that it "is not
concerned with the question of whether communications common carriers may
be authorized to construct and operate communication-satellite facilities for
domestic purposes." The Public Notice released September 8, 1966 (FCC 66-799),
gave recognition to the necessarily broadened scope of the Inquiry and, our order
to afford sufficient time for the preparation of comment on or counter-proposals
to the additional matters raised by the filings herein, extended the date for
submitting reply comments to November 30, 1966. Finally, provisions were
made for the filing of further reply comments on or before December 30, 1966.



3. The purpose of this Supplemental Notice is to clarify the intent of the
Commission in its Public Notice of September 8, 1966 as to the nature and
scope of the additional matters which interested parties are invited to address
in further comments herein. Accordingly, in addition to comments on the
proposals and concepts already submitted, comments are invited as to the
following matters;

(a) The Commission desires to have, to the extent they are available,
descriptions, from existing carriers responding to this inquiry,
as well as other entities intending to seek authority to provide
common carrier services, general or specialized, of their
plans for using communication satellite facilities to meet
domestic needs; and

(b) Whether, as a matter of law, there is any restriction on the
Commission's power to authorize any communications common
carrier or carriers to construct and operate communication
satellite facilities for domestic corn munications services;

(c) Assuming legal authority, under what circumstances should the
Commission issue such authorizations, and to whom (one
carrier, more than one carrier, two or more carriers jointly),
having due regard for, among other things:

(1) The comparative advantages of communication satellites
and other communication media in meeting domestic
communications needs;

(2) The effects on charges for, and quality and adequacy of,
present and future public communications services;

(3) The anticipated volume of domestic communications needs
through 1980, and the portion thereof that can and should be
satisfied through the use of communication satellite facilities
in view of expected technological developments in all media;

(4) The comparative advantages and disadvantages of meeting
domestic needs (i) through the facilities of the global system;
or (ii) through a separate system or systems;

(5) The effect or impact of any such authorizations upon the
policies and goals set forth by the Communications Satellite
Act and upon the obligations of the United States Government
as a signatory to the Executive Agreement Establishing Interim
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Arrangements for a Global Commercial Communications
Satellite System.

(d) Whether the type of entity and service contemplated by the Ford
Foundation proposal may be licensed under present statutes, and,
if not, the type of legislation that would be required.

4. For the most part, comments filed thus far have not been fully responsive
to the technical questions raised in the first Notice of Inquiry as to the adequacy
of existing allocations to the communication satellite service or as to the
electromagnetic interference to and from both present and projected operations
of the global commercial communication satellite system and the domestic
fixed public services sharing the same frequency bands. The latter question is
complicated further by the fact that the plenary assembly of the CCIR (Oslo,
June 1966), has recommended changes in the technical criteria applicable to

the power flux density delivered at the earth's surface from space stations.
Therefore, pending resolution of the legal status of the Oslo criteria vis-a-vis
those criteria now in the international Radio Regulations, interested parties,
in responding to the questions raised in our prior notice and herein (which
include the technical questions explicitly set out in our prior notice), should
direct their responses to both the present and Oslo criteria. Additionally,
to permit an evaluation of the impact from proposed systems, parties should
indicate as fully as they now can the planned positioning of space stations on
the equator for the system under consideration if equatorial stationary
satellites are involved.

5. Reply comments and comments on the above questions should be submitted
to the Commission by November 30, 1966, and further reply comments by

December 30, 1966. It is requested that an original and 50 copies of all reply
and further reply comments be furnished to the Commission by parties filing

in this proceeding.

Adopted: October 20, 1966

Released: October 21, 1966

FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION

Ben F. Waple
Secretary
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PART 1

INTRODUCTION

The August 1 Proposal and the Role of Satellites

In its August 1 Submission, * the Ford Foundation proposed the creation

of a non-profit corporation authorized by the Commission to establish communica-

tions- satellite facilities for transmission of commercial and non-commercial

television and radio broadcasting. The proposal was intended to help meet the

two great needs of non-commercial television -- facilities for a national network,

and funds for programming -- and to provide satellite channels for instructional

television.

Discussion since August 1 has reminded us again that there is much

confusion as to what educational television really is -- and still more confusion

about what it should become. We begin by rejecting any narrow or restrictive

definition. A very few commentators closely connected to commercial interests

have suggested in recent months that educational television should limit itself to

instruction -- to programs whose only aim is formal teaching. Fortunately the

The Foundation submitted two volumes to the Commission on August 1, 1966:
Comments of the Ford Foundation in Response to the Commission's Notice of
Inquiry of March 2, 1966, and Legal Brief and Comments of the Ford
Foundation in Response to Paragraphs 4(a) and 4(b) of the Commission's
Notice of Inquiry of March 2, 1966. We here refer to the first volume as
the Foundation's August 1 Comments" and to the second volume as "the

Foundation's August 1 Legal Brief." The two volumes together are referred
to as "the Foundation's August 1 Submission."

-1-



FCC, the Congress, and the major leaders of commercial television have always

taken a wider view. Fortunately also, the clear and unchallenged record of what

educational television has done shows that such interpretations reflect only the

limited vision of those who put them forward.

Educational television has offered programs of instruction and enlighten-

ment, of art and entertainment, defined only by the fact that they are not designed

to sell products to people. It should continue to ha Te this breadth as its strength

and quality grow. In essence we think it should be provided with the resources

to do two things:

first, to provide programs that are not limited by the
relentless economic pressure that forces commercial
television to concentrate its wealth and energy upon
programs that can carry advertising messages to the
largest possible number of people. This branch of
educational television we call non-commercial
television.

second, to provide powerful assistance in raising the
capacity of American education to teach our people --
young and old -- (or, more accurately, to assist them
in learning). Television can be a major instrument
in meeting new demands for quantity and for quality
in American education. This branch of educational
television we call instructional television (ITV).

Although we find a warm reception to the argument that all forms of

educational television need major reinforcement, an argument recently endorsed

by the National Science Foundation and the National Foundation on the Arts and

Humanities in their comments in this proceeding, when we come to the role of

satellites in all this, we find a response that is warm but somewhat uncertain.

-2-



People believe strongly in the possibilities of the satellite, but they are not sure

just what these possibilities are, or how they relate to non-commercial and

instructional television. What will it mean to have access to satellite channels --

as many as are needed, and at no cost?

The quintessence of this meaning of satellites is that they can give

immediacy, on a continental scale. They can carry voice and pictures instantly

from one place of origin to hundreds of receiving stations with unparalleled

breadth, flexibility, and economy. For the non-commercial user they can do

these things free, if we want it that way. Other techniques (tape and air mail,

or film and projector) can give distribution; the satellite can give immediacy.

Immediacy has a power that we understand too little, because we have

used it too little. When we speak of great events -- a President's Inauguration

or a major adventure in space -- the power of immediacy is plain. We too

easily forget that the same principle of direct and shared exposure to something

as it happens -- applies to a much wider set of experiences, and, in particular,

to teaching and learning.

One great element of immediacy is that it permits shared experience.

People who have seen the same program at about the same time have experienced

something more than they would have in wholly separate exposures. The moderns

are right: the time to be part of a happening is when it is happening. This is

what makes for the heightened intensity of the first night, and for the reinforcing

applause on any good night. It is what gives students double reward from a great

-3.-



lecture -- and doubled comfort in the shared misery of exposure to a bad one.

(We sometimes forget that a really bad learning experience -- if shared and

recognized -- can teach quite a lot in a highly memorable way.)

The impact of immediacy is as important to the teacher as to the student --

to the artist as to the audience. Sometimes this proposition is taken to mean

that first-rate teaching or performing must always be face-to-face, and no doubt

there is an immediacy in such physical presence which even the best television

can never match. But television has already demonstrated that for larger

audiences it is the very next-best thing. The best television commentators --

beginning with Edward R. Murrow -- have had a close and compelling sense of

audience; so have the best actors, and a few outstanding politicians. Men who

have learned that television is a highway, not a barrier, have demonstrated the

power of its immediacy both to themselves and to all who watch. And television

also has technical compensations -- it can see parts of the operation that are

hidden from others in the operating room, it can get closer to the actor's face

than the first-row spectator, and it can join in a single program people who are

widely separated.

Satellites can give immediacy. They can give it to teachers and students,

to artists and audiences, at levels of quality and variety of which we have no

experience whatever in America. They can connect the masters of a subject to

thousands of its teachers, in a national seminar. From the beginning they will

offer more channels than we are yet certain we know how to use and they will



provide an electronic highway which will serve the new needs of communities of

learning and of art that do not yet exist.

There is need for one important clarification. Immediacy does not

always require live broadcasting, or even absolutely simultaneous performance

on tape, though both are often highly desirable. Educational television can well

imitate the commercial networks by using tape for a given program when a better

performance results. Danny Kaye is not the less present on Wednesdays -- and

he is not less aware of his audience -- because he is taped a little ahead.

Similarly, a school TV teaching program will not be less immediate, in real

terms, if it is held in a school on tape for a few hours or even a few days so

that it can be used where it fits in that school's schedule. The great weekly news

magazines are immediate -- and nationally shared -- for several days at a time.

There is no sense at all in permitting an appearance of conflict between tape and

the satellite. They are reinforcing techniques, and at their best they will marry

national immediacy to individual and group convenience.

The Foundation's Premises

The Foundation begins with these premises:

First, non-commercial and instructional television, with their extra-

ordinary potential for affecting the quality of American life, lack adequate

resources to do the job. The high costs of long-distance land lines and the

costs of improving the quality of non-commercial programs are beyond the

resources currently available to non-commercial broadcasting.
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Second, communication satellites will distribute television programs at

a fraction of the present cost. Since the launching of satellites is the product of

the taxpayers' dollar, the taxpayers have a powerful interest in the savings which

are possible.

Third, all television and radio broadcasting depend on the use of a

valuable, essential and limited public resource -- the electromagnetic spectrum.

Access to this resource for profit-making purposes through an FCC license is an

extremely valuable right for which the license-holder pays no fee.

The Foundation proposes that a domestic satellite system for television

and radio broadcasting be so organized as to return to the people, through improved

and expanded instructional television services and through a national non-

commercial network with high-quality programs, a small part of their investment

in space technology.

The Foundation has no commercial or operating interest in its proposal.

It suggests that new institutions be formed to carry the proposal forward. To the

extent that part of the job can be done by existing institutions, they will be institu-

tions other than the Foundation. Nor is the Foundation wedded to the specific

proposal outlined in the August 1 submission and elaborated here. The Foundation

continues to present its proposal as one way, and not the only way, to meet the

needs of non-commercial and instructional television.

Our New Technical Models

In the August 1 Submission, we presented two possible models of a



Broadcasters Non-Profit Satellite System -- BNS-1 and BNS-2. In this submis-

sion we present two much improved systems -- BNS-3 and BNS-4, based upon the

wider and deeper analysis which has been possible in the months since August.

Compared with the earlier models, BNS-3 and BNS-4 are more reliable,

more efficient, and more economical in their use of the frequency spectrum. By

moving to larger satellites lifted by larger launch vehicles, our designer has been

able to propose satellites of greater power and sophistication, each of them

carrying 24 channels that can be beamed sharply and powerfully at selected time

zones of the United States. The system also includes service omitted from BNS-1

and BNS-2, transmission to Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands.

The new systems are designed to provide the very high level of reliability

which the networks desire. They have been tested with the advice of technical

experts of more than one company, and their costs have been checked with the

assistance of independent analysts.

BNS-3 and BNS-4 are still only models. Like their predecessors, they

are open to criticism and subject to improvement. Criticism will be welcome and

improvements will be sought. We are persuaded that the two systems are an

imaginative and powerful contribution to thinking about domestic television service,

and that they take this whole subject a long step forward. The full descriptions of

BNS-3 and BNS-4 are contained in Volume III of this Submission.

Events Since August 1

Shortly after the August 1 submissions were filed, the Subcommittee on



Communications of the Senate Commerce Committee held hearings on domestic

communications-satellite services, with emphasis on the Foundation's proposal.

Senator Pastore presided. Representatives of government agencies, the Foundation,

common carriers, and the networks testified. The hearings helped clarify the

views of the interested parties and focused attention on areas that needed further

study.

During September and October, the Foundation met with the following

groups in candid and helpful discussions:

-- Government Officials

We sought the views of officials in the Office of Telecommunications

Management, the National Aeronautics and Space Agency, and the Departments of

State, Defense, Commerce, and Health, Education and Welfare, because of their

responsibilities for and interest in the development of communication satellites.

-- Comsat

We exchanged technical descriptions and cost data of the BNS satellite

configuration and the Comsat configuration. We also discussed how many ground

stations were needed and the relative economies of BNS and a multi-purpose system,

particularly in relation to the demands of non-television users of the satellite.

-- Commercial Television Networks

Our continuing discussions of their requirements with the commercial net-

works have developed our understanding of such questions as the quality

and reliability of service, the technical and economic limitations on present
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operations, the flexibility of a properly designed satellite system, and the

prospects for growth in network demand.

-- AT&T

With AT&T, we discussed integration of television traffic with general

communications traffic, including the services which AT&T and its affiliated

companies now provide for radio and television; the costs of a satellite system;

and interference problems.

-- Equipment Manufacturers

Discussions here related to the technical characteristics and costs of

satellite systems. Two improved systems, BNS-3 and BNS-4, were developed.

-- Panel of Economists

The Foundation invited a group of distinguished economists to explore the

BNS concept in terms of the economics of the communication industry, television

and regulated industries generally.

-- Educators

The Foundation conferred with educators in a variety of schools, colleges,

and universities throughout the country, and others familiar with instructional

television. The overwhelming majority stated that instructional television can be

and in many cases already is a valuable instrument for learning. They also con-

firmed what we have long seen as the present inadequacies of instructional television,

including the lack of quality programs, the lack of coordination in distributing pro-

grams, and the high cost and other difficulties of obtaining programs. A properly
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organized communications-satellite system can help meet these problems.

Meeting the Issues

The submissions of the parties, the Pastore hearings, and the Foundation's

discussions with others, disclosed four areas of particular interest:

-- the possibilities for instructional and non-commercial
television,

-- potential interference with microwave facilities,

-- the cost of providing satellite services, and

-- the alternative ways of financing non-commercial
television with tax revenues.

The Foundation took special steps to focus on these areas:

-- It retained Professor Wilbur Schramm of Stanford University, a nationally

recognized authority on instructional television, to prepare a paper discussing the

present state of the art and prospects for the future. That paper appears in Part 5

of this volume, with additional data on the needs of non-commercial television, the

potential benefits of a high-quality non-commercial television network, and experi-

ence with non-commercial and instructional television abroad.

-- The common carriers and others view potential interference as a serious

obstacle to any communications-satellite system. Accordingly, the Foundation

commissioned IBM to study potential interference under the most adverse

conditions -- a large urban area in a severe rainstorm. The IBM study appears

in Volume III, Part 5.

-- To ensure responsible cost projections of BNS-3 and BNS-4, the
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Foundation asked the Hughes Aircraft Corporation and Philco-Ford Corporation

to prepare cost studies. Independent consultants also provided cost data. The

system costs are set forth in Volume III, Part 3.

-- In view of the heavy costs of programming it seems likely that federal

revenues will be needed in addition to excess revenues generated by the satellite

system. The Foundation asked Mr. Joseph A. Pechman of the Brookings Insti-

tution to prepare a brief paper indicating possible sources of tax revenue, alter-

native means of administering the revenues, and relevant precedents. That

paper appears in Part 2 of this volume.

The Carnegie Commission

Some of the issues discussed in this Submission are being studied by the

Carnegie Commission on Educational Television and will undoubtedly be treated

in depth in its report. We look forward to the Commission's report on the prob-

lems of educational television and its view of the possible remedies.

*

The Foundation's Submission contains threevolumes. In this first

volume we direct attention to the wider questions of policy, economics, and

opportunity which have been raised in recent months by the FCC and by others.

The models of reference in these analyses are BNS-3 and BNS-4, but the basic



principles of organization and of policy to which we address ourselves are

independent of the particular performance characteristics of any model.

Volume II focusses on legal issues. Volume III, in addition to describing the

technical characteristics and costs of BNS-3 and BNS-4, addresses the problems

of interference and adequacy of the frequency spectrum.



PART 2

FINANCING ISSUES

Section a. Potential Savings

Volume III of this Submission describes in detail two satellite system

configurations, BNS-3 and BNS-4. BNS-3 has an initial capital cost of

$101. 3 million and a level annual cost of $28.8 million. BNS-4 has an initial

capital cost of $115.8 million and a level annual cost of $31. 8 million. * The

annual costs include all commercial, non-commercial, and instructional

television distribution requirements, and include also the microwave and cable

links necessary to carry the signal from the receiving station to the television

studio.

The present cost of interstate radio and television network transmission

is about $65 million. ** We estimate that a satellite system operating today

could replace roughly $50 million of this total, * ** plus a portion of the annual

* The Foundation's August 1 Comments described two earlier configura-
tions: BNS-1 with a capital cost of $80 million and a level annual cost
of $19.3 million, and BNS-2 with a capital cost of $92. 6 million and a
level annual cost of $22.2 million.

**

***

Federal Communications Commission, Statistics of Communications
Common Carriers for the Year Ended December 31, 1965 (in press).
Item No. 55.

Precise data are not readily available. We have discussed with AT&T
the land line costs that satellites can replace, and believe that the
range is $45 million to $55 million, with $50. 6 million representing a
proper allocation of the switching, operating centers, local channel,
and inter-exchange costs of the networks.
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cost of present private relay systems. Three factors suggest that this figure

will be considerably higher in 1970. First, the requirements for television

distribution are expected to increase over the next few years. Second, AT&T

has stated that present rates for television distribution are inadequate. Third,

a fourth commercial network -- the Overmyer network -- is scheduled to

begin operation in 1967 with about 125 affiliates. In time, its distribution re-

quirements should be in line with those of the existing networks. We are

advised that transmission costs over land lines for the Overmyer network will

exceed $6 million in the first year of operation.

By 1970, it seems likely that BNS-3 could replace at least $55 million

in annual land line transmission costs for the existing networks and broad-

casters plus $5 million to $10 million for the Overmyer network, or a total

of $60 million to $65 million. Deducting the $28.8 million annual cost of

BNS-3 from these figures, we see a potential savings ranging from $31.2

million to $36.2 million.

These numbers represent only the potential saving of the satellite

system, not its potential revenues. The revenues should be greater because

the economies of satellite transmission will stimulate business now precluded

by the high costs of land lines. Revenues are discussed in Volume III, Part 3.



Section b. Response to Paragraph 3(c)(4) of the Supplemental Notice of Inquiry

Paragraph 3(c) (4) of the Commission's Supplemental Notice of Inquiry

puts this question:

Assuming legal authority, under what circumstances
should the Commission issue such authorizations /to
construct and operate communication satellite facili-
ties for domestic communications services /9 and to
whom (one carrier, more than one carrier, two or more
carriers jointly), having due regard for, among other
things: . . .

(4) The comparative advantages and disadvantages
of meeting domestic needs (i) through the facilities of
the global system; or (ii) through a separate system or
systems.

The central interest of the Ford Foundation in this proceeding is expand-

ing and improving non-commercial and instructional television. The particular

route to be followed is considerably less important than the ultimate objective.

From the Foundation's viewpoint, therefore, the questions posed by paragraph

3(c)(4) are secondary, not because they lack importance -- they are enormously

important -- but because the Foundation is seeking to focus on non-commercial

and instructional television, not on related policy issues that primarily concern

the Commission and others.

Paragraph 3(c) (4) raises two major issues:

First, whether the public interest is better served by
authorizing a single company to provide communication
satellite facilities for domestic service or by building
competition into the industry.

Second, whether there exist economies of scale so sub-
stantial as to offset policies favoring competition.
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These are large questions which the Foundation will here address only

briefly.

Monopoly v, Competition

To what extent should the Commission seek to preserve the advantages

of competition in authorizing domestic facilities for communication by satellite?

The broad alternatives open to the Commission appear to be these:

Refuse to authorize any carrier or other entity in the
United States to operate a domestic communication
satellite system on the ground that all satellites, whether
for international or domestic communication, should be
owned and operated INTELSAT as part of a single global
system.

Extend Comsat's authorization to domestic communica-
tions, granting that corporation a complete monopoly
over all United States interests in international and
domestic communication satellite services.

Authorize a single entity (one carrier or a combination
of carriers) other than Comsat, to construct and operate
communication satellite facilities for domestic communi-
cation services.

Authorize more than one carrier or other entity (or
combination of carriers or other entities) to construct
and operate such facilities.

The foreign policy issues raised by the first alternative -- unified control

over domestic and international satellite communications -- are dealt with in

Part 3 of the Reply Legal Brief. The indications thus far are that a number of

countries will wish to maintain the independence and individual integrity of their

domestic broadcasting and communications systems. Historically the Ti. S.

Congress has immunized domestic communications from foreign control. The

Commission will wish to consider, therefore, whether the establishment of a
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single encompassing global system is a realistic possibility and whether inde-

pendent action by the United States should be suspended pending final determin-

ations in this area. Although domestic satellite services should be technically

compatible with the global system, it seems to us unnecessary and unwise to

defer domestic developments until all the policies and goals of the global system

are clarified.

Even if this country and others were prepared, as a matter of foreign

and communications policy, to vest all their domestic communication satellite

facilities in an international consortium, substantial issues of national econon.ic

policy would remain. The result would be a world monopoly -- one entity

responsible for all communication satellite services. There would be no yard-

stick against which to measure the progress or efficiency of that entity. There

would be only one commercial customer for manufacturers of communication

satellite equipment. The development of communication satellites and the

speed with which improved technology is made available to the public would be

in the hands of a single entity. We doubt that such an arrangement would best

meet the interests of the American public and the world community in the rapid

and efficient development of communication satellite technology.

Issues raised by the second alternative a Comsat monopoly of

domestic services operated independently of INTELSAT -- are also examined

in Part 3 of the Reply Legal Brief. There we discuss possible conflicts of

interest that might arise between Comsat's obligations under the 1964
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agreements and its obligations to an independent domestic system. If such

conflicts materialize they will have economic and foreign policy implications.

Again, however, there are two types of problems: potential conflicts of interest

and problems of monopoly control over all domestic communications-satellite

technology. If Comsat develops a separate domestic system, these problems

may be less acute than if there is an integrated INTELSAT monopoly since

theoretically, at least, Comsat would operate the domestic system with a

separate organization. But it would still leave a single entity as manager and

part owner of the international consortium and owner of the domestic system,

responsible for the development of all communications-satellite technology.

The general policy of the United States Government favoring competition

is based on deeply held convictions

. that competition fosters private initiative and achievement;

. that competition is the most effective discipline to promote
economic efficiency;

that competition is the most powerful incentive for invention
and innovation.

In the 1934 Act Congress made a basic policy decision favoring the

competitive development of communications services (Sections 313, 314).

This policy was applied to communication satellites in the 1962 Act (Sections

102(c), 201(e)(1)). Both statutes reveal substantial Congressional concern about

monopolistic practices and the belief that competition is necessary to maintain

technological progress.
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BNS is proposed as a means of meeting the critical needs of non-

commercial and instructional television and not as an instrument of domestic

economic policy, but it will assure that at least two independent organizations

develop and use communications-satellite technology -- INTELSAT and BNS.

Nor does BNS seek a charter for all domestic communications-satellite

services. As proposed by the Foundation, BNS would provide satellite services

for television and radio broadcasting, leaving to others the growing needs for

satellite services of telephone, telegraph, data transmission, and other forms

of communication. Thus BNS, INTELSAT and whatever other satellite systems

are authorized, though not competitors in the classic sense, will provide in-

centives to each other to advance the state of the art and yardsticks against

which progress and efficiency can be measured. They will, of course, be tech-

nically compatible and organized so as to provide the most efficient and economical

use of the frequency spectrum. We believe the public interest will best be

served if, as the Foundation proposes, these requirements are met and at the

same time monopoly control of satellite technology is avoided.

Economies of Scale

Since the Foundation's August 1 Submission, Comsat and others have

suggested that it might be uneconomical to build separate satellite systems,

one for television and another for telephone and record services. The claim

is made that a multi-purpose satellite system would provide cheaper service

for its users.
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This argument must be distinguished at the outset from the quite

different contention that the cost per channel of a given satellite system will

decrease as the total capacity of the system increases. It is of course true,

as a comparison of the costs of BNS-3 and BNS-4 indicates, that the cost per

channel goes down as the capacity of a given satellite system is increased. But

that fact has no direct bearing on the proposition that a multi-purpose system

of the kind proposed by Comsat is economically more efficient than two separate

systems serving the same needs.

The argument that a service can be offered at a cheaper price if it is

offered on a larger scale is appealing since, in many areas, it accords with

common sense and with experience. But the real differences in cost between a

multi-purpose system and two separate systems are limited. They can be

virtually eliminated with minimum cooperation between two separate systems.

To the extent that economies do exist they must be weighed against our traditional

policy of encouraging competition. These conclusions emerge from an examination

of the system described in Comsat's August. 1 Technical Plan. (Although we use

Comsat's August 1 figures to illustrate the point, the analysis is valid independ-

ently of these figures. )

Description of Comsat Model

In its August 1 Technical Plan, Comsat presented a model of a domestic

multi-purpose system with the following capabilities:
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Full-time television channels 14

Occasional use television channels 10

20,000 message-unit channels
(including both point-to-point and
multi-point traffic) 12 (TV equivalent)

The satellite segment would contain three satellites of 12 channels each,

with no provision for a spare satellite in orbit. The 10 occasional-use channels

are regarded as spares available for emergency use if full-time television

channels fail.

There would be a total of 117 earth terminals of which the three largest

would be used for telephone and television traffic in the New York, Chicago and

Los Angeles areas. These terminals would have redundant capabilities, with

four 85-foot antennae at New York, four at Los Angeles, and two at Chicago.

In addition, there would be six terminals in other communities, capable of

receiving both multi-point messages and television. Finally, there would be

108 television distribution terminals, of which 104 would have receive-only

capability and four could transmit and receive.

Divisibility of Comsat Model

The service that Comsat would offer can be provided in separate,

dedicated systems, at a small increase in total cost.

If the Comsat model were divided into two independent systems, one

dedicated to television and the other to message traffic, then we would expect

to see no significant added costs in the ground environment. The independent
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television distribution system would presumably use the 108 special-purpose

television ground stations and part of the physical facilities of the nine multi-

purpose ground stations. That part is physically identifiable and readily

allocated because the antennae and associated electronics are provided in pairs

or quadruples. Telephone and data traffic would use the remaining half of the

multi-purpose ground stations as a separate system.

Of Comsat's three satellites, identical and each with a capability of 12

television channels, one would be used full time for television, a second would

be used full time for telephone traffic. Two channels of the third would be used

full time for television; the other ten channels would be used for occasional

television use and back-up purposes. The two satellites concerned with

television transmission could be segregated into a single dedicated system.

The remaining satellite could be dedicated to message traffic, but an additional

satellite would be needed as a back-up.

If the Comsat model is divided into two pairs of satellites (each dedi-

cated to a specific purpose), the primary increased cost is the extra satellite,

which, we understand, is calculated by Comsat at approximately $10 million.

There might also be incremental development expenditures with two separate

systems, and probably a small increase in administrative costs. On the other

hand, there would be offsets because a dedicated television transmission

system would not need the 85-foot antennae used by Comsat for its multi-purpose

system. Without attempting to assign more precise numbers to these components,
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we believe that the extra cost of the dual system may amount to about eight to

nine percent of the capital cost of the single Comsat system.

All this is on the assumption that there is no cooperation whatever

between the two organizations. If the two organizations, each dedicated to a

single purpose, were to cooperate in the R&D costs and were to exchange back-up

facilities, the additional cost for authorizing two organizations would be negligible.

Adequacy of Reservation for Non-Commercial
and Instructional Service

The argument for a multi-purpose satellite seems largely to depend on

an assumption that the demand for television, telephone and other services will

mesh with and complement each other. At this time, the assumption cannot be

quantitatively verified. We believe that if the argument is valid at all, it is only

at the expense of instructional and non-commercial television.

Demand for television is likely to remain reasonably constant during

the day and evening hours since requirements for instructional service during

the day tend to offset requirements for evening prime-time commercial and non-

commercial services. The hours from 1:00 a. m, to 6:00 a.m. could be used

to distribute television materials for delayed broadcast or closed circuit

distribution.

For long-distance telephone, however, the weekday pattern typically

peaks during business hours and again in the early evening hours. These peaks

are likely to clash with the demands for classroom and prime-time television use.
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Advantages of Specialization

Finally, the emphasis on the economies of a combined system may tend

to ignore offsetting advantages including economies of specialization. Telephone

or data service requires access to the satellite from any point in the system in

order to transmit to any other given point in the system. Television distribution

requires access from only one point or a few points, and distribution is made

simultaneously to a large number of receiving stations. Television distribution

calls for the scheduling of blocks of time; telephone and data service demands

are highly variable in time and flow between each pair of points in the system.

We think that a single-purpose specialized system, charged with providing good

service at a reasonable cost to the television industry, will do a better job for

that industry than a system having widespread and potentially conflicting

responsibilities to several industries.

The costs of a dedicated system, moreover, would not be buried in a

rate base. A number of microwave users today have found it cheaper to own

and operate their own system than to buy from common carriers; the savings

result from the economies of specialization, with charges based on identifiable,

true costs without reference to the rate base requirements of the common carrier.

In television distribution, too, there is movement in the direction of

private systems. To quote one study:

"One of the more elaborate systems is the Skyline
television network which distributes the programs of
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all three national networks to a large area north of
Salt Lake City served by eight television stations in
Idaho, Montana, and western Wyoming. This system
has approximately 1,500 channel miles of television
microwave station utilities, none of which is owned
or operated by the Bell system. The cost can run as
low as $100 per channel mile per year or less including
interest, amortization, and maintenance, which is
much below present Bell tariffs. '1* (Underscoring
supplied. )

Possibilities for Joint Use

Whatever the interplay between the economies of scale and the economies

of specialization, the issue bears on how physical facilities are used, not on how

they are owned and organized. The alternatives are not either a number of

special-purpose systems or a single multi-purpose system owned by a common

carrier. There are other modes of organization. If there are substantial cost

advantages in joint use of some part of the facilities of a television satellite

system -- on the ground or in space -- for telephone and data transmission,

there is no reason why that should not be done. Joint use of facilities will

undoubtedly require foresight in planning and designing the satellite system to

insure flexibility; it will also require ingenuity in developing joint uses or

forming joint ownership arrangements, We believe, however, that national

economic tradition, the heavy national investment in space, the bright :cromise

* Hammett and Edison, "Television Satellite Systems; An Estimate of Present
Requirements and Future Growth, " (A Report Prepared for the Ford Foundation),

page 3.
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of satellite technology and the compelling needs of non-commercial and instruc-

tional television obligate us to look beyond traditional responses, as the Commis-

sion has done before.

In American Telephone and Telegraph Co. , et al, 37 F. C. C. 1151 (1964),

the Commission found that a fourth transatlantic submarine telegraph cable

of the type proposed by AT&T was required by the summer of 1965. Competing

applications were before it but the Commission concluded that the cable "should

be owned jointly, and should be authorized in the name of all of the U. S. over-

seas telecommunication entities, both record and voice, which desire to partici-

pate in such ownership" (37 F. C. C. at 1161). AT&T had offered to allow the

record carriers ownership in the proposed cable and this compromise was

agreeable to the competing parties. Ownership interests were to be in such

proportions "as may be agreed to, subject to Commission approval, by and

among all of these carriers in accordance with their current and reasonably

foreseeable traffic requirements, or, if no such agreement is able to be reached,

as determined by this Commission" (37 F. C. C. at 1157). Similar solutions

are available for satellites, if warranted.



Section c. How Lower Costs of Satellite Transmission will be Reflected
in Rates if the System is Owned by a Common Carrier

It is clear that dramatic cost savings are possible with satellite trans-

mission. Under the BNS proposal, these savings can be identified and shared

between non-commercial television and commercial users of the satellite

system. How they will be shared is a matter for the interested parties to

work out. An allocation formula will have to be spelled out at the beginning,

and commercial users will need assurances against capricious or unreasonable

changes. But the important point is that all of the savings can be put to use.

If the satellite system is operated by a common carrier, the savings

are likely to be absorbed and passed on to users, if at all, in amounts too

small to be noticed. The effect on charges of common carrier operation are

discussed in the following statement prepared for the Foundation by Dr. Leland

L. Johnson, an economist specializing in rate-making problems of regulated

industries.



Communications Rates and Integrated
Communications Systems

by Dr. Leland L. Johnson*

In a competitive economy we ordinarily assume that introducing a

new cost-reducing technology will bring about a commensurate reduction in

price to the user and discourage further investment in the older technology.

However, in the case of government regulated firms, such as telecommunica-

tions common carriers, the impact of new technology may vary substantially

from the competitive norm. More specifically, the use of satellites by a

common carrier could have a delayed and relatively small impact on rates

paid by users.

If AT&T were to introduce satellites for television distribution

(perhaps in conjunction with telephone and data service), the investment

would presumably be added to AT&T's existing investment in interstate

telecommunications facilities as part of the rate base on which AT&T's rate

of return is regulated by the FCC. If the system is introduced by Comsat,

the result is likely to be the same since the FCC has so far authorized Comsat

to deal only with common carriers and not ultimate users. In general, the

FCC does not regulate rates for individual services to reflect closely the costs

* Dr. Johnson received his Ph.D. degree from Yale University and served
on the Yale Economics faculty. His publications include an article,
"Behavior of the Firm Under Regulatory Restraint," and the monograph
Communication Satellites and Telephone Rates: Problems of Government,
Regulation.
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of those services. Rather, it has been primarily concerned with the return on

AT&T's overall investment directed to interstate operations. Though the situa-

tion has changed somewhat in recent years, the company has been given

considerable latitude in setting rate levels for individual services, subject

to the overall constraint that the total net revenues from all its interstate

services taken together must not exceed a "fair" return on investment. Under

these conditions the introduction of a satellite system for television and/or

telephone use would tend to have little effect on rates charged for these specific

services, since the satellite investment would be only a small part of the

overall investment against which AT&T's profits are measured.

The situation can be illustrated by the hypothetical and highly

simplified example on the following page.



Existing

Existing New Plant Plus New

Plant and and Plant and

Equipment Equipment Equipment

(Output (Output (Output

500 Units) 50 Units) 550 Units)

Investment $ 2,000 $ 100 $ 2,100

(Current book value)

Current Costs

Amortization 200 10 210

Fair rate of return 160 8 168

(8% of investment)

Operating cost 200 10 210

$ 560 $ 28 $ 588

Cost per unit of output $1.12a $.56 $1.07b

a. With existing investment, price per unit of output to cover cost is $1.12

($5.60t500 units of output).
b. With existing investment plus new investment, price per unit of output is

$1.05 ($588-550 units).

In this case, the unit cost of the new technology is only half the unit cost of the

old; yet the price per unit of output to cover the cost of the new investment

mixed with the old falls from only $1.12 to $1.07 or by less than 5 percent.

Much of the cost reduction afforded by the new technology is passed on to the

users of the older technology through the across-the-board 5 percent reduction

in price.

In a competitive industry the results would be considerably different.

The price could not be maintained at $1.12 or $1.07. So long as competitors
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were free to introduce the new technology and charge prices as low as $.56 (to

reflect fully the reduction cost), the firm holding the original investment would

also have to charge the lower price.

But why, one might ask, does not the FCC ensure that rates for

individual services do reflect the costs involved in rendering those services,

rather than focusing primarily on AT&T's overall rate of return. In recent

years the FCC has attempted to do precisely that. Several years ago it

ordered AT&T to separate out the cost of its overseas services from its domes-

tic interstate services in order to examine the appropriateness of AT&T's

overseas rate structure. The FCC has also undertaken a long and complex

"Telpak" investigation involving a separation of costs for this high speed

data transmission service; and it has been involved from time to time with

other cost separation studies, particularly relating to AT&T offerings directly

competitive with Western Union and other common carriers.

However, these attempts to separate out costs for individual services

all face one quite serious and fundamental problem -- the existence of joint

costs which necessarily introduce an arbitrary element in the allocation. For

example, a microwave tower can be used for a wide variety of services including

telephone traffic, data transmission and television distribution. How should

the investment and operating cost of that tower be allocated? Clearly enough,

each service should be charged at least enough to cover the additional or incre-

mental cost that the service imposes on the tower construction and operation.
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For instance, if data transmission imposed the additional requirement that

the microwave repeater have a more complex design than would otherwise be

the case, the additional cost should be charged to data transmission. The

difficulty is that once we have taken into account all such clearly identifiable

cost components of the microwave tower, some costs still remain to be allocated

as a kind of overhead among all these services. Unfortunately, there is no fully

satisfactory way to treat the remainder, and the remainder is normally sizeable.

A number of principles could be used to allocate these costs among the separate

services, but all of them involve arbitrary judgements about who should pay

more and who should pay less.

The existence of joint costs explains the focus on overall returns on

investment and the substantial latitude that AT&T has to fix individual rates.

While one might argue that certain people are forced to pay more than they

"ought" to pay for particular services, the presumption is that these people

are nevertheless paying less than they would if they had to supply the services

for themselves or if they were buying from competitive firms operating

wasteful, duplicating facilities.*

The problem of joint costs is more severe in some cases than others.

For example, separating overseas telephone costs from the rest of AT&T's

* The problem of allocating joint costs, particularly as they relate to
communications satellites, is discussed in greater detail in L. Johnson,
"Joint Cost and Price Discrimination: The Case of Communications
Satellites," Journal of Business, January 1964.
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operations is fairly straight forward. While overseas service does share

local landlines, switching facilities, etc., with domestic local and long-distance

service, AT&T's underwater cable and radiotelephone facilities represent a large

and distinguishable component of overseas costs which are readily separable

from domestic facilities. Consequently it does make sense for overseas

costs to be separated from domestic, with AT&T held to a fair rate of return

on each service taken alone. Instances have arisen, too, where individual

firms have found it cheaper to install communications services for their own use,

or with use in cooperation with other firms, rather than to purchase services

from common carriers. Many such private activities have been approved by

the FCC expecially as in outgrowth of the "private line" case a few years ago.

By and large, however, the element of joint cost is too large to permit an

economically sound break-up of domestic common carrier operations.

A common carrier system that leases services to other carriers,

as Comsat now does, faces the same problem. The rates charged to users

of the satellite would depend on the allocation of joint costs including a portion

of long distance landline networks employed as a backup to the satellite system.

When the telephone user (and perhaps the television customer) does not know

whether his signal is carried on cable, microwave relay lines, or the satellite,

the prospects of rate reduction from the new technology are doubtful. Given

the likely large element of joint costs involved, the cost reductions afforded

by satellites could be largely lost in the shuffle -- at least until the satellite

system grows to a point where it becomes a relatively large part of total costs.
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Section d. Possible Tax Revenues for Non-Commercial Television

While a BNS system can produce free channels and important funds

for television programming, it has been apparent from the first that educational

television as a whole has still larger needs. As a part of its studies of these

matters, the Foundation in September commissioned Dr. Joseph A. Pechman

to prepare a memorandum on the alternative possibilities in this field. The

Foundation takes no position on Dr. Pechman's conclusions, but the importance

of the subject leads us to include his memorandum, which follows, in this

Submission.
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Possible Tax Revenues for Non-Commercial Television

by Joseph A. Pechman *

This memorandum presents alternative methods of financing a strong

and effective non-commercial television system. It is assumed that total

financial requirements will probably be in the order of $200 million annually

and that half this amount might be raised by the system itself, through local

philanthropy and revenues from a BNS system. This would leave $100 million

to be raised from other sources. Since the benefits of non-commercial tele-

vision are widely diffused and there is no practical way to allocate them among

the beneficiaries through the market mechanism, it is appropriate to finance

the remainder from public (i. e. , federal) sources. Section (1) discusses the

types of taxes or user charges that might be levied, and Section (2) discusses

the techniques to funnel these receipts to a non-profit system.

(1) Sources of Funds

There appear to be two major sources that might be used for this type

of financing: first, the gross receipts or profits of the broadcasting industry;

second, taxes or contributions by users and beneficiaries.

* Dr. Pechman is Director of Economic Studies at the Brookings Institution, on
leave as Irving Fisher Research Professor of Economics at Yale University.
His previous affiliations include the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, the
Office of Tax Analysis in the Treasury Department, the Council of Economic
Advisors, and the Committee for Economic Development. He received his Ph. D.
degree from the University of Wisconsin. Dr. Pechman has written widely on
taxation and economic policy issues. His most recent book is Federal Tax
Policy , a volume in the Brookings Program of Studies in Government Finance,
which he directed.
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Use of the first source would be justified on the ground that the federal

government has provided substantial benefits to the broadcasting industry and

to radio and TV owners by permitting the industry to use the broadcast spectrum

and by financing large public investments which have already improved the

technology available to the industry. Taxation of the industry (and the users of

itg services) could be regarded as a charge for the benefits of frequency alloca-

tion and interference control which are essential for effective broadcasting.

Moreover, profits have grown rapidly in recent years (Table I), suggesting that

the benefits conferred on the industry by government regulation, including access

to the frequency spectrum, and investment have generated an element of "monopoly"

profit. It would be appropriate to tax such profits for public purposes unless it can

be shown that rates of return are competitive (in the sense that they are at a

minimum needed to draw capital to this activity).

(a) Charges on the broadcasting industry

Total revenues of the broadcasting industry (radio and TV combined)

were already in excess of $2.75 billion in 1965, and profits before taxes were

about $570 million (Table I). Both have been growing rapidly in recent years,

the former at an annual rate of 10 percent since 1960 and the latter at almost

20 percent. Assuming a conservative increase of 10 percent in profits as well

as revenues, the picture for 1967 would be as follows:

Item Amount, 1967 (millionsl

Revenues $3,334
Expenses 2 647

Profits before tax $ 687.
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With broadcast revenues approximating $3-1/3 billion, a 3 percent gross

receipts tax would be just enough to raise $100 million at 1967 levels of activity.

Such a tax would not be onerous under current and foreseeable conditions. It

would doubtless be shifted fairly promptly in higher charges to advertisers, who

would in turn attempt to recover the tax by shifting it forward in the form of

higher prices to their consumers. Since the products of TV and radio advertisers

are widely consumed, the tax would eventually be borne by most consumers. Even

if as much as a third of the tax were not shifted and had to be paid out of the

industry's profits, after-tax profits would not be greatly affected. Profits before

tax would be reduced by $33 million; but at a 48 percent rate for the corporate

income tax, $16 million would be paid in the form of reduced federal taxes. The

net burden of $17 million would amount to about 5 percent of estimated 1967 net

profits after tax.

The shifting of taxes to the general public to pay for the benefits the public

receives from richer television fare can readily be justified. Ideally, of course,

user charge for such improvement should be levied in proportion to the benefits,

but there is no basis for making such measurements. The benefits of non-

commercial television will accrue to the general population through the develop-

ment of cultural values, improved education, and a more informed electorate.

Such "externalities" cannot be sold in the market place and should be paid for

out of taxes levied on the beneficiaries. In this particular case, since about

95 percent of the nation's households have at least one TV set and all children
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stand to benefit from the improved educational facilities, the beneficiaries of

non-commercial television cannot be distinguished from the general taxpayer.

Even non-users will benefit from non-commercial television and from the wider

range of potential choice of programs it will promote.

Some suggestions have been made that instead of a gross receipts tax,

a special tax on the industry's profits may be warranted. However, it would

probably be impractical to raise $100 million in this way. This would amount

to almost 15 percent on profits before tax, which would be inordinately high

considering that the industry already pays a regular corporation tax rate of

48 percent. The tax on gross receipts of the broadcasting industry would have

the advantage of imposing a smaller (but not identifiable) burden on the industry's

profits. The impact of a special profits tax could perhaps be moderated by per-

mitting the industry to apply part or all of it as a credit against its present

federal corporation tax liability, thus retaining the total profits tax burden at

48 percent. But earmarking portions of the corporate income tax in this way

would be a bad precedent, and subject to legitimate criticism by the Treasury

and others seeking to protect the income tax from further erosion.

(b) Charges on all FCC long-distance communications licensees

The base of the gross receipts tax could be broadened -- and the rate

commensurately lowered -- by applying the tax to the revenues of all commercial

FCC licensees involved in long-distance telephone calls and domestic and overseas

telegrams, as well as radio and TV revenues. The base of such a tax already
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exceeded $8 billion in 1965 (Table II) and will approach $10 billion in 1967.

A 1 percent tax would therefore raise the required $100 million.

There is already a precedent for the use of a low-rate excise tax to pay

for a federal service. On January 1, 1969, when the last vestiges of the Korean

War excise taxes expire, the auto manufacturers excise tax (now 7 percent and

scheduled to be reduced to 2 percent on April 1, 1968) will be maintained at

1 percent to pay for research in auto safety. The telephone tax (now 10 percent

and scheduled to be reduced to 1 percent on April 1, 1968) will expire on January

1, 1969 under present law. To help finance non-commercial television, it would

be necessary merely to keep the tax on toll telephone calls permanently at

1 percent and to extend it to telegraph and broadcasting revenues.

The tax on long-distance communications is less readily defended on the

"monopoly profits" issue than the tax on broadcast revenue. But there is a

satisfactory rationale. The broadcast revenue tax is also based on the notion

that through shifting of the tax the users of non-commercial television would

pay for its cost. This is even more true of the broader communications tax,

which would be paid by all or most of the nation's citizens either directly or

indirectly through higher prices for products of firms using long-distance

communications and broadcasting facilities. The tax on all long-distance

communications revenues can also be justified on the ground that these users

will be among the major beneficiaries of the satellite technology developed by

the federal government. The government could hardly be criticized for attempt-

ing to recover a small part of its investment from these beneficiaries.
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(c) Tax on users

A tax on the users is the most direct method of financing non-commercial

television. There are two possibilities: (1) a flat license fee to be paid by all

households with at least one radio or TV set; and (2) a manufacturers excise

tax on the sale of radio and TV sets. The fee or excise tax approach assumes

that sets are widely owned (which they are) and that the externalities of non-

commercial television will benefit the public irrespective of the use they make

of non-commercial television. In addition, such charges would help pay for the

subsidy now provided to set owners who are spared the higher TV set prices

that would result from more intensive use of the broadcast spectrum.

Since there are already more than 50 million households with radios

and TV sets, an annual license fee of less than $2 per year per household would

raise the necessary $100 million. This method has been used successfully in

the United Kingdom. Although the charge would be nominal, it would be highly

unpopular in the United States. Moreover, the cost of collection would be out

of proportion to the amount collected.

The alternative method, which is probably more acceptable to the public

and administratively more efficient, would be to tax the sale of radios and TV

sets by manufacturers. (A retail tax would be feasible but relatively costly to

administer since the number of sales outlets is very large relative to the number

of manufacturers. ) A 10 percent tax on most household durables was levied for

many years in this country, but it was repealed along with most of the other
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selective excise taxes in 1965. The value of manufacturers' shipments of

radios and television sets was $1.8 billion in 1964 (Table III) and will almost

certainly exceed $2 billion in 1967. A 5 percent tax would therefore raise

$100 million.

(2) Organizational Arrangements

Funds collected through internal revenue taxes go into the general

Treasury, unless the legislation prescribes that the tax shall be paid into a

trust fund. Such funds are established to account for receipts that are held by

the federal government in a fiduciary capacity for use in carrying out the

specific purposes stipulated in the originating legislation. The trustee relation-

ship is considered to be irrevocable by the federal government.

The major advantage of the trust fund device is that payments out of the

fund are made without going through the annual appropriation process. Although

budgetary experts argue that it should be used sparingly, the trust fund is par-

ticularly appropriate for an activity such as non-commercial television. Pro-

gramming for non-commercial television must provide maximum freedom for the

artists and other participants. If funds were subject to annual appropriations,

Congressional control and interference would be an ever-present danger. Free-

dom from the political process is an essential ingredient for the success of non-

commercial television.

There appear to be no legal obstacles to the creation of a federal trust

fund to provide support for non-commercial programming operated as a private
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non-profit organization. Although there are no precedents among the trust

funds, the federal government already appropriates funds from the adminis-

trative budget to numerous non-profit organizations, including Howard University,

Gallaudet College, and other similar institutions. (Table IV gives a partial

list of such organizations and actual and estimated expenditures by the federal

government in fiscal years 1965-67.) Federal expenditures for these institutions,

which are administered by private boards of trustees, will exceed an estimated

$26 million in 1967.

The legislation to set up the trust fund could be relatively simple. It

would appropriate an amount equal to the taxes collected (net of refunds) to the

trust fund, and permit the transfers of such funds under permanent and indefinite

appropriations. The fund in turn would have permanent authority to transfer the

funds to the appropriate organization. The tax or taxes to be used could be im-

posed in the same legislation, or legislated separately.

(3) Summary

The following listing summarizes the five taxes that might be used to

finance non-commercial television approximately in order of preference. In

ordering the various taxes, consideration was given to political practicability

and administrative feasibility, as well as to equity and economics.

The 1 percent tax on all long-distance communications heads the list,

but the 3 percent tax on broadcasting revenues and the 5 percent manufacturers
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excise tax on radios and TV sets are not very far behind. The annual $2 house-

hold license fee and the 15 percent tax on broadcasters' profits are definitely

inferior to the other possibilities.

Type of Tax Base Tax
(millions) Rate

1. Tax on gross receipts of all long-distance
communications

2. Tax on gross receipts of radio and TV
broadcasting

3. Manufacturers excise tax on the sales of
radios and TV sets

$10,000 1%

3,334 3%

2,000 5%

4. License fee on all households with radios
and TV sets 50 $2

5. Tax on profits of radio and TV broadcasters 687 15%

i
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TABLE I

Revenues, Expenses and Income of the Radio and
Television Broadcasting Industry, 1955, 1960, and 1965

(millions of dollars)

Year Revenues Expenses Income
before tax

Television
1955 745 595 150

1960 1, 269 1, 025 244

1965 1, 965 1, 517 488

Radio
1955 452 406 46

1960 592 544 48

1965a 790 710 80

Radio and Television
1955 1,197 1, 001 196

1960 1, 861 1, 569 292

1965 2, 755 2, 227 568

Sources: Statistical Abstract of the United States, various issues, and
Federal Communications Commission, TV Broadcast Data - 1965,
(mimeograph, dated August 2, 1966).

aEstimated on basis of 1964 data.
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TABLE II

Revenues of Commercial FCC Licensees Involved
in Long-Distance Communications, 1955, 1960, and 1965

(millions of dollars)

Type of communication 1955 1960 1965

Toll telephone 2, 049 3,148 5, 000a

Telegraph -- domestic 229 262 315a

Telegraph -- overseas 36 87 120a

Radio broadcast 452 592 790

TV broadcast 745 1 269 1, 965
MONWO111,

Total 3, 511 5, 358 8,190

Source: Statistical Abstract of the United States, various issues, and
Federal Communications Commission, TV Broadcast Data - 1965,
(mimeograph, dated August 2, 1966).

aEstimated on basis of 1964 data.
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TABLE III

Value of Manufacturers' Shipments of Household
Radio and Television Receivers, Phonographs

and Record Players, 1955, 1960-64
(millions of dollars)

Year Amount

1955 1,508

1960 1,223
1961 1,279
1962 1,399
1963 1,538
1964 1, 805

Source: Statistical Abstract of the United States? various issues.
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TABLE IV

Selected Private Non-Profit Organizations Receiving
Payments from the Federal Government and

Amounts Received, Actual 1965, and Estimated 1966-67
(thousands of dollars)

Name of organization
Fiscal year

1965
actual

1966
est.

1967
est.

American Printing House for the Blind . . . 865 1, 000 1, 028

National Technical Institute for the Deaf 352 335

Freedmen's Hospital 3, 929 4, 500 4, 900

Gallaudet College ......... . . . . 4, 356 3, 545 2, 977

Howard University 11, 618 15,105 17, 600

Total 20, 768 24, 502 26, 840

Source: The Budget of the United States Government for the Fiscal Year Ending
June 30, 1967, pages 261-62.
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PART 3

ORGANIZING THE SATELLITE SYSTEM, NON-COMMERCIAL NETWORK
OPERATIONS, AND PROGRAMMING

Introduction

The Foundation's August 1 Comments suggest that a properly organized

television satellite system can help to meet the vital needs of non-commercial

and instructional television. We here consider some of the major organizational

issues implicit in the Foundation's approach.

These suggestions represent our best current thinking, but they are

necessarily tentative. There exists a wide range of acceptable organizational

arrangements, but many of the considerations bearing on the final choice will

only emerge as understanding of the substantive issues matures. To this

understanding the Carnegie Commission will unquestionably contribute. Final

determinations must reflect the values and traditions of the country at large.

Meanwhile, it is important for analysis and discussion on organizational

issues to proceed at the same time as consideration of the other questions

technical, operational, financial -- involved in these proceedings. Study can

best proceed in the context of concrete proposals for the organizational frame-

work of the enterprise.

Major Functions

Three major functions are involved in the Foundation's proposal:

1. Operation of a communications satellite system to
serve both commercial and non-commercial networks
and stations;
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2. Operation of a national network of non-commercial
ETV -- stations;

3. Receipt and disbursement of funds for the development

of improved educational, cultural and informational

programs.

A basic question is whether these three functions should be combined

in a single organization or whether they should be divided among separate

entities.

The argument for consolidation is clear. Satellite operations, network

management, and programming are interrelated. Working relations must be

close and continuous. A single organization would reduce overhead costs and

administrative burdens.

Yet there is a tradition in this country against giving an operator of

communication facilities a significant measure of control over content. It may

be undesirable to concentrate power of this sort in a single organization even

though regulatory safeguards can be devised. Allocating the functions to

separate organizations, each responsive to different interests and pressures,

may build useful checks and balances into the system. Finally, although the

three functions are interrelated, they are distinct. Different skills and structures

are necessary for each. At the present stage of our thinking, we therefore

conclude that the full development of a non-commercial television system will

probably require three separate organizations.

Satellite operations, network operations, and fund disbursement are

each discussed in the sections that follow. For satellite operations, we present
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an organizational model. We do not do so for network operations or fund dis-

bursement in view of the forthcoming report of the Carnegie Commission,

which has 'given special attention to these matters.

1. Satellite Operations

a. Functions

The operation of a domestic communication satellite system includes:

-- establishing and operating a system of synchronous communi-
cation satellites;

providing ground-station facilities for commercial and non-
commercial users;

-- conducting and monitoring research on new developments in
satellite and ground-station technology;

leasing the channels to commercial users;

-- encouraging experimental uses of television for non-commercial
purposes;

-- setting charges that will generate revenues for non-commercial
programming (Federal Communications Commission regulation
of rates is discussed in Volume 11, Part 4).

b. Ownership

These functions could be performed either under government own-

ership, by a private profit-making corporation, or by a private non-

profit corporation.

Since satellite and launch technology are almost entirely a product

of government-financed research and development, government owner-

ship of a domestic television system would seem to be particularly
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appropriate. The taxpayers' investment in space technology

is in the billions of dollars. Government ownership would make

the benefits available to all the people at minimum cost whereas

a privately owned satellite system would channel profits from

this investment to a limited number of stockholders.

The system we have suggested would contribute substantially

to American education, which is a proper concern of government.

There is ample precedent in this country for government owner-

ship of some enterprises in an industry dominated by private con-

cerns. The most obvious example is the Tennessee Valley

Authority, a government corporation chartered by the Congress.

The Panama Canal Company, an agency of the United States Government,

operates the Panama Canal and conducts business operations inci-

dent to the maintenance and operation of the Canal and to the civil

government of the Canal Zone. The St. Lawrence Seaway Development

Corporation, The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, the Export-

Import Bank of Washington, and the District of Columbia Redevelop-

ment Land Agency are other examples. The list of special-purpose

government corporations is long.

A private, profit-making corporation could, of course, operate the

television satellite system. Indeed, in 1062 the decision was made to

use a special version of that form for the United States participation
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in international satellite communications. But there the direct

public service features were considerably less important than

in domestic non-commercial television.

A private corporation organized for profit would have difficulty

generating excess revenues for programming. It would pay taxes;

it would be obligated to earn a fair return for its stockholders; it

would be bound by law to serve the interests of its stockholders --

which may not be those of the nation at large.

Given the taxpayers' investment in space and satellite technology

and the importance to the nation of non-commercial television, both in

the instructional field and ETV, the domestic television satellite

system should be directly responsive to national interests. Extensive

safeguards and regulations would be required to insure that the needs of

non-commercial television -- free channels and a substantial contri-

bution to the costs of programming -- are met through a private,

profit-making organization.

A non-profit corporation would be a wholly acceptable alternative to

government ownership and is more consistent with the U. S. tradition

of private ownership of communication facilities. It would have opera-

tional flexibility. It could act pro bono publico and would have no conflict-

ing obligations to stockholders. The interests of the government

would be insured by proper representation on the Board of Directors

and by the regulatory power of government agencies.
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c. A Model - Broadcasters Non-Profit Satellite Corporation (BNSC)

If a private, non-profit corporation is the preferred form, it

could be chartered, without legislation, under one of the existing

state, non-profit corporation codes. BNSC would be jointly sponsored

by the commercial and non-commercial institutions engaged in

broadcasting. Its charter would establish the terms and conditions

of participation and authorize the corporation to perform all functions

necessary for satellite operations. All interested parties would

participate in drafting the charter.

We believe that commercial banking sources will make capital

available to BNSC. Cost projections for the satellite system, set

forth at Volume III, Part 3, are based on commercial financing

terms. Financing may also be available from commercial users of

the sy.stem. It is conceivable that initial financing might be arranged

to eliminate part of the normal costs of obtaining money.

BNSC would be governed by a board of trustees, which should

include representatives of all interested parties, including the net-

works and television stations. The charter might also provide for

public trustees, as does the Comsat legislation, and for representa-

tion of government interests (congressmen, cabinet members,

representatives of state and local governments, etc.). Procedures

for choosing the board would be spelled out in the charter.
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Initially BNSC will require a relatively small staff of engineers

and contract managers to negotiate and monitor contracts. The

staff will also include financial, legal and marketing specialists.

Such a corporation could be established quickly. The rapid

development of the sophisticated aerospace, electronic, and com-

munications industries during the past 25 years insures that

highly skilled organizations and management are available to

provide first-rate contractual services and facilities.

During the lead-time required to prepare specifications, let

contracts, and procure the equipment, BNSC could expand its

staff and facilities to include the skills and equipment necessary

to operate the system.

BNSC could be either a specialized common carrier or a cooperative.

See Volume II, Part 4.

It could be the sole owner and operator of a domestic television

satellite system or a participant in a joint venture operating a system

of broader scope. If a multi-purpose system were established, a

joint venture similar to INTELSAT might be formed in which BNSC

represents the television users and Comsat, AT&T, or some other

entity represents other users.
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2. Network Operations

a. Functions

The history of the commercial networks demonstrates the

dramatic impact of national networks on programming and on the

economic vitality and growth of commercial television and local

stations.

The new communications-satellite system would enable non-

commercial stations to form a similar national network. The

technical interconnection of the non-commercial stations would

be achieved without cost to the local stations via the satellite

system.

The new national network would be in a position to purchase or

produce first quality educational, cultural and informational programs

for transmission over local ETV stations, thus reducing the program

costs for each ETV station and providing a source of live programs

of professional quality to increase their audiences and sources of

local support.

There is one important difference between the network function as

now performed by commercial networks and the function as it would

be performed by a non-commercial network. The market place

determines the programs that commercial networks select for distri-

bution. A non-commercial network would have to make similar decisions
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without the laws of supply and demand to guide it. We believe

that a national non-commercial network should work in close cooperation

with panels and commissions representing geographic areas, the

performing arts, public affairs, and similar interests to assist it

in deciding what programs should be made available to non-commercial

stations.

b. Special Problems of ITV

The non-commercial network would perform similar functions

for ITV, but the relation of the network to ITV is especially sensitive.

We see two vital principles:

First, the new network should not infringe on or in any way
111Mw

restrict the traditional responsibility of state and local education

authorities to control the curriculum and the educational content

of instructional materials used in the school system for which they

are responsible. It Is these local authorities who will decide what

programs go into the local schools. The central objective of pro-

posed experiments with national 'Tv programming would be to

widen the area of choice and to increase the availability of educational

programs and materials of high professional quality to these school

systems.

Second, a national network wculd by no means have a monopoly of11
the development of ITV programs. Any interested agency or group
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could develop instructional programs or series for use on tele-

vision -- universities, schools of education, local school systems,

or individual schools. A prime source of programs might be

private educational companies, either non-profit or profit-making,

that would develop and produce educational materials for television

in much the same way that such enterprises produce educational

materials today for conventional instructional methods -- textbooks,

film strips, laboratory equipment and the like. Producers of such

programs would be eligible for financial support from the pool of

funds allocated for program development. The network would pro-

vide channels for these programs in accordance with the demand

they gene]tate from state and local school systems.

We believe that a national non-commercial communications-satellite

network could greatly accelerate the development of new, high quality

instructs anal programs for the schools. The essential contribution of

the network would be to spread the heavy development costs of ITV

programs over many school systems, and to draw on a much larger

pool of creative talent than is available to any single system.

The network staff concerned with the development of ITV programs

for the non-commercial television network would work closely with

representatives of educational and scientific organizations, with

local school officials, with the universities, and with the educational
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publishers to develop, to experiment, and to test new teaching

materials and programs suitable for national broadcast to the

schools.

The national ITV programs could be designed for live broad-

cast in those schools that elect to use them as a basic part of

their core curriculum. The national programs could also be used

for remedial instruction or for teacher-training programs where they

were appropriate. The network could enrich local school curricula

by making available live or taped broadcasts of national news pro-

grams and cultural programs and by stimulating higher standards

of teaching performance.

c. Ownership

The network function is the most sensitive component in the

system since it determines what programs have access to the

satellite and thus the viewer's range of choice. It is hard to con-

ceive of a private, profit-making corporation operating a network

composed of non-profit educational television stations. We

believe there would be a widespread public preference for opera-

tion by a private, non-profit corporation rather than government

control.
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3. Program Fund Disbursement

We see at least three sources of funds for non-commercial programming:

excess revenues generated by the operation of the satellite system, general

philanthropic support, and tax revenues.

Non-commercial programs now originate primarily with local ETV

stations and NET. Substantial increases in program funds would enable the

resources of commercial networks, stations, and independent producers to be

tapped. It would permit new sources of talent to be employed in newly estab-

lished local, state, and regional programming centers, and permit the establish-

ment of television centers for the analysis of public affairs and events of national

and regional importance. In short, with increased funds, non-commercial

programming would gain in diversity and plurality of sources. The organization

of fund disbursement is a question within the province a the Carnegie Commission;

we look forward to its recommendations.



PART 4

A NATIONAL TEST SATELLITE PROGRAM

A number of questions have been raised regarding the feasibility and

consequences of the Foundation's proposal ancl the Comsat Technical Plan.

The common carriers claim that domestic communication
satellites will interfere with terrestrial transmission
unless the number of ground stations is small. Our studies,
including the IBM study published in Volume III of this
Submission, indicate the contrary, bit we appreciate the
importance of the problem to AT&T and others.

The responsible officials of the FCC, the Office of Tele-
communications Management and other government agencies
are increasingly concerned by growing demands on the fre-
quency spectrum.

The domestic networks, who will be the primary users of a
domestic satellite system, desire reassurance regarding
the feasibility and reliability of the switching and intercon-
nection services they will require.

While the Foundation believes it would be in the public interest for the

Commission to authorize BNS-type operations without delay, we understand

from discussions with the FCC, NASA, OTM, Comsat and others that serious

thought is currently being given to the possibility of launching a test satellite.

If a test program is undertaken, it should be conducted so as to minimize delay

in the establishment of a domestic communications-satellite system.

The Foundation assumes that a test program designed to measure inter-

ference within the allocated frequencies, to determine the most efficient use of

the frequency spectrum and to test commercial and non-commercial network
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operations and instructional television would be administered by the government,

in cooperation with private interests. We believe that NASA best satisfies the need

for objective, disinterested management. Other federal agencies that would pre-

sumably participate in the program include FCC, OTM, HEW, DOD, and the

National Bureau of Standards of the Department of Commerce; the private interests

include the carriers, the networks, Comsat, the satellite system manufacturers,

and the private foundations concerned with non-commercial and instructional

broadcasting.

The Foundation is keenly aware of the burden that the management of

such a program would impose on NASA. It is outside the scope of NASA's presently

planned activities. It might require several years of work. Generous support

from the Congress would be vital since substantial funds not otherwise available

would be required. Yet the reward would be great. The demonstrated technical

and managerial capacity of NASA and its central role in the civilian space pro-

gram would provide powerful assurances of the validity of the findings, and the

involvement of NASA would help dramatize for the nation the enormous benefits

that the space program can offer to our children and to ourselves.

NASA could also enable a swifter beginning to be made in demonstrating

the potential of non-commercial and instructional television. With the Applica-

tion Technology Satellites Series (ATS), NASA is already engaged in a testing

program. The first spacecraft has just been launched and subsequent launches

are called for approximately every six Months up to and including a fifth launch.

In the ATS Series there are spin-stabilized satellites.
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(ATS-B and ATS-C) which may be free for other test uses by mid-1967. We

believe this spacecraft could probably be used for some interference testing

and could almost certainly be used for early pilot operations of non-commercial

and instructional television through the satellite. *

We understand that there are other advanced ATS programs scheduled

for the 1969-1970 time period whose form can probably be modified to accom-

modate not only their presently planned missions but also the additional

measurements required to determine whether the satellite signals will interfere

with terrestrial facilities.

The Foundation strongly recommends that existing programs and

existing spacecraft be used wherever possible, and modified as required,

both for testing and pilot operations.

But interference measurements can begin without the satellite. Mobile

vans and aircrafts can be equipped to make measurements around existing

terrestrial facilities. A transportable prototype earth terminal can be sited

near such facilities. Satellite operations can then be simulated and measured

under a wide variety of climatological conditions, and with varying levels of

power and techniques for modulation and energy dispersal. Measurements

should be made not only of field strengths but also of the subjective effects

of interference.

* Another alternative might be to modify the existing ATS prototype space-
craft which might further the test program at a lower cost.
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If interference measurement and pilot operations cannot ride "piggy

back" on an existing program then it may be necessary to undertake the design

of a new satellite. Experts consulted by the Foundation recommend a satellite

containing 6-8 repeaters each capable of relaying one broadcast quality

television channel. Two satellites would be constructed, the second to be

launched when use of the first justifies additional capability. If only one

satellite functions successfully, it alone would be adequate to complete the

necessary testing and to provide a useful degree of networking experience.

The signals would be transmitted in two beams, one to the eastern half of the

continental United States, and the other to the western half.

Whether the piggy back approach is used or a new satellite design proves

necessary, the following ground equipment would be useful for conducting pilot

operations:

2 network terminals with transmitting and receiving capability

6 affiliate terminals with transmitting and receiving capability

2 mobile terminals with transmitting capability

18 mobile terminals with receiving capability

20 remote schoolhouse terminals with receiving capability

This ground equipment can be used later for an operational satellite

system and thus should not be regarded as a cost of the test program.



The first three types of terminals would be primarily used by the

commercial and non-commercial television networks in the production and

distribution of programs, and in testing various network configurations. One

of the network or affiliate terminals would be used on a time-shared basis to

originate instructional programs. The 18 mobile receiving terminals would

be used for instructional television purposes to demonstrate satellite program

distribution to non-commercial stations and to classrooms for instructional

use. The 20 schoolhouse terminals would be so placed as to evaluate a wide-

area operational direct-to-school transmission system.

The network terminals would be located at New York and Los Angeles.

The affiliate terminals would be used by the networks to feed established

regional microwave networks and to permit insertion of regional commercials.

Each terminal would simultaneously serve all networks, including non-

commercial stations.

The two mobile transmitting terminals would be used by the networks

at points of remote program origination, relaying these programs via the

satellite.

As suggested by Hammett and Edison, an instructional television

demonstration and evaluation program would occupy one or two satellite

channels and would require the 18 mobile receiving terminals and the 20

schoolhouse terminals. Each mobile terminal would be a complete, self-

sufficient television demonstration system consisting of an antenna, a



dual-channel receiver, a video distribution system, and approximately 50

color television monitors to be placed in classrooms and auditoriums. Travel-

ing with the terminals would be an operations team consisting of two technicians

to install, operate, and maintain the equipment and several trained demonstra-

tors to work with teatd_iers and administrators.

All 20 schoolhouse terminals would be placed at schools in a single

geographical region. They would remain there for periods of a year or

more, in order to integrate the programs they provide into the school curricula.

Access to the available channel or channels could be time shared be.- seen state

educational entities transmitting programs only to schools in their respective

states and a regional body organized to test the feasibility of cooperation on a

wider scale.

Directly, or through a corporation formed for the purpose, the Founda-

tion would be prepared, if a test program is undertaken, to consider how it may

contribute toward:

Training personnel in non-commercial networking operations through
the satellite

Training teachers and educational administrators in the more
effective use of instructional television

Making available programs for both non-commercial and instructional
television



PART 5

NON-COMMERCIAL AND INSTRUCTIONAL TELEVISION:
PROMISE AND OPPORTUNITY

Section a. Instructional Television
by Wilbur Schramm*

We have now had a little more than ten years of experience with in-

structional television.

Already it is in use in 50 countries. Here in the United States about

10 million elementary and secondary students and 600,000 college and uni-

versity students now receive a part of their curriculum by television. Hundreds

of controlled experiments on television teaching have already been done.

Ten years is a short time in the life of educational technology. It took

350 years after Gutenberg before we found out how to make and distribute

textbooks to meet the special needs of schools and colleges.

Today, two factors dictate a new look at the opportunities and problems

of instructional television:

Wilbur Schramm holds the Janet M. Peck Professorship of International
Communications at Stanford University, and is Director of the Institute
for Communications Research at Stanford. Dr. Schramm was Dean of
the Division of Communications and Director of the Institute of Communi-
cations Research (which he founded) at the University of Illinois. He is the
author of several books on communications and television, including
"Television in the Lives of Our Children," published in 1961. He also
is a consultant to the International Institute for Educational Planning,
established by UNESCO, and recently completed 23 case studies in 18
countries in the uses of new media in instruction, including television.
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First: the educational system as a whole is experiencing vastly increased

demands and these are bound to get higher in the years ahead.

More and more pupils will be in school, and for longer periods. For

many adults, continuing education and refresher training will be a pattern of

life. There will be more to teach and learn. In ten years our scientific knowledge

will double. All this will strain our educational resources to the utmost teachers,

schools, teaching materials, financial support.

Second: there is the prospect of a new television technology -- the satellite.

Can TV in this new form help us meet the monumental educational tasks ahead?

This paper will first review briefly the record of instructional television

to date -- its accomplishments as well as its failures. Then we will take a closer

look at some of the demands facing the United States educational system over the

coming decades to see what impact instructional television might have on them.

Finally, we shall ask what the satellite adds to all of this.

Instructional Television - The Record and the Promise

Since 1956, Hagerstown, Maryland, has taught the core of its curriculum

by television throughout all twelve grades to every student in the county school

system. Results were so good that the school board, after observing the

program for five years, looking at the students' achievement scores, and

collecting anonymous opinions from teachers and administrators in the system,

voted unhesitatingly to take over the $600,000 annual cost and continue the program.



By using television, they have been able to offer science from the first grade

to the twelfth, music and art in all schools, modern language courses as far

down as the third grade, and such specialized courses as calculus in high

school. None of these activities was possible before television made it

possible to share expert teaching. Before instructional television, two-thirds

of American junior high school students rated above the Hagerstown average

in standardized tests of mathematics; after four years of televised instruction,

two-thirds of American students rated below them -- the Hagerstown average

rose from the 33rd to the 68th percentile (measured against national norms)

on problem solving; from the 31st to the 84th percentile on arithmetical concepts.

Eighth grade students in general science scored two full grades higher, on

national norms, after three years of television than students in the same grade

had scored before television. In one measurement, low-ability children were

found to be progressing about twice as fast under televised teaching as comparable

students under conventional teaching.

In a quite different kind of projec t, the Chicago school system has for

ten years offered a complete junior college curriculum by television. Require-

ments, subject matter, examinations are the same in every way as for students

on campus. Home students have certain hours in which they can consult

instructors if necessary by phone; they send in some written work to be

corrected and come to campus for a few special classes and for examinations.



Every year about 10,000 students register for courses, and 10,000 to 40,000

unregistered viewers are in the audience for every broadcast course. Con-

sistently, home students have done as well or better than students on campus

in the same courses.

There is also the Midwest Program for Airborne Television Instruction

(MPATI) which broadcasts instructional television programs from high flying

aircraft to schools in a six-state region. Perhaps the greatest contribution

of MPATI to instructional television has been a technical one; namely, it

has demonstrated that airborne broadcasting can be effective over a 400-mile

circle. In addition, the program has demonstrated that schools and school

systems throughout this region can cooperate on program development and the

sharing of instructional television broadcasts.

One of the most spectacular uses of instructional television has been

under way since 1964 in American Samoa, in an effort to raise the level of

instruction in the schools from traditional rote learning to modern education

in a few years rather than the century or more it might take if events were left

to follow their natural course. The United States government has consolidated

the schools, installed six channels of open-circuit television, and provided

expert help. The curriculum is being taught by teams consisting of expert

studio teachers in each subject matter field, other teachers who prepare exercise

and reading materials, and the native classroom teachers who are helped by

supervisors and workshops to manage the learning activities in the classroom.
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There is little hard evidence on the experiment as yet, but observers

report unanimously that remarkable progress is being made in language

learning, in particular, that questions, experiments, and individual inquiry

are beginning to replace rote drill, and that the native teachers are indeed

practicing new methods. When one observes a Samoan teacher who, two

years before, would have been content to have her class repeat a lesson after

her when one observes such a teacher studying a lizard with her class,

asking what the animal eats and who eats it, and working around to a discussion

of the balance of nature, then one can hardly doubt that profound changes are

coming to Samoan schools. Indeed, observers have asked whether we do not

have deprived schools on the mainland which might benefit from the same

learning opportunities as are being offered in Samoa.

In a number of American schools television has made it possible to

introduce modern foreign language courses in the elementary school, although

most elementary teachers are not well-prepared to teach the language. Denver,

for example, has done this; the results have been carefully studied, and the

method widely adopted.

In many medical schools instructional television has made it possible

for a large number of students simultaneously to watch surgery from a

vantage point or observe a microscopic examination. In some colleges and

universities television is used extensively. Penn State, for example, offers
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twenty-eight courses, from family economics to meteorology, by television,

and tapes them for use on other campuses.

Thus, instructional television can be exciting and effective.

Yet for all these success stories, ITV has been, in many ways, a

disappointment. Measured against the great problems of education, its uses

have so far tended to be rather insignificant. It has been used most often by

the schools that need it least -- the innovative schools that already have an

outstanding corps of teachers and are abreast of new developments in method

and matter. Despite generally encouraging research results -- ITV usually

does at least as well as ordinary classroom teaching* -- there have been more

cases than we might expect when instructional television has not made the hoped-

impact in actual use.

A summary of 390 comparisons of televised teaching with ordinary
classroom teaching in American schools found that in 63 percent of the
cases there was no significant difference, in 21 percent of the cases
pupils learned significantly more from television, and in 14 percent,
significantly less. A rigorous study examined existing comparisons
very closely and focussed on a small number in which all the possibly
contaminating variables had been controlled so that the comparison
clearly measured the effect of doing the same teaching by television vs.
the effect of doing it face-to-face. In no case was a significant difference
found. Nor is it easy to see why there should be a difference, inasmuch
as television is only a device to carry teaching and demonstrations. Its
advantage is to be able to draw on a larger supply of excellent teaching
and demonstrations and make them available where otherwise they might
not be seen -- not necessarily to be able to present them any better.
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For example, Continental Classroom began with considerable enthusiasm,

offering a course in atomic-age physics broadcast at 6:30 A.M. over more than

150 NBC outlets. The special hook-up was designed to make the course

available to any college in the United States; 300 of them picked it up the first

year. Courses in chemistry, mathematics, and American government followed.

After several heavily subsidized seasons and impressive records of partici-

pating institutions and viewers, however, Continental Classroom was dropped.

Broadcasting instructional programs using commercial stations runs smack

into strong competition from commercial programs. For this and other reasons,

Continental Classroom has all but passed from the scene.

Another project that began with high hopes of ameliorating a severe

shortage of teachers in Texas lasted about as long as Continental Classroom.

Between 1956 and 1959, every teacher training institution in the state, the

Texas Education Agency, and 18 commercial television stations cooperated

in a program of teacher training, and enrolled more than 1,000 college

graduates. Any recruit who enrolled for credit qualified for a temporary

teaching permit after successfully completing the one-year televised course.

But the statewide experiment found no followers in other states, and Texas

itself dropped the program when its foundation grant ended. Actual results

were disappointing: the pool of recruits was smaller than expected and the

per capita cost of training was high.

4
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More generally, now that we have moved beyond the first burst of

enthvsiasm, we know that there is no magic about instructional television.

Dull teaching on a picture tube is no better than dull teaching in a classroom.

Outmoded methods of teaching language or art or science or mathematics

are no better on television than elsewhere. They may be worse, because

more is expected of them and so many people can observe them. Television

is only a pipeline. It is likely to be as interesting as what goes into it, and

as effective as the learning activity that can be generated around it.

From this mixed and spotty record, what can we say about the con-

ditions necessary for ITV to fulfill its promise -- to be truly effective.

Two of these conditions can be stated with some confidence:

We must have truly excellent programming adapted to the special

needs and resources of television as a teaching medium. And, second,

we cannot rely on television to do the job alone. It works best with in-

formed and active participation of the classroom teacher at all stages of

the process of learning.

Let us examine each of these in some detail.

Programming

U. S. Commissioner of Education Harold Howe has remarked wryly

that "like the drug for which there is as yet no disease, we now have some

machines which can talk but as yet have nothing to say." Instructional



television has typically been in the charge of broadcasters who were not

experienced educators, or educators who did not know broadcasting well.

Often it does the most obvious thing -- film what happens in the classroom,

the panel discussion, the chalkboard as a visual aid, the "lecturing face as

a focus of attention." As Rudolph Flothow of Lockheed has pointed out,

television has typically put the teacher In his least effective role -- as

dispenser of information.

But television has a great power to challenge a student:

111111 IMO

by showing him a problem vividly and letting him try to solve it;

by letting him follow through a scientific experiment, deciding at

each point what should be done next, and checking his procedures against

those of the experimentee and his predictions against what actually happens;

by playing a game with him, using either the quiz pattern so

popular on commercial television, or more sophisticated games such as those

by which Nobel laureate William Shockley lets grade school children learn

how to solve problems.

Television should keep the student active, not passive before the

tube. It should invite discovery on his part, rather than foreclosing

discovery by giving all the answers. To do this, it has to be willing to

stop talking and let the viewer take part; it has to stop telling him and listen

to him; stop trying to fill his mind, and let him exercise his mind.
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Most of the weaknesses in its programming, says Jerome Bruner,

"exist because we have neglected the potential and failed to exploit it to the

fullest For the future of instruction by television, the greatest mistake

could be to put it to work sanctifying the traditional. Simply filming lectures,

panels or seminars ties television to all the blarney of the old academic

techniques. /instruction by television, needs invention. Felicitously dis-

covered, television can then serve as the quality control for the entire

educational system, building and maintaining taste to a level never before

imagined."

Why has instructional television never reached the level of program-

ming excellence it should someday be capable of reaching? For one thing,

it is young. We have already mentioned the lack of people with the combination

of educational and broadcasting skills.

Furthermore, truly excellent television programming is expensive

ordinarily more costly than most school systems can afford alone. It requires

a wide base in teaching resources. In conventional instruction, the resources

base is the school itself -- its libraries, laboratories, instructional aids,

the total capabilities of its teachers and its facilities. In practice it is often

smaller than that, restricted essentially to the teacher and his classroom.

From this base the teacher draws his information, illustrations, examples,

practice patterns.

Potentially, instructional television can draw upon a larger resource

base. Large stores of information become available. The capabilities of a
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number of individuals can be drawn upon in the preparation of the teaching,

and the presentation itself can be planned and rehearsed, step by step, before

it is actually made. But if the base is to be larger, it takes more money for

programming to draw all these resources together for a vivid and meaning-

ful impact. In actuality, however, ITV has too often been restricted to the

same narrow base as conventional instruction and financed at bargain base-

ment prices.

The Classroom Teacher

Only in the rarest of situations can ITV be counted upon to do the

whole job of teaching. It can carry lectures and demonstrations, but it is

not a very flexible tool for directing practice. And it cannot conduct a good

class discussion or talk over a pupil's own problems with him.

In some cases, where students are homebound or where television is

used alone for experimental purposes, they learn a great deal from television.

But they learn a great deal more if classroom activity is integrated with it.

In fact, almost nowhere in the world is television being used alone to

carry a serious responsibility in instruction. The pattern of use that is

emerging is a kind of team teaching, in which one teacher does his part of

the teaching in the studio, making use of all available teaching resources,

including subject matter specialists and production technicians, and of extra

time to build substance and illustration into an effective presentation of 10 to

30 minutes. Then other teachers carry out their part of the teaching in the
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classrooms, weaving the television into the pattern of classroom activity,

handling discussion and questions, encouraging individual inquiry, and center-

ing their efforts on the individual student's learning activities.

Thus, ITV does not displace the classroom teacher. It gives him a new

and potentially more rewarding role. He must plan together with the studio

teacher, coordinating the work. He is still responsible for instruction, but he

can draw on new resources. He must prepare the class for instruction, super-

vise its activities, reinforce the responses to be learned, and evaluate the

results. If well done, the product is an efficient teaching-learning system --

studio teacher, classroom teacher, teaching materials, guidance activities.

In this system, the classroom teacher remains the fulcrum. It is not surprising

that ITV meets a certain resistance where this central role for the classroom

teacher has not been made clear in advance or achieved in practice.

Where instructional television has been used most effectively, it has been

used this way as an integral part of a teaching-learning system. The partici-

pants in that system share the planning and the decision-making, and find their

new roles neither threatening nor degrading, but rather potentially highly

rewarding. The studio teacher, after his first anxiety at having his teaching

exposed to the critical eyes of his colleagues and superiors, has been grateful

for the added time and help in preparing his lessons. The classroom teacher

has found that, freed of some of the responsibility for "telling" his students,

he can spend more time teaching them, more time encouraging their individual
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learning activities. The principal finds that he has an opportunity, if he

wishes, to spend less time on curriculum and scheduling, and more working

with his teachers. All are likely to gain a new vision of what cooperative

teaching can accomplish, and the level at which a classroom can operate

given a sufficient resource base. Every competent study of teacher and

school administrator attitudes toward television used in this way has found

that these attitudes became more favorable as people gained more experience

with the new method.

These two conditions -- adequate programming and effective participa-

tion --have rarely been met together. Thug, in a sense, instructional tele-

vision has not yet had a real test in this country. It has not had a sufficient

resource base or been used in the way it works best.

Even more significant, we have not used it in the schools that most

needed it or applied it to the great problems where there is a "felt need" for it.

What instructional television has been is not the measure of what it

can be.

The Need

It is no accident that the more spectacular uses of instructional tele-

vision tend to occur in the developing countries, where educational needs are so

glaring that extraordinary means and nontraditional methods are clearly

required to meet them. In the entire country of Niger there are only 66

qualified teachers, and slight chance to add to this number because the tiny

trickle of educated young people has to be piped into other parts of the
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development program. In that situation the potential usefulness of television

to share such expert teaching as there is, could hardly be questioned.

By contrast, we have felt less need for the new weapon and have not

taken it very seriously.

But we do have educational problems of a size and importance to

challenge instructional television to its full potential. Conversely, the

widest application of ITV, at least for the foreseeable future, is not as a

scattershot seasoning throughout the educational system but precisely in

bringing massive resources to bear on these insistent problems. What are

some of them?

The Deprived Schools

These schools are with us now. Some of them are Negro schools

where we are beginning to try to make up for decades of shameful neglect.

But there are others, equally laggard. Some of them are in remote areas.

Others rest on an inadequate financial base. Whatever the reason, in many

of them a majority of the pupils have already fallen so far behind by as

early as the fourth grade that the door to educational advancement is already

closed.

What is the high school situation? Here are figures for one state

whose situation is not at all unique. Forty-one percent of the pupils in

grades 9 to 12 have no opportunity to study a foreign language; 84 percent

have no opportunity to study art; 47 percent have no opportunity to study
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agriculture; 60 percent, no opportunity to take courses in industrial arts;

72 percent, no opportunity to take courses in preparation for trade or

industry.

Suppose, now, that this state and others like it were able to deliver

a full quota of students to high school. The high schools would have to

increase their course offerings enormously to produce confident and useful

citizens, able to go to work after high school or go on to college. But more

than one-sixth of all the high school teachers in charge of science, mathematics,

and foreign languages in this one state do not have their certificates endorsed

for those subjects. That means they have had no special training in those

fields. And the need for solid training in subjects like these is extended farther

and farther down into elementary school; a higher and higher proportion of

teachers will have to,teach these basic courses without special training in

them.

There is no royal road to improving the lagging schools. There is no

way to do it without money and personnel. No one wants to accept a situation

in which these schools have a lower proportion of highly trained teachers.

But we must speed up the process of improvement by sharing the teaching

resources we have.

The resemblance to the Samoan situation is obvious. In that case

the United States government admitted that it had neglected the development

of schools. The plan for rectifying the situation as quickly as possible was
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to spread the benefits of high quality teaching and well-planned and well-

supported lessons. And as we have seen, the plan was no threat to the exist-

ing classroom teachers. Indeed they were vital to its success. And their own

professional performance improved as a result.

The essence of the Samoan plan is not television; it is sharing

resources. Television was simply the most efficient way to do it.

We can hardly ignore the implication. Can we afford to be less

imaginative and less resourceful on our mainland than we have been in the

Pacific?

A New Standard of Quality

Of one thing we can be absolutely confident as we look ahead:

American education will not be content to stand still. It will demand higher

quality of product.

Can instructional television contribute to this? If it cannot, if it is

quantitatively but not qualitatively useful, then we are much less interested

in it.

Before we can expect a real contribution to quality from television,

of course, we must learn to use it well. This means learning to use it as a

teaching-learning medium, rather than an informing or entertaining medium;

learning how to integrate it into the existing educational system in such a way

as to make full use of the present corps of teachers and administrators and

to get it used efficiently in the classroom. It also means that there must be

enough money to program it adequately. If those requirements can be met,

then the possibilities are quite exciting.
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How many nuggets of excellence have we in our schools that would

contribute to the general enrichment if we could share them? A great

teacher here. An exciting demonstration there. A challenging lecture or

series of lectures in one place. A drama in another. How many truly

excellent learning experiences like these might we share widely instead of

restricting them to a single audience or a single class ?

Think what television might mean to teachers themselves. At present

the lag between our educational innovation and its widespread application in the

classroom is at least five years. This is what it takes to work down through

the process of publication, consultation, workshops, and special training. To

reach all schools may take as long as 50 years.

But suppose that the innovators and expert consultants could be made

available on television, rather than in person. Suppose that the workshops

could be held on television, rather than in person. Suppose that advanced

courses for teachers could be made available by television so that teachers

could maintain an ongoing program of advanced study and professional

improvement, with appropriate rewards, rather than waiting for a free year

to go back to a university. Would this not reduce the lag in adoption of new

methods?

Impressive evidence comes from many parts of the world that the

experience of seeing excellent teaching on television is itself an effective

way of improving teaching in a classroom. Many who, in the last few years,
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have seen a truly excellent teacher like David Page, teaching the new math

by means of a dialogue with elementary school students -- drawing them out,

leading them to discover for themselves the relationships and processes

they should know -- have realized for the first time what this kind of teaching

might be and do. And all have known that our own teaching would never be

quite the same again.

Instructional television can enrich the learning of its users by

gathering up experiences that would enlarge their environments. It could

bring agricultural life to city children; city life to rural and small town

children; an intimate sense of government, of science and industry, of other

countries; some acquaintance with great men, great art, great events.

The real challenge of this new technology to us is that we should use

it to share this kind of experience and excitement, this kind of quality, with

all the schoolrooms of America that want it.

Expanding Schools

The United States Office of Education estimates that by 1970 approxi-

mately 60 million young people will be enrolled in our schools: 37 to 38

million in higher education.

By the early 1970's there will probably be a powerful movement toward

providing school for everyone from about age 3 to about age 20. There is more

to be learned, and more special skills needed for employment. Children

must be brought earlier into a group that will motivate them. We will want
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to bridge the awkward period when teen-agers who are not specially trained

have a hard time finding jobs. If we do indeed adopt a general pattern of school-

ing for everyone from 3 to 20, it will have the effect of doubling school popula-

tion.

We can look forward to all-year schooling, a longer school day, and

training for more and more specialized jobs.

Not only will the amount of knowledge to be taught this greatly

enlarged school population be much greater, but also there will be new ways

of teaching it. And new approaches to knowledge will interact with new

methods as they already have in the "new math" and the new natural science

curricula. Information retrieval centers, increased use of computer-based

instruction, and the new curricula jointly planned by subject matter and

experts in teaching are signs of what we may expect. Undoubtedly, therefore,

there will be a broad need for retraining teachers and keeping them up-to-date

in subject matter and method.

There is no reason to think that we cannot solve this problem. We

faced something like it once before in the 1920's and 1930's, when the schools

were asked to meet the new and higher intellectual goals then set by educational

philosophers and leaders, and also to take care of the children who became

available when child labor was closed off, and when the Depression forced us

to create work, reduce unemployment, and hold educable youngsters in school.

We met that problem, made long strides toward universal primary education,
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and were able to report that for the first time in history a major nation had

more than 50 percent of the relevant age group in secondary school.

That achievement brought the nation rich rewards, but it was not

accomplished without extraordinary efforts and without raising some extra-

ordinary problems. We cannot expect to meet the educational demands of

the 1970's and beyond without comparable problems and even greater efforts.

Here too the requirement is for the best and most effective technology

we have available.

Lifelong Education

Educational needs of the future will not cease with age 20. Continuing

and refresher education is likely to become a way of life for American adults.

"In this age of sweeping scientific discovery and rapid technological change,

highly talented manpower must undergo continuous self-renewal if it is to main-

tain its creative potential, " said the National Committee on Utilization of

Scientific and Engineering Manpower, in 1964. For all workers, the

committee said, "obsolescence is an occupational hazard against which the

individual must guard. " A straw in the wind is the practice recently

instituted by the French Atomic Energy Establishment at Sac lay: their diploma

lapses after five years unless revalidated by attendance at refresher courses

and success in further examinations.

In the coming decades, professionals will need constant updating.

Already the University of California has on its rolls one out of every three
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lawyers and one out of every six physicians licensed in the State, for

refresher courses.

There will be an immense need for job retraining with changes in

technology and the coming of automation. Some idea of the dimensions of this

field may be gathered from the fact that in 1963 there were enrolled in federally

aided vocational programs 828, 000 in agriculture, 1 million in trades and

industry courses, 1,800,000 in home economics, 54,000 in practical nursing,

and 185,000 in skilled technician training.

There will be a great need for teaching in-service training.

And beyond all these will be the need for more general education of

adults. One interesting new dimension will be education for the aging. As early

as 1957, U. S. Office of Education statistics showed that more than one-fourth

of all people enrolled in formal programs were over 45. And the demands of

useful and informed citizenship in the changing world we live in will undoubtedly

lead more and more people into general adult classes.

There is no bomb shelter against the learning explosion.

Whatever happens, we know we shall have to have more teachers,

more materials, larger libraries, and more schools. But if we are to have

a chance of meeting the needs sketched above, we must share effectively the

resources that we have. This is where instructional television comes In.

As we have seen, it is essentially an efficient method of gathering in

teaching resources from a wide base and sharing them broadly among large

numbers of users.
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From many countries now we have precedents to indicate that if good

teaching and demonstrations can be brought in by television, fewer highly

trained teachers will be required in residence, and some of the work can be

supervised by monitors and chairmen, rather than subject matter experts.

The experience of these countries indicates that well-designed television can

be a powerful aid and support, rather than a threat or annoyance, to classroom

teachers, a way of liberating them from some of the demands upon them and

freeing time for other essentials of good teaching.

Furthermore, we have evidence from our country and elsewhere that

home teaching or out-of-school group teaching can be done efficiently by

television. Several dozen countries now teach by television everything from

literacy to surgery refresher courses in this way. Japan, the Soviet Union,

and other countries now offer secondary and college-level courses by tele-

vision combined with correspondence study. Industries, here and elsewhere,

have found that their employees could learn needed skills effectively through

television, film and programmed learning. This experience cannot be

disregarded when we face the kind of demands for persons and facilities that

we do now and shall increasingly face in the next years.

The Implications of the Satellite

How much excellent teaching could we share more widely by television?

How much learning could we center outside the schools by combining television
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with correspondcnce study or out-of-school group study? How much could

we strengthen the learning resources available to our students? The answers

we make to these questions are inevitably related to the uses we are able to

make of instructional television. Increasingly they are becoming related

to the use we might be able to make of a satellite for education.

Nobody knows exactly what the effect of a satellite for education would

be, for there has never been one We can say with some confidence what it

would not be, however. It would not be to create a nationally controlled system

of education or a government office to program the satellite. Unlike many

other countries, we rejected that possibility a long time ago. We have de-

centralize's control over our schools.

Whatever television reaches the classroom through a satellite will

come in, like all other learning experiences in the school, because the

school boards, trustees, administrators, and teachers say it should come

in.

This does not mean that every school would itself program the satellite.

No medium with a coverage area as large as a communication satellite can be

programmed efficiently on a school-by-school basis. But the alternative need

not and should not be a single national program center. It is possible that there

would be enough channels to assign one to a state, so that the schools and colleges



of the state might cooperatively decide how to use it. Or a channel might be

programmed by a regional organication to meet the special needs of that region.

Undoubtedly, many programs would originate in individual schools. It is

possible to conceive of a national educational program office to cover public

events of great educational importance, or to handle production on order from

state or regional organizations. There would almost certainly be need for

a national program library, to facilitate exchange of programs and materials.

There will be numerous and diverse program sources. But control will

throughout the country remain where it is now -- with the educational system.

The main difference between instructional television by satellite and

instructional television without it is that the satellite will offer a much larger

base for sharing resources, and a much quicker way of doing so. A new

course, developed and produced by one of the national professional organizations

11.11 or by a university or school system -- might be offered to all the nation's

schools at once, if there were sufficient demand for it, ratoer than filtering

slowly down through all the separate educational television outlets and

individual school systems. This might have been done, for example, with

the Physical Science Study Committee's new course, or the "new math" when

it was new. It could still be done with the new biology or the social studies

course which is in preparation.

The wider the use of a course, the greater the resources that can be put

behind it, and therefore the more likely we are to have distinguished programming.
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A single school system has difficulty in finding the money to produce instructional

television of consistently high quality. If it does produce excellent material, it

seems wasteful not to share it with other systems. If the process of sharing

can be enlarged -- with neighboring school systems, with the schools of a state

or a region, with schools or colleges of similar kinds throughout the country --

then it is possible to draw on greater resources and more skilled professionals

to produce the material. The result is likely to be higher quality.

It is easy to exaggerate the importance of timeliness in instructional

television. Only a portion of educational transmission would need to be

handled in "real time." Yet the advantage of being able to be timely when

necessary, and to share materials quickly, is a great one. Suppose a class in

Arkansas, as well as a home audience, could have a seat at a Congressional

hearing or a UN debate or a press conference. Suppose it could join young

people its own age in a walk through the White House, or Harlem, or the

New York Stock Exchange, or the Mt. Palomar Observatory, or the TVA power

works. Some of these would gain more than others from timeliness, but there

is no doubt that satellite borne television could bring distant environment to

classrooms with a contemporaneity and realism that is not possible in any

other way.

For higher education, we can envision lecture or interview series with

great scholars of the world, with chiefs of state, with heads of national

and state government agencies or Congressional Committees. Universities
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could share lecturers, campus to campus, or join together in seminars with

two-way questions and discussion.

A communication satellite could provide voice links from some of the

participating classrooms back to the teacher, for questions and discussion

with the television teacher. In the same way circuits could be maintained

back to the studio, or to some other central places where the responses of

pupils to questions or to opinion items might be recorded. This could be

handled in such a simple way as the pupils pushing buttons numbered according

to answers or opinions. Both the teacher and the student would know what

answers are being given, and, if there is a right answer, whether the student

has given it.

The satellite could be a channel for the rapid exchange of data between

scholars or libraries. The scholars of this country, suffering with problems

of information storage and retrieval, delays in getting articles published in

journals and difficulty in keeping up with the new knowledge from other

laboratories, could conceivably by means of the new channels, be able to call

upon a distant colleague for information, or order information from a library

or data bank.

Conclusion

Here is the challenge:

-- to apply the developing technology of instructional television
imaginatively to the great problems of American education
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- - to use it to share our resources of excellence as widely as
possible

- - to do so in a way that supports and assists the classroom
teacher

- - to offer through it new and more challenging learning oppor-
tunities to students

- - and to humanize rather than mechanize the educational process

As Charles Frankel has said, we must work within and we must solve,

"the overhanging problem of using technological progress to enhance rather

than destroy humane values and the aesthetic quality of life."

Instructional television and the communication satellite are not the

whole answer to this challenge. But we cannot afford to overlook the contribution

they could make..
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Section b. Non-Commercial Television

"I believe television is going to be the test of the modern
world, and that in this new opportunity to see beyond the
range of our vision we shall discover either a new and
unbearable disturbance of the general peace or a saving
radiance in the sky. We shall stand or fall by television --
of that I am quite sure. " E. B. White, 1938

Television cannot become a "saving radiance in the sky" -- the phrase

was coined when television was still in the laboratory -- if it must depend

exclusively on the programs of the commercial networks and television stations.

This is not because the commercial networks cannot be excellent, they often

are, but because excellence cannot be their goal all of the time or even a large

part of the time.

The best of the commercial television programs are creative, vital,

and imaginative. In some areas -- spot news coverage, light entertainment,

spectaculars -- non-commercial television would have a hard time matching

the quality of existing programs. Moreover, the commercial networks now

carry many of the programs that a non-commercial network will feature: drama,

discussion, news analysis, ballet, documentaries, and public affairs. But

programs of this kind are the exceptions for commercial networks, not their

staple diet. The president of the Taft Broadcasting Company, Lawrence H.

Rogers II, explained why in a speech last May ViVroviding for the cultural

uplift and in-depth education of the American people is not properly the

principal function of mass communications .. much less the sophisticated
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mass communication represented by American commercial television. It could

not accomplish this goal even if it would. For as soon as the medium aspires

to educational and cultural standing it automatically loses its reason for existence:

namely, its mass audience. Once it has lost its mass audience, it has lost its

attraction for the more than two billion dollars annually that advertisers pour

into the apparently insatiable program digestive system.

"A national cultural and educational TV system cannot be wholly pro-

vided by a free commercial mass medium; it's as simple as that."

The inexorable law of commercial television is that big audiences drive

out smaller ones. It may be, as some critics suggest, that advertisers and

network executives pay too much attention to ratings, but this criticism goes

more to the validity of particular methods of rating than to the underlying

reality: by the best tests they can find, both advertisers and networks are bound

by their profit motives to seek the largest possible audiences. Their time for

other things is small. Commercial television is commerce first -- and with

marginal exception it exploits only that part of the promise of television which

gives the most assurance of the most profit. To the commercial networks, time

is money, and they cannot give much of it away.

It follows that non-commercial television must do the job that commercial

television cannot do. It must "aspire to cultural and educational standing. "

Walter Lippmann stated the justification for non-commercial educational tele-

vision in 1959 when he wrote that it should be a "network which can be run as a
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public service, and its criterion not what will be most popular, but what is

good."

"There are a lot of other things that need to be done besides producing

and selling goods. One of them is to inform, instruct, and entertain the people

through the media of mass communication. And among these media there

must be some which aim not at prosperity and profit, but at excellence and

the good life." *

If what is lacking in commercial television is time, what is lacking in

non-commercial television is money.

What educational stations cannot afford to do separately, they cannot

afford -- yet -- to do together. Commercial television is made up of strong

stations and strong networks, interacting on each other in the market place.

The stations have time and audiences; the networks have national advertisers

and pools of national talent; both have wealth. Educational television, by

contrast, has little money and no network at all. The nearest thing to it is

the National Educational Television and Radio Center, with a budget of about

$8 million a year ($6 million of which comes from the Ford Foundation alone).

It can manage only five hours of new programming each week, and at that its

average program budget is only a fraction of the figure for commercial

television.

* Walter Lippmann, "The TV Problem", New York Herald Tribune,
October 27, 1959
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As a group, non-commercial stations are the victims of a cost-quantity-

quality conflict in providing a program service for their viewers. Unlike

commercial stations, they cannot depend upon a strong network to supply the

bulk of their programs. The few hours of national program service (through

NET) are distributed by mail because there are not network facilities for the non-

commercial stations. Thus, they are forced to do an unusually heavy portion

of programming themselves. Yet, almost without exception, the non-commercial

stations must operate on marginal and inadequate budgets. Program costs must

be kept low. One commercial network "spectacular" usually costs more than

the entire annual operating budget of the average non-commercial television

station.

As a result, local non-commercial programming is highly uneven in

quality. There have been occasional flashes of brilliance and real imagination.

Some of the better non-commercial stations have set high standards for

effective, hard-hitting analyses of important and controversial local issues.

KQED's "Profile Bay Area" and KETCts "Metroplex Discussions" come to

mind. Some stars developed by non-commercial television have gone on to

commercial television stations and networks. Some of the innovations have

found their way into commercial. broadcasting. Still, the great bulk of local

programming remains mediocre at best and dependent upon conventional format

and subject matter.

In our August 1 Submission we attempted a general statement of the

limits of things that could be done at a new level of quality by a strong national
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non-commercial television service. We here repeat ourselves in part:

Such a non-commercial television system could provide a
spectrum of informational, cultural and instructional services
as wide and deep as knowledge, wisdom, talent, and imagina-
tion permit.

The informational service could include:

. Full and live coverage of significant hearings and debates.

. Interpretation of news.

. Interviews and discussions featuring outstanding leaders
in all fields.

. Documentaries on important international, national, regional,
and local problems.

. Live and filmed reports designed to give the American people
a better understanding of the three branches of government
at all levels.

. Broadcasting coverage of national and local political campaigns,
including free time, under appropriate safeguards, for candi-
dates for political office.

The cultural service could include:

Musical, dramatic, and literary events of high quality from
any location in the country.

. Programs featuring established works and artists as well as
important new works and promising youlig artists.

Broadcasts covering the whole range of the humanities.

. Special events, such as the premieres of important new
dramatic, operatic and symphonic works.

. Program series devoted to the history of the United States
and to the history of American institutions: the Presidency,
the Supreme Court, the Congress, the public school system,
the military establishment, the university.

Programs of quality and taste for children.
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We know that many of these things are done already, at least in some

degree. Commercial and non-commercial television have both had their

triumphs. Indeed, our hopes for the future rest in large part on the best of

what has been done in the past. The list merely suggests the range available

if programs are designed with freedom from present crippling limitations --

time and maximum audience in commercial television, poverty and single-

station programming in non-commercial television.

Since August we have talked with artists, newsmen, educators, pro-

ducers and technical experts. In the light of the responses, we conclude that

the best way to make progress in this area, in the immediate future, is to

offer new opportunities for programming that may help to demonstrate to all

what the experts appear to believe without argument: that effective non-

commercial television can add a new dimension to our cultural life. The

shape of this new offer is outlined in Section c. on the following page.



Section c. An Appropriation for National Programs

The Trustees of the Ford Foundation recently appropriated $10 million

for new experiments in non-commercial and instructional broadcasts inter-

connecting some or all of the existing 125 ETV stations.

The Foundation expects that this appropriation will be used both for

programs developed by consultants and experts directly engaged by the Foundation

and for programs prepared by others. The Foundation's purpose in either case

will be the same: to make possible a widespread demonstration of the power of

television set free from the constraints of commerce and of poverty.

The Foundation has a particular interest in demonstrating the special,

value of a true educational network. The best way of demonstrating this value

would be through the use of a properly designed test satellite -- the real thing

is much better than its simulation. In Part 4 of this volume we discuss an

experimental test satellite program. But we have no test satellite today and

it is greatly to the national interest not to lose time.

The Foundation believes that if plans are pressed with energy and

confidence, there can be remarkable demonstrations of the power of a national

educational television service during the year 1967-1968. We see particular

promise in a proposal to pull together the intellectual and cultural resources

of this country to speak directly, once a week, to the great issues of the day

in every field of action. We are persuaded that if first-rate production can be

married to first-rate minds, and focussed on questions that matter, the nation
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can be offered enlightened comment at a level never seen before. We are

prepared to assist in providing funds for simultaneous network broadcasting

of a program of this sort -- and of others that show parallel promise.

We see an equal, but still more difficult opportunity in the field of

instruction. On a national scale, we believe instructional television has never

truly been tried. Possibilities like those sketched by Dr. Schramm in

Section a. above need to be tested in practice. We need to find ways of demon-

strating the value of network television for effective formal instruction, while

scrupulously respecting the principle of local control of education. The

Foundation herewith declares its concern in this field and its readiness to

support first-rate experiments that offer a prospect of progress in this direction.



Section d. The Experience in Other Countries

Our proposals are not patterned on any existing non-commercial ser-

vice or organization. The communications and broadcasting industries in this

country have, in contrast to the experience of many other nations, been owned

and operated privately rather than by the government. We are larger and more

heterogeneous than most nations. We have our own experience and our own

tradition.

The experience of others is offered not as a model but to illustrate the

range of possibilities and the varied ways in which common problems have

been met.

Non-Commercial Television

Non-commercial television plays a much more important role in other

countries, such as Britain, Canada, Germany, Japan, and Sweden, than it does

in the United States. In many of these, it has exclusive or at least substantial

responsibility for the whole range of entertainment, news, and cultural pro-

grams that are produced by the commercial networks in this country.

In most countries, non-commercial television is entrusted to a public

corporation or some other public body. The usual model is the British Broad-

casting Corporation, which initially had a monopoly. Many advanced countries

have built on the ° xperience of the BBC, adapting it to their own needs and

requirements.



Five main issues can be identified:

1. The extent of the privileged position granted to the non-commercial
entity

2. The form or organization

3. Finances

4. Program standards

5. Political control and accountability

1. Extent of Privileged Position

In France and Sweden, the non-commercial television entity (Office de

Radiodiffusion-Television Francaise and the Swedish Broadcasting Corporation)

continues to have a monopoly of all television broadcasting. The more general

pattern, however, is one of competition, and the trend is in this direction. The

BBC now faces the competition of a full-fledged commercial television service.

Private commercial broadcasting operates side by side with the Canadian

Broadcasting Corporation in Canada and with the Japanese Broadcasting

Corporation in Japan.

2. The Form of Organization

The simplest form of organization is to be found in France, where the

ORTF is an official agency of the French government, administered by a Director

General appointed by the Minister of Information. In most other countries, the

organizational form reflects an effort to secure a balanced representation of the

interested groups on the governing body of the television enterprise, and at the

same time a greater independence from direct political processes.
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The BBC is established by Royal Charter. It has nine governors. Three

represent specific regions: Scotland, Wales, and Northern Ireland. Governors

serve for terms of five years. They are appointed by the government in power

as vacancies occur, but they do not resign when the government falls. The chief

executive officer is a Director General appointed by the Corporation. The Corpor-

ation has taken advantage of express charter authority to appoint a wide range

of advisory councils, some geographic, and others concerned with specific sub-

ject matters such as education, religion, science, and music programs for

immigrants.

The second British television service, the Independent Television

Authority (ITA), derives its revenues from the sale of advertising. But it too

is a public corporation with functions defined by the Television Act of 1964. The

Authority consists of a chairman, a deputy chairman, and eleven members, all

appointed by the Postmaster General. ITA builds, owns, and operates trans-

mitters but does not produce programs. These are produced by independent

program companies, now fourteen in number, under contract with ITA. The

program companies rent time from ITA and pay a levy (about $60 million in

1964-65) to the government. The companies in turn sell advertising time to the

advertisers. ITA exercises general supervision over programs to insure

accurate news reports, impartiality, balance subject matter, and good taste.

It is also responsible for holding advertisers to the standards of the Television

Act in frequency, length, and content.
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The structure of the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation closely follows

the pattern of the BBC.

In Sweden, the Sveriges Radio is a public corporation with the shares

allotted to the press and other commercial and industrial interests, primarily

the radio industry. The chairman and half the members of the Board of Di-

rectors are appointed by the government; the other half are elected by the

annual meeting of the shareholders. The board appoints the Director General

who is the chief executive officer. There is, in addition, a group of twenty-

four commissioners appointed by the government to insure that the programs

conform to the provisions of the basic agreement between the government and

the corporation, and to deal with complaints.

The Japanese Broadcasting Corporation is a public service corporation

with functions defined by the Broadcast Law. The members of its supreme

administrative body, the twelve-man Board of Governors, are appointed for

three-year terms by the Prime Minister with the approval of the Diet. The

country is divided into eight districts, each represented by a governor. The

other four are appointed from the country at large. The President, who is the

chief executive officer, is appointed by the Board of Governors. Th.t1 President

names the vice esident and from seven to ten managing directors. The Board

of Managing Directors is a basic executive organ which deliberates with the

President on executive policy matters.
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The organization of television broadcasting in Germany is more com-

plicated, primarily because the constitution assigns jurisdiction over broad-

casting to the states rather than the Federal government. The first television

network to be established in the Federal Republic (ARD) is a mutual network of

nine broadcasting corporations, each established by one of the states. The net-

work has no central programming and administrative headquaters. It is run as

a federation, a joint effort of nine regional broadcasting corporations each of

which contributes a certain portion of the national television program. Day-by-

day the network switches from one of these broadcasting organizations to the

other; the first hour of the evening may originate from BR in Munich, the

second may come from NDR, Hamburg, and the third from SFB, Berlin.

In the early 60ts the Second Network (ZDF) was established to provide

competition to the ARD. The eleven state governments agreed jointly to license

a new public corporation which started operations nationwide in 1963.

The ZDF and the nine constituent members of the ARD are chartered as

public non-profit corporations under public law, independent of state and Federal

governments and of private interests. The supervising body of each corporation

is made up of the representatives of the government involved, political parties,

the churches, the unions and other significant economic and social organizations.

It appoints the top officials including the Director General who has wide authority

over programs and policy.
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3. Finance

Three basic forms of financing are employed, either separately or in

combination: user tax or licenses; direct public grants; and revenues from

commercial advertisements.

The license fee is very popular. In France it amounts to Fr. 100

(about $20) annually for television sets. In the UK the annual license is L5

(about $14). In Germany it is DM 5 ($1.25) per month. Japan and Sweden also

use license fees. In Canada a direct government grant of about $86 million

supplies about three-fourths of the CBC's budget; the rest comes from com-

merical revenues. The German networks also sell some time commercially.

4. Program Standards

From the beginning the BBC has had broad discretion in developing pro-

grams and policy. The Corporation adheres to a strict rule of impartiality. It

does not express opinions on current affairs or matters of public policy. It is

required to broadcast any announcement when requested by a Minister. In

practice, this requirement is fulfilled in ordinary news broadcasting. It is also

required to broadcast an impartial day by day account, prepared by professional

reporters, of the proceedings in Parliament. It observes a general policy of

not commenting on matters to be debated in Parliament in the period immediately

preceding the debate. Subject to these limitations, the Director General and the

Board of Governors have complete freedom.



In Sweden, although the corporation has full policy and program authority,

it exercises its functions under an agreement with the Government. The agree-

ment is general in terms and specifies that programming will have due regard

for the central place of radio and television in the cultural and social life of

Sweden. Programs are to be varied in nature and content; they must be

objective, impartial, and informative; they are to cater to the range of

religious belief and of tastes in music, theater, art, and science. The corpo-

ration also assumes a duty to stimulate debate on cultural and social questions.

Japan has attempted to control program content by much more detailed

written specifications. They contain elaborate provisions concerning broad-

casting treatment of subjects such as human rights race, international re-

lations, religion, community life, home, crime, and many others. Canons of

expression provide for use of the "standard dialect" in general, for avoidance

of "course language, " "indecent words and actions, " "expressions that tend to

arouse fear, uneasiness or unpleasaniness," "detailed descriptions of physical

torture" and the like. There are, in addition, specific standards for various

kinds of programs: cultural, educational, childrens', news, sports and others.

5. Political Control and Accountability

Maintaining political independence has been a matter of continuing

concern and attention. In Great Britain, the BBC is subject to questions on

its policies and activities in Parliament. The questions are answered by the

Postmaster General, but the answers are based on information supplied by
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the Corporation. There is also a formal authority in the Postmaster General

to prohibit by notice in writing the broadcasting of any program. In practice,

this veto power is almost never employed.

The independence of the Swedish Broadcasting Corporation is even more

striking. The Corporation is not even under an obligation to give the government

broadcasting time, except for important public announcements. Political pro-

grams in general elections are arranged between the Corporation and the parties.

In Germany, the Directors General of the broadcasting corporations, once

appointed, are said to have almost complete legal independence in the program-

ming field during their terms of office.

On the other hand, where television broadcasting is conducted as a

direct function of the government, as in France, it appears to be heavily in-

fluenced by the government in power. In Italy also, although television broad-

casting is conducted by a private corporation in which a majority of shares are

government owned, it is said that the broadcasting activities are extremely

sensitive to pressure from both government and the Vatican.

Conclusion

This survey of non-commercial television shows a varied picture. A

broad range of organizational forms has been used. Financial resources have

been provided in several ways. Technical standards are high. Programs cover

a wide range of entertainment, cultural, educational and news subjects. The

problem of independence from political control has, in many cases, been

satisfactorily controlled.
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In sum, tba experience of other countries suggests that the problems of

non-commercial television can be resolved, and provides a storehouse from

which we can draw as we choose.

Instructional Television

Instructional television is being used in roughly 50 nations and as a

major resource in many of these, including Japan, Niger, Nigeria, the Ivory

Coast, Italy, Colombia, and Peru. Experience varies from country to country,

but the most extensive use of instructional television is generally found in less

developed school systems where television is used to offer the instruction that

schools cannot provide, particularly in the elementary grades. The medium

tends to play a more peripheral role in relation to developed school systems,

although there are notable exceptions, with a shift toward adult education and

forms of training required to meet designated manpower needs.

Similarly, in less advanced school systems, instructional television

predominates over general non-commercial programs; in countries with

developed school systems, cultural and information programs receive greater

emphasis

The state of development of the school system is only one variable in de-

termining the application and importance of instructional television. The size

and organization of the communication system is an important factor, but

seldom controlling. Other important variables include the wealth of a nation,
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the underlying purpose of its education, and the distribution of its pupils and

teachers.

We discuss below applications of instructional television drawn from:

I. Nations with underdeveloped educational systems

2. Nations with partially developed educational systems

3. Nations with developed educational systems

I. Nations With Underdeveloped Educational Systems

In the countries with the weakest school systems, there is no provision

for general primary education. Opportunity beyond elementary school is limited

to a restricted secondary school for children of senior government officials.

There are only a few rudimentary vocational programs as for mail clerks,

railway employees, and communication personnel -- run by the government

agencies concerned. There is little or no university training; the teacher

training college is low-level.

Such a school system has still to develop its teachers, programs, text-

books, physical plant, administrators, and professional purpose. It cannot be

counted as a major national resource in meeting manpower needs.

In these countries, ITV often preempts the educational system, deter-

mining the curriculum, the mode of instruction, the method of examinations,

the training of the teachers, and even the architecture of the schools.

The most notable example of such a use of ITV is American Samoa,

which is discussed by Dr. Schramm (above), but there are other cases.
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In the Republic of Niger, with a rural population, 66 trained teachers,

and about 5 percent of its school-age children in schools, educational authori-

ties moved directly to television instruction for first grade students. French,

a foreign language to these students, is the language of instruction, just as

English is used for Samoan-speaking students in American Samoa. Primary

school graduates, untrained as teachers, serve as classroom monitors, freeing

the few available trained teachers to work at higher levels with the young men

who will be senior government officials before they are 30. The experiment

began with closed circuit classes in 1964, and will be transferred to open

circuit television as soon as Niger's new television station begins operations.

In due course, Niger hopes to offer the entire primary school curriculum by

television.

Another African country, the Ivory Coast, uses television to teach the

fundamental skills of reading and arithmetic to workers who are being trained

as middle level supervisors. The workers have to be instructed during the

working day when they can be reached. Television sets and improvised class-

rooms are provided in industrial plants, with lightly trained monitors supple-

menting the televised programs. From small beginnings in 1962, the program

now has 23 viewing groups in Abidjian and 37 more in other parts of the country.

Togo, with only the brave beginnings of an educational system and no

television station, uses radio to carry new ideas to a rural population that is

beyond the reach of the nation's small cadre of teachers. As in many other



African countries, Togo has two urgent needs: to develop agriculture and the life

of the villages as the first step in creating an effective labor force; and to es-

tablish one language -- French -- as the means of communication basic to

education. Both needs are met through the rural forum, used successfully in

other countries. The forum is a village meeting using radio instruction. It

meets six times a week, with five days devoted successively to programs on

rural economy, public health, the five year plan, education, and social affairs.

The radio programs follow a uniform patter: ten minutes of news, ten minutes

of educational material, and fifteen minutes in French. The sixth session is for

answering questions and reporting decisions reached by the village forums.

The principal figure in the forum is the animateur, a local person trained for

two or three days and returned to his village to select the other members of

the forum, preside over discussions, and report on attendance, questions,

problems, and decisions.

There were 150 forums in 1965; the government anticipates 1,000 by

the end of 1966; and, in time, when television adds a new dimension to

communication, there will be more.

Similar uses of instructional television are found in school systems that

are well developed but inaccessible to a segment of the population. Peru has

a free and legally compulsory primary school program, but it does not reach

about 15 percent of primary school age children. To reach them is the purpose

of the Telescuela Popular Americana -- TEPA. TEPA began as a series of
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programs in literary skills and basic arithmetic, using volunteer help and

donated TV time. Later, more advanced work was added at one end of the scale,

and a recreational program for pre-school children at the other. In addition

to meeting the needs of some 800 students who would otherwise have no

schooling, TEPA also offers adult literacy programs.

2. Nations With Partially Developed Educational Systems

Partially developed educational systems formally require compulsory

elementary education, but the requirement is neither enforced for enforceable,

for lack of schools, teachers, and transportation. The system normally has few

secondary schools and a legally controlled system of apprenticeship which re-

sists the incursion of formal training in the crafts and trades. Higher education

is typically European in tradition and accommodates a limited number of favored

students who plan to enter traditional professions. Such systems offer a limited

range of opportunity and virtually no adult education.

Here, instructional television is often both embraced and resisted. The

embrace is likely to come from the Ministry of Education seeking to reach un-

reachable students. Resistance may come from intellectuals grouped around the

university who oppose mass education because they believe it will increase

educational costs (at the expense of university development) and lower

educational standards.

Nonetheless, ITV is often used extensively to improve elementary

education. In addition, there is limited use of closed circuit television in the
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universities for students who overflow the lecture halls; a more extensive use

of television along with other media in raising literacy and in improving rural

life; and substantial use of government controlled non-commercial stations for

information, for cultural purposes, and for propaganda. Programs are often

broadcast in the several languages spoken in the nation to promote a sense of

national unity.

In Taiwan, a group led by a Jesuit priest has used television for elemen-

tary and pre-vocational instruction for several years, cooperating with the

Ministry of Education and using obsolete equipment donated by American TV

stations. Broadcasts of low power serve public and private schools in and near

Taipei. The station also serves as a training center for producing and using

learning materials, a function that will become more important as large num-

bers of elementary students move into overcrowded secondary and vocational

schools.

Colombia is using television to upgrade the quality and expand the con-

tent of instruction in the first five grades. Each receives ninety minutes of tele-

vision instruction a week. Teacher orientation programs are broadcast for an

additional ninety minutes a week. The number of broadcast hours is being increased

as the programs become more effective. The program, financed in 1964 with

assistance from the United States Agency for International Development, is

substantial and operates through a semi-autonomous institute -- the Institute

National de Radio y Television. In 1965, the programs reached an estimated
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13 percent of Colombia's primary school pupils. It is still expanding, although

slowly because of maintenance problems and loss of equipment.

Nigeria has also attempted to upgrade and extend elementary instruction

with television. The problems have been overwhelming. Stations established

by the Government are expected to broadcast educational materisas at least half

the time, but the commitment is seldom kept because the stations become com-

mercially oriented. An uncertain power has interfered with operations, sets

have broken down and disappeared, and teachers used to conventional methods

have consistently refused a central role to television, preferring to use it as a

supplement. The program has stayed alive for six years despite its difficulties,

which itself testifies to its value. More important, there is impressive testi-

mony that instruction has improved.

In Thailand, with a shortage of trained teachers and a need to introduce

new subjects, the pilot effort to improve elementary school instruction depends

on radio. In 1954, a home service of sixteen hours a week was broadcast in the

early evening for school children, teachers, and the general public. After

several years of trial and evaluation, a decision was made that three subjects

English, music, and social studies -- could usefully be taught by radio. School

broadcasts to 286 began in 1958, and have been enlarged until at present they

reach 5, 000 school and 80, 000 pupils. Music and social studies are still taught

in the first four grades; English has been expanded to six grades. In addition,

there is a daily lunchtime program for students and a thirty minute program

for teachers twice a week.



The successful use of radio instruction, including staff training, has

paved the way for a decision to move into television. At present the Ministry

is producing two half-hour TV programs a week broadcast from commercial

TV stations, and is examining further expansion.

Although the needs of secondary and vocational education are great in

nations with partially developed school systems, surprisingly little use of ITV

is made at these levels. Rather, attention is directed to the problems of

illiteracy, rural life, and elementary education, with a stress on teacher

training.

3. Nations With Developed Educational Systems

In nations with well-developed school systems and well-established

broadcast organizations, instructional television has been a latecomer without

clearly defined tasks. It has tended to find its way into the educational complex

from around the edges, providing "reinforcement" or "enrichment" for existing

programs. Experiments with new courses have, for the most part, been forced

to compete with existing offerings and schedules. Few have been central to any

program of instruction.

Three nations are exceptions to the rule and have found significant uses

for televised instruction.

In France, television is made available to villages too isolated to enjoy

any sustained contact with contemporary society, and too poor to afford any form

of group entertainment. A tele-club is organized in each village that can, as a
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group, buy and maintain a large television set. Centrally located, the set

serves the entire population.

With modest financial support, the tele-clubs have spread rapidly.

Some television programming is especially directed to them. This program-

ming is, in effect, adult education -- the forerunner of many television and

radio programs in rural areas. Among the countries that have accepted this

concept are Japan, India, Colombia, Peru, Niger, Honduras, Togo, and the

Ivory Coast.

Italy developed another instructional use for television. Extension of

universal education to ten years was hampered by a shortage of teachers and

classrooms. Televised instruction was used; the supervision of the group,

the enforcement of assignments, and the reinforcement of the televised in-

struction (using prepared materials) was left to classroom monitors trained

as primary school teachers. In addition to teaching students, the program

upgraded the teachers.

In Japan, where there are more candidates for admission to the upper

grades of secondary school than can possibly be accommodated and where social

mobility is a universal desire, the educational answer is a supervised corres-

pondence program which either stands alone or is supplemented by radio or

television or both. Television is considered such an important element in the

program that students are offered special inducements to make use of it.
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Japan also uses television for adult education in agricultural areas.

This experiment, initiated in 1956, was designed to improve rural life by in-

troducing new ideas in an attempt to modify the rigid and essentially feudalistic

village structures. The experiment required developing a new form of group

organization in the test villages, training leaders, introducing the unfamiliar

television sets as the vehicle of communication, and introducing ideas and

methods that departed from tradition. It has been successful and is now the

basic method of reaching the rural population.

Conclusion

Television and radio are being used to help meet a variety of educational

needs, in and out of school -- to upgrade classroom instruction, to teach teachers,

to extend the school, to teach literacy and fundamental education and community-

development information. They are being used in all regions of the world and

in all kinds of countries and cultures. When the:L° use is significant, it is in

combination with other learning resources and experiences, such as monitors

and discussion groups, special reading materials and exercises, and corres-

pondence work. Television and radio are seldom effective alone.

Finally, as the most sophisticated medium, television combines the

virtues of correspondence and of radio and, in addition, conveys a sense of

immediacy and human presence that other media cannot offer. It can outreach

them all in effectiveness. , Television, when it can be afforded, meets

instructional needs that can be met in no other way.
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INTRODUCTION

The Ford Foundation established three basic propositions in its legal

brief* concerning paragraphs 4 (a) and 4 (b) of the Commission's March 2, 1966,

Notice of Inquiry. These propositions demonstrate the Commission's power to

authorize a national non-profit corporation transmitting radio and television via

satellite, as proposed by the Foundation.

First, the Communications Act of 1934 empowers the Commission to

authorize private non-common carriers to construct and operate communications-

satellite facilities to meet their specialized domestic needs. Analysis of the

language of the 1934 Act, its legislative history, and judicial and Commission

decisions interpreting it, makes clear that the Act provides the Commission

with this power. A national non-profit corporation along the lines proposed by

the Foundation would particularly serve the aims of the 1934 Act, as amended in

1962, because the corporation's purpose would be to promote educational

television.

Second, neither the 1962 Communications Satellite Act nor the 1964

*Legal Brief and Comments of the Ford Foundation in Response to
Paragraphs 4 (a) and 4 (b) of the Commission's Notice of Inquiry of March 2,
1966, In the Matter of the Establishment of Domestic Non-Common Carrier
Communications-Satellite Facilities by Non-Governmental Entities, hereinafter
referred to as "the Foundation's August 1 Legal Brief."

The Comments of the Ford Foundation in response to the other para-
graphs of the Commission's March 2, 1966, Notice of Inquiry are hereinafter
referred to as "the Foundation's August 1 Comments."
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International Agreements preclude exercise of the Commission's power. To the

contrary, section 102 (d) of the 1962 Act expressly provides that, "It is not the

intent of Congress by this Act . . . to preclude the creation of additional com-

munications satellite systems, if required to meet unique governmental needs or

if otherwise required in the national interest." The 1964 Agreements, like the

1962 Act, were aimed solely at creating a system to serve international needs,

not the system to serve the domestic requirements of more than 50 signatory

nations.

Third, establishment and operation of communications-satellite facilities

by a non-profit corporation for national non-commercial and commercial tele-

vision, as proposed by the Foundation, would meet the tests of "public conven-

ience, interest, or necessity, " under the 1934 Act, and "required in the

national interest," under the 1962 Act.

Each of these points was discussed in detail in the Foundation's August 1

Legal Brief. In order to present a complete picture of the issues involved,

however, Part 1 of this Reply contains a summary of that Brief.

Most of the August 1 submissions by other interested parties, including

AT&T and ITT World Communications, Inc., agreed with the basic legal

position of the Foundation -- the Commission has the power to authorize private

non-common carriers to construct and operate communications-satellite

facilities to meet their specialized domestic communications needs -- although

several questioned the wisdom of such authorizations. Four parties, however,
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concluded that the Commission lacked power to authorize these facilities.

Part 2 of this Reply responds to each of the points raised in the submissions of

those parties.

Part 3 of this Reply responds to the legal issues raised in the Commis-

sion's October 20, 1966, Supplemental Notice of Inquiry. First, it examines,

in accordance with paragraph 3 (b) of the Supplemental Notice:

Whether, as a matter of law, there is any restriction on
the Commission's power to authorize any communications
common carrier or carriers to construct and operate communi-
cation satellite facilities for domestic communications services

. . (Emphasis added.)

Second, it discusses, in accordance with paragraph 3 (c) (5) of the Supplemental

Notice, issues that would arise if there were common control over domestic

and international satellite communications. Finally, paragraph 3 (d) of the

Supplemental Notice invites comments on whether the arrangement proposed by

the Foundation may be licensed under present statutes, and, if not, what type of

legislation might be needed. The Foundation's position is that no new legislation

is necessary, and its reasons are set forth in the first two Parts of this Reply.

On the assumption that the Commission might consider a new statute advisable,

Part 3 also identifies issues that might be dealt with in the legislation.

Several other legal questions that concern Commission regulation arose

in forums outside this proceeding, including hearings before the Senate Commerce

Committee. These questions are considered in Part 4 of this Reply.
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PART 1 -- SUMMARY OF THE
FOUNDATION'S LEGAL POSITION

(A) The Communications Act of 1934.

A Commission grant of authority to the proposed non-profit corporation

would fall squarely within the terms of the 1934 Act. "ZR/egulatory power over

all forms of electrical communication . . . ." is granted to the Commission

under the Act. S. Rep. No. 781, 73rd Cong., 2d Sess., at 1 (1934). Communi-

cation by satellite is, of course, a form of electrical communication. Moreover,

the Commission is authorized to "generally encourage the larger and more

effective use of radio in the public interest." (47 U.S.C. § 303 (g)*.) A national

non-profit corporation transmitting commercial and non-commercial television

would serve precisely this purpose. The policy behind section 303 (g) was

stated during the Congressional hearings on the Act: "Our supremacy in radio

cannot be maintained except by active encouragement and development of its

use. Its possibilities are almost untouched today . . . Who knows what

future developments may bring?" Hearings on H.R. 8301 Before the House

Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, 73rd Cong., 2d Sess., at

21 (1934).

Authorization for a satellite service to promote national, non-commerical

television broadcasting -- as proposed by the Foundation -- would particularly

serve the policies of the 1934 Act. Sections 390-97, added in 1962, authorize

*All subsequent citations to the 1934 Act are to 47 U.S.C. (1964).



federal grants for "provision of educational television broadcasting facilities

which will serve the greatest number of persons and serve them in as many

areas as possible, and which are adaptable to the broadest educational uses."

(Section 392 (d) (3).) Section 395 authorizes the Commission to assist the

Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare in promoting educational television.

Interpretation of the 1934 Act to permit a Commission grant of authority

to the proposed non-profit corporation is supported by the Commission's judg-

ment five years ago that it had power to authorize private use of communication

satellites. In 1961 the Commission issued a notice of inquiry into the general

topic of the commercial use of communication satellites. One of the issues

specifically raised was whether the Commission had statutory power to proceed

in this area. See Inquiry into the Administrative and Regulatory Problems

Relating to the Authorization of Commercially Operable Space Communications

Systems, para. 5 (3), F.C.C. Docket No. 14024 (March 29, 1961). All re-

sponses to the notice of inquiry concluded that the Commission did have such

power. As Chairman Minow stated, "Lrfo one at that time suggested that any

legislation was needed." Hearings on Communications Satellites Before the

House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, 87th Cong., 1st Sess. ,

pt. 1, at 86 (1961). Before the Commission was able to consider concrete plans

for a communications-satellite system, Congress began the investigation that

ultimately led to the Communications Satellite Act of 1962. The legislative

history of that Act, however, reveals general agreement among those who
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considered the point that the Commission had power under the 1934 Act to

authorize communication satellites for commercial use. As Chairman Minow

testified on behalf of the Commission, "The law would permit us to license a

private user for space satellite communications." Hearings on Space Satellite

Communications Before the Subcommittee on Monopoly of the Senate Select

Committee on Small Business, 87th Cong., 1st Sess., at 662 (1961). Statements

by Congressmen and various officials in the Executive Branch were in accord

with that position. See, e.g., Hearings on Communications Satellites Before

the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, 87th Cong., 1st

Sess., pt. 1, at 153, 177 (1961).

Prior judicial and Commission decisions also support this view. The

Commission has consistently maintained that the 1934 Act gives it ample

authority to meet changing circumstances and the demands of a rapidly develop-

ing technology, see, ea., Amendment of Rules to Provide for Subscription

Television Service, 23 F.C.C. 532, 536 (1957), and the courts have regularly

supported this view. In FCC v. Pottsville Broadcasting Co., 309 U.S. 134,

138 (1940), for example, the Supreme Court said that underlying the 1934 Act

"is recognition of the rapidly fluctuating factors characteristic of the evolution

of broadcasting and of the corresponding requirement that the administrative

process possess sufficient flexibility to adjust itself to these factors."

Lower courts have uniformly followed this approach in applying the Act

to new technological developments. They have, for example, affirmed the



Commission's assertion of plenary power over television broadcasting, although

in 1934, when the Act was passed, Congress was unaware of the impending

utilization of television. See e.g. , People's Broadcasting Co. v. United States,

209 F.2d 286, 287 (D.C. Cir. 1953). Similarly, the Commission authorized

a three-year trial use of subscription television in 1957 although in 1934, the

reception of radio broadcasts had always been without charge. See Amendment

of Rules to Provide for Subscription Television Service, 23 F.C.C. 532 (1957).

(B) The Communications Satellite Act Of 1962.

The language of the 1962 Act and its legislative history make clear that

its primary purpose was to establish "a commercial communications satellite

system" (section 305 (a) (1)), not the system, and the arrangement envisaged

was international not domestic. Section 102 (a), for example, states that the

Act was intended as a major step toward "an improved global communications

network." The legislation should not, therefore, be read as precluding

private domestic systems.

Two considerations caused Congress to focus almost exclusively on

international communications. First, an international system was seen as a

means both to move ahead of the Soviet Union, which had apparently taken the

lead in space technology, and to enable the United States to assert a position of

leadership at the Extraordinary Administrative Radio Conference of the

International Telecommunications Union called in 1963 to allocate frequencies

for communications-satellite systems. See H.R. Rep. No. 178, 89th Cong.,

1st Sess. 22 (1965).
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Second, in 1962 non-synchronous satellites patterned on Telstar were

seen as the model for many years to come. Since such satellites orbited the

globe they made sense only in the context of an international system. Moreover,

the high cost of a satellite system, as projected in 1962, made it economically

attractive only as an alternative to costly submarine cables. See, e2g.,

Hearings on Communications Satellites Before the House Committee on Interstate

and Foreign Commerce, 87th Cong. , 1st Sess., pt. 1 at 4-5 (testimony of

Chairman Minow) (1961). At the same time, however, Congress realized that

flexibility was an absolute necessity, and that although domestic communica-

tions services by satellite seemed unlikely in the foreseeable future, new

developments might make such services feasible. On this basis, Congress

expressly provided in section 102 (d):

It is not the intent of Congress by this Act to
preclude the use of the communications
satellite system for domestic communication
services where consistent with the provisions
of this Act nor to preclude the creation of addi-
tional communications satellite systems, if
required to meet unique governmental needs or
if otherwise required in the national interest.

This section recognizes that: (1) The international system envisaged in

the statute might be used for domestic services if this could be done in a manner

consistent with the other obligations imposed on Comsat by the Act; and (2) Other

systems might be established "to meet unique governmental needs or if other-

wise required in the national interest."

The legislative history of section 102 (d) makes clear that Congress did
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not intend to preclude Commission authorization of additional communications-

satellite systems. When the legislation was first passed by the House, section

102 (d) had been amended to provide:

The Congress reserves to itself the right to provide
for additional communications satellite systems if
required to meet unique governmental needs or if
otherwise required in the national interest.

See H.R. 11040, as passed by the House of Representatives on May 3, 1962,

and introduced in the Senate on May 4, 1962. TEe Senate refused to accept this

language, however, and substituted, the current versim of section 102 (d). The

House then acceded to the Senate's version. The Congress has thus already

considered and rejected the position that further legislation is a prerequisite to

Commission authorization of additional domestic facilities.

(C) The 1964 International Communications Satellite Agreements.

Like the 1962 Act, the Inter-Governmental Agreement and the Special

Agreement, concluded in August 1964, were designed to establish "a global

commercial communications satellite system." T.I.A.S. No. 5646 (1964).

Nothing in the language of either instrument could be interpreted as precluding

separate domestic systems.* They were aimed at creating a system to serve

international needs, not the system to serve the domestic requirements of

more than 50 signatory nations.

*The Inter-Governmental Agreement is relevant as a matter of policy
but does not affect the Commission's legal power under the 1934 Act since the
Agreement is not a treaty.
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(D) The "Public Interest" Test Under The 1934 Act And The "National

Interest" Test Under The 1962 Act.

Section 102 (d) of the 1962 Act requires applicants for private

communications-satellite systems to demonstrate that their proposed services

are "required in the national interest." The 1934 Act demands a showing of

"public convenience, interest, or necessity." (E 4.1 sections 303, 307.)

There are no other limitations on the Commission's Dower to authorize non-

common carriers to construct and operate domestic communications-satellite

facilities.

Precedents or regulations under the 1962 Act concerning what is

"required in the national interest" have not yet been developed. We believe,

however, that promoting non-commercial television meets the standard.

Members of the Commission, Congress, and the Executive have all

emphasized the need for rapid development of educational television. In

Chairman Hyde's words:
.01.

/22jelevision represents a breakthrough in means
of communicating light and knowledge comparable in
significance to the development the printing press
and as indispensable to improvement of educational
techniques as the latter.

Hearings on Educational Television Before the Communications Subcommittee

of the Senate Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, 87th Cong"

1st Sess., at 121 (1961).

The issue is not just the number of non-commercial stations or the
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number of hours a week of programming. If non-commercial television is to

realize its potential, there must be a national non-commercial network as well

as funds for creative programming. See, e.g., Hearings on Educational Tele-

vision Before the Communications Subcommittee of the Senate Committee on

Interstate and Foreign Commerce, 87th Cong. , 1st Sess., at 118 (statement of

former Commissioner Ford) (1961).

Experience has revealed that the cost of establishing a network with

terrestrial facilities is prohibitive for non-commercial television. The

Foundation's proposal demonstrates that a communications-satellite system,

properly organized, can eliminate this barrier. The authoritative analysis of

the feasibility of educational television by satellite is a detailed report recently

prepared for UNESCO by a team of experts from Stanford University. Schramm,

et al. , A Pilot Test of An Educational Television Satellite (Draft, May 1966).

The authors conclude that it is both economically and technologically practical

to develop a full-scale system of educational television by satellite.

Furthermore, the Commission's conclusions in Allocation of Microwave

Frequencies Above 890 Mc., 27 F.C.C. 359 (1959), 29 F.C.C. 825 (1960)

(reconsideration), apply equally here:

Fr7here is every reason to believe that message services
of the Bell System will continue to provide its life blood
and raison d'etre Accordingly, it would appear
reasonable to anticipate that any losses of message toll
and private line revenues that the Bell System may incur
because of the establishment of private communications
systems will be more than offset by the revenues that will
accrue to the Bell System in the normal course of de-
velopment of its other sources of revenue.
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29 F.C.C. at 852 (1960). The economic impact of the Foundation's proposal

on domestic common carriers will be negligible. Referring specifically to the

Foundation's proposal, AT&T recently told its stockholders that:

The business of transmitting radio and TV programs
Recounts for only a very small part of Bell System
revenues.

American Telephone and Telegraph Company, Share Owners' Quarterly,

September 19, 1966. The potential economic impact on Comsat is more difficult

to assess. First, international communications are developing at a rapid rate;

historically, projected needs have been underestimated. Seco IA, implementa-

tions of the Intra-Governmental Committee's recommendation for permissive

merger legislation may well enhance Comsat's position in international

communications. See Intra-Governmental Committee on International Communi-

cations, Report and Recommendations to the Senate and House Commerce

Committees 31-33 (April 1966).

The courts have applauded the Commission's refusal to "let its decisions

in the radio carrier field interfere with its responsibilities in the television

broadcasting field." Carter Mountain Transmission Corp. v. F.C.C., 321

F.2d 359, 362 (D.C. Cir.), cert. denied 375 U.S. 951 (1963).

Finally, Commission authorization for a non-profit corporation to trans-

mit television broadcasts by satellite would accord with the Commission's

traditional concern for the development of new and different non-profit enter-

prises. See Amendment of the Commission's Rules to Permit Expanded
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Cooperative Sharing of Operational Fixed Stations, F.C.C. Docket No. 16218,

at 12 (July 15, 1966).

* * *

For these reasons: (1) The Commission has the power under the 1934

Act to authorize private non-common carriers to construct and operate communi-

cations-satellite facilities to meet their specialized domestic needs; (2) Neither

the 1962 Act nor the 1964 International Agreements removed this power; and

(3) The facilities proposed by the Foundation would meet the tests of "public

convenience, interest, or necessity" under the 1934 Act and "required in the

national interest" under the 1962 Act. The Commission should, therefore,view

its statutory and regulatory powers as permitting authorization of the proposed

facilities.

PART 2 -- REPLY TO ARGUMENTS
BY OTHER PARTIES

(A) The 1962 Act Was Not Intended As Comprehensive Legislation

Governing United Sates Participation In All Aspects Of Domestic Communication

13.i.telle.

None of the parties responding to the Commission's March 2, 1966,

Notice of Inquiry questioned the Commission's power under the 1934 Act to

authorize private non-common carriers to construct and operate communi-

cations-satellite facilities to meet their specialized domestic communications
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needs.* However, Several of the initial submissions argued that the Communi-

cations Satellite Act of 1962 precluded Commission authorization of such

facilities. The Hawaiian Telephone Company Brief, for example, states:

"The Communications Satellite Act of 1962 was intended as a comprehensive

piece of legislation to cover all participation by United States entities in

communications satellite systems." (Page 1.)

Both the language of the 1962 Act and its legislative history are to the

contrary. They make clear that Congress considered the Act a means to promote

"a commercial communications satellite system," (section 305 (a) (1)) not the

only system, and that the arrangement envisaged was international not domestic.

Section 102 (a), for example, provides that the Act is intended as a major

step toward a "global communications network." Throughout the entire Congres-

sional consideration of the measure, it was viewed as a means "to bring into being

a private corporation which would be the U.S. participant in a global satellite

communications system." H.R. Rep. No. 1636, 87th Cong., 2d Sess. 7 (1962).

As discussed above, there were two reasons why Congress chose to

pass special legislation concerning international -- but not domestic -- communi-

cations by satellite. First, in 1962 attention was focused on non-synchronous

*The GT&E Brief may be read as arguing that the Commission was not
granted this power under the 1934 Act. (See page 3.) In context, however, the
GT&E position seems to be that the 1962 Communications Satellite Act pre-
empted the entire field of United States participation in communications-
satellite activities. The Commission's power under the 1934 Act is discussed in
full in the Foundation's August 1 Legal Brief, pages 4-14, and summarized
supra, pages 3-7.
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satellites patterned on Telstar. Since such satellites would be usable by any

one country only a small part of each day, they made sense only in the context

of an international system. Moreover, the estimated costs of a satellite system

in 1962 were so high that it was economically attractive only as an alternative

to costly submarine cables. See, e.g., testimony of Chairman Minow in

Hearings on Communications Satellites Before the House Committee on Inter-

state and Foreign Commerce, 87th Cong., 1st Sess., pt. 1, at 4 (1961).

Second, an international system was seen as an important goal of United

States foreign policy, in terms of United States leadership in space technology

and specifically in terms of the United States role at the Extraordinary Adminis-

trative Radio Conference of the International Telecommunications Union called

in 1963 to allocate frequencies for communications-satellite systems. See,

e.g., H.R. Rep. No. 178, 89th Cong., 1st Sess. 22 (1965).

It is true, of course, that "The Commission does not have the power,

under the Communications Satellite Act of 1962 to authorize non-

governmental non-common carrier entities to construct and operate

communication-satellite facilities for the purpose of meeting their private or

specialized domestic space communications requirements." (GT&E Brief,

page 1.) The 1962 Act does not, by itself, empower the Commission to authorize

the construction and operation of domestic communications-satellite facilities.

But that is not the issue. The Commission's authority derives from the 1934

Act; the question is whether the 1962 Act diminished that authority. Section 102 (d)
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expressly provides that the Act does not "preclude the creation of additional

communications satellite systems, if required to meet unique governmental

needs or if otherwise required in the national interest." And, as stated in the

August 1 Brief of the National Association of Manufacturers Communications

Committee, power granted by Congress to a government agency continues in the

absence of a clear statement of legislative intent to remove that power. See,

e.g., Federal Trade Commission v. A P W Paper Co., 328 U.S. 193, 202

(1946). (For further discussion of Section 102 (d), see Part 2 (C) of this Reply,

infra, pages 18-22.)

The 1962 Act was not, therefore, intended as "comprehensive legislation"

concerning United States involvement in all communications via satellite but only

international satellite communications. For this reason, the legislation should

not be read as precluding private systems serving specialized domestic needs

only. (For further discussion of this point, see the Foundation's August 1

Legal Brief, pages 14-18.)

B. The Reasons That Prompted Congress To Adopt A Special Regulatory

Scheme In The 1962 Act Are Not Necessarily Applicable To Domestic Communi-

cations-Satellite Services.

The Comsat Brief suggests that "It would have been anomolous for Congress

to have imposed detailed safeguards on one entity (i.e., Comsat) while

leaving other entities who are not even authorized carriers and would be subject

to a less comprehensive and less stringent scheme of regulation, to engage in
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substantially identical activities wholly without regard to such safeguards."

(Pages 12-13.)

This suggestion ignores both the unique character of Comsat and the

unique character of the problems -- not present here -- that Congress sought

to solve by the 1962 Act.

In the 1962 Act, Congress granted Comsat a complete monopoly over all

United States participation in the field of international communications by

satellite. In establishing a carriers' carrier with monopoly control over

international satellite communications, Congress naturally created special

safeguards to insure that its legislative purposes would be met. However,

non-common carriers that might receive Commission authorization to

establish domestic communications-satellite facilities would not be in positions

similar to Comsat's. They would be neither monopolists nor carriers'

carriers. There would be no need, therefore, for the safeguards that Congress

provided in the 1962 Act.

The 1962 Act makes clear that Congress wanted to protect United States

foreign-policy interests. Thus, for example, Comsat must notify the Depart-

ment of State whenever it negotiates with any international or foreign entity

(section 402); the President must exercise "supervision over relationships of

the corporation with foreign governments or entities or with international

bodies" (section 201 (a) (4)); and the Commission must act on the Secretary of

State's advice that "commercial communication to a particular foreign point by
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means of the communications satellite system and satellite terminal stations

should be established in the national interest" (section 201 (c) (3) ). None of

these foreign-policy safeguards in the 1962 Act have any bearing on a domestic

satellite communications system.

If special safeguards are appropriate for domestic services, the

Commission has power to establish them under the 1934 Act. Section 303 (r)

specifically directs the Commission to "make such rules and regulations . .

as may be necessary to carry out the provisions of this chapter ."

Regulations can be issued under this mandate to provide whatever safeguards

the Commission believes advisable.

At any time, of course, Congress could adopt legislation imposing a new

regulatory scheme on the establishment and operation of domestic communica-

tions by satellite. But until Congress acts, the Commission retains full power

under the 1934 Act to authorize facilities for such communications.

(C) Section 102 (d) Of The 1962 Act Recognizes The Commission's

Power To Authorize Private Communications-Satellite Systems.

Section 102 (d) provides:

It is not the intent of Congress by this Act to preclude
the use of the communications satellite system for
domestic communication services where consistent
with the provisions of this Act nor to preclude the
creation of additional communications satellite systems,
if required to meet unique governmental needs or if
otherwise required in the national interest.

The Comsat Brief says that section 102 (d) "was intended as a declaration
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of Congressional policy to establish the broad criteria which would guide Congress

in the creation of any additional satellite systems and to make it clear that

Congress was reserving the power to do so." (Pages 7-8.) The first part of

section 102 (d) empowers the Commission to authorize domestic use of the

international system. See S. Rep. No. 1584, 87th Cong., 2d Sess. 14 (1962).*

The second part of the section and its legislative history, however, make clear

that Congress was not creating a domestic monopoly for Comsat.

First, the section provides that it "is not the intent of Congress by this

Act . . . to preclude the creation of additional communications satellite

systems, if required to meet unique governmental needs or if otherwise re-

quired in the national interest." It does not provide that Congress reserves the

right to establish additional systems. A reservation would have been unnecessary

both because section 301 provides that "The right to repeal, alter, or amend

this Act at any time is expressly reserved," and because one Congress cannot

*"Subsection (d) originally read that it is not the intent of Congress to
preclude the creation of additional communication satellite systems, if
required to meet unique governmental needs or if otherwise required in the
national interest. The LSenate Commerce / Committee amended this subsection
to provide also that nothing in this act shall preclude the use of the system
for domestic communication services where consistent with the provisions of
the act. This clarification was made to avoid any possible inference that may
be drawn from the other provisions of the bill that Congress had made a policy
determination that use of the system be limited to international communica-
tions. While it is unlikely that the system will be usable initially for domestic
services in the United States because of technical and economic limitations,
it is conceivable that eventually use of the system for domestic services may
become feasible and entirely consistent with the act."
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bind successive Congresses.* Thus, section 102 (d) must be read as an

affirmation of the Commission's authority under the 1934 Act and not as a

reservation of Congressional power.

Second, when the legislation was first passed by the House, section

102 (d) provided:

The Congress reserves to itself the right to provide
for additional communications satellite systems if
required to meet unique governmental needs or if
otherwise required in the national interest.

See H.R. 11040, as passed by the House of Representatives on May 3, 1962,

and introduced in the Senate on May 4, 1962. If Congress had adopted the House

version, further legislation would be required before additional domestic

facilities could be developed. The Senate refused to accept the House language,

however, and substituted the current version of section 102 (d). The House

acceded. Defeat of the House language shows that Congress considered and

rejected the position that further legislation is a prerequisite to Commission

authorization of domestic facilities.

Third, the debates on the 1962 Act indicate support, among those who

considered the matter, for the view that the Commission has the power to

authorize domestic private communications-satellite facilities. Senator Church,

*As stated in AT&T's brief, "Not only does one Congress lack power to
bind successor Congresses in the exercise of their legislative functions, but

301 of the Satellite Act expressly provides that 'The right to repeal, alter, or
amend this Act at any time is expressly reserved.' It follows that if the power to
create additional satellite systems is deemed to reside only in the Congress, the
establishment of specific standards for the exercise of that power would be
meaningless, since it could not possibly have any binding effect." (Pages 2-3.)
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the only member of Congress to speak at length on section 102 (d), stated:

The wisdom of the last clause rof section 102 (d)
'or if otherwise required in the national interest'
is perfectly apparent. We cannot now foretell how
well the corporate instrumentality established by
this act will serve the needs of our people. If it
should develop that the rates charged are too high,
or if the service too limited, so that the system is
failing to extend to the American people the maximum
benefits of the new technology, or if the Government's
use of the system for Voice of America broadcasts to
certain other parts of the world proves to be excessively
expensive for our taxpayers, then certainly this enabling
le slation should not a reclude the establishment of
alternative systems, whether under private or public
management. And just as certainly is that gateway
meant to be kept open, just in case we should ever
have to use it, by the language to be found in the bill's
declaration of policy and purpose to which I have
referred.

108 Cong. Rec. 16362 (1962) (Emphasis added).

Moreover, in response to Senator Kefauver's concern about businesses

that need communications-satellite services but "don't want to make a deal

with a communications carrier," then Assistant Attorney General Katzenbach

said:

Then they have to get into the business themselves,
sir. And I suppose if that is a practicable way of

doing it, then that is what should be done. But these
are responsibilities as to who is to be licensed for
what purposes, which are given to the Federal
Communications Commission.

Hearin: s on Antitrust Problems of the ce Satellite Communications S stem

Before the Subcommittee on Antitrust and Monopoly of the Senate Committee on

the Judiciary, 87th Cong., 2d Sess. , pt. 1, at 55-56 (1962).
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The GT&E Brief contends "that the separate systems spoken of in the

above Section 502 (dg include only governmental systems owned and operated

by and for the benefit of the United States Government . . . This provision has

been so interpreted by this Commission. (See Memorandum Opinion and State-

ment of Policy released July 21, 1966, in Docket No. 16058 at paragraph 25

Lithe Authorized User proceedine.)" (GT&E Brief, page 6.)

Paragraph 25, cited by GT&E, does not suggest that "national interest"

is applicable to Government systems only. It simply confirms that the phrase

covers such systems as well as private ones. The paragraph is part of a

section dealing with "The Government's position as Authorized User - GSA's

Contentions." The sole issue is the Government's use of Comsat's services,

not use by private parties.

In this context, the Commission stated in paragraph 25, inter alias that:

We believe that the standard for direct dealings between
Comsat and the Government is thus embodied in the Act
in the sections dealing with the somewhat related question
of a separate Government system -- namely, if such
dealing is required to meet unique governmental needs,
"or is otherwise required in the national interest."
(Section 201 (a) (6); Section 102 (d).)

This statement is completely consistent with the Foundation's position and the

term "national interest" in section 102 (d) permits both private systems and

Government systems that do not qualify under the "unique governmental needs"

clause.

(For discussion of why the "national interest" would be served by authoriz-

ing a non-profit corporation to establish and operate communications-satellite
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facilities, as proposed by the Foundation, see pages 25-35 of the Foundation's

August 1 Legal Brief, and Parts 1 (D) and 2 (E) of this Reply, supra, pages 10-12,

and infra, pages 24-25.)

(D) The Authorized User Decision Is Consistent With Authorization Of A

Non-Profit Corporation Transmitting Radio And Television Services Via Satellite.

In July 1966 the Commission announced that non-common carriers,

including the Government, could obtain channels directly from Comsat only in

"unique or exceptional circumstances," in order to prevent "serious adverse

consequences" to the well-being of the common carriers. Authorized User

Proceeding, F.C.C. Docket No. 16058, Memorandum Opinion and Statement

of Policy, at 15. The economic hardship to common carriers that the Commis-

sion sought to prevent in the Authorized User proceeding must be distinguished

from the considerations involved in the present inquiry.*

First, the Authorized User proceeding was concerned with international

communications, an area of special sensitivity because of the economic condition

of the international record carriers. The Commission's Memorandum Opinion

*The GT&E Brief alleges that "To permit a private user to construct
and maintain its own domestic satellite system would be inconsistent with
the expressed legislative intent (citing the Commission's Memorandum
Opinion and Statement of Policy in the Authorized User proceeding)
If the United States Government is to be generally barred from leasing
channels directly from Comsat, it follows a fortiori that a private non-
common carrier entity should be barred from maintaining its own satellite
system." (Page 6.)
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and Statement of Policy in the Authorized. User proceeding reveals that fact:

/T7he loss of /Overseas revenues from leased circuits 7
could come close to wiping out completely the record
carriers' earnings, unless the facilities could be imme-
diately used for other services and produce substantial
revenues, which appears unlikely.

Id. at page 16. The financial well-being of the international carriers is not at

issue in the present inquiry.

Second, if non-common carriers had been declared authorized users,

Comsat would have been in direct and continuous competition with the common

carriers. The proposed national non-profit corporation would not in any sense

compete with the carriers but would at most divert from them an insignificant

portion of their business. The competitive-injury problem to be considered here,

therefore, is not that of the Authorized User inquiry but rather that of Allocation

of Frequencies Above 890 Mc. 27 F.C.C. 359 (1959), 29 F.C.C. 825 (1960)

(reconsideration), which authorized non-common carrier microwave systems and

rejected the carriers' plea for economic protection against the resulting losses

of revenues.

Third, authorization of the proposed facilities would have no impact on

the common carriers' preponderant source of income -- message revenues. The

Authorized User proposals -- especially the proposal for Comsat to furnish

channels directly to the Government -- would have resulted in significant erosion

of the common carriers' revenues from this source.
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(E) The Proposed National Non-Profit Corporation Transmitting Radio

And Television Via Satellite Would Serve Both The "National" And The "Public"

Interest.

The Comments of ITT World Communications, Inc. , state that: "Clearly,

in light of the diverse and highly competitive companies which conceivably have

sufficient volume of communication requirement to justify economically the

establishment of private satellite systems, the Commission would be faced with

a serious problem as to where the line should be drawn if it countenanced the

establishment of such systems. " (Page 11. )

There are two answers to this contention: First, the satellite service

proposed here is different in kind and will be vastly larger than any other;

second, drawing difficult lines is the business of a regulatory agency.

Television transmission is not a borderline case. It will use the largest

fraction of the total capacity of all projected satellite facilities. The Technical

Plan proposed by Comsat for 1970, for example, suggests that about two-thirds

of the capacity of its proposed system would be used for television transmission.
(See pages 8, 10.) See generally Estep, Some International Aspects of

Communication Satellite Systems, 58 Nw. U. L. Rev. 237, 260 (1963).

At this time, therefore, the Commission need not determine the precise
nature of all future arrangements for all possible communications-satellite uses.
It need only decide that radio and television broadcasting may be distinguished



from message and other services that might also employ satellite facilities.

Beyond this, the non-profit corporation proposed by the Foundation will

promote educational television. It is difficult to conceive of an enterprise more
clearly designed to serve the national and the public interest.

PART 3 -- LEGAL ISSUES RAISED
BY THE COMMISSION'S OCTOBER

20, 1966, SUPPLEMENTAL
NOTICE OF INQUIRY

(A) The Commission Has The Power To Authorize Common Carriers
As Well As Non-Common Carriers To Construct And Operate Domestic

Communications-Satellite Facilities.

In the Commission's October 20, 1966, Supplemental Notice of Inquiry

comments were invited on:

Whether, as a matter of law, there is any restriction
on the Commission's power to authorize any communi-
cations common carrier or carriers to construct and
operate communication satellite facilities for domestic
communications services

(Supplemental Notice of Inquiry, para. 3 (b).) (Emphasis added.)

We believe that the Commission is empowered to authorize common

carriers to construct and operate domestic communications-satellite facilities.

The Communications Act of 1934 does not differentiate between common carriers

and non-common carriers in inquiries such as this one, except in terms of

"public convenience, interest, or necessity." See Allocation of Microwave

Frequencies Above 890 Mc., 27 F.C.C. 359 (1959), 29 F.C.C. 825 (1960)
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(reconsideration); cf. Amendment of Rules to Provide for Subscription

Television Service, 23 F. C.C. 532 (1957). The Foundation's August 1 Legal

Brief demonstrates the Commission's power under the 1934 Act to authorize

non-common carriers to construct and operate communications-satellite

facilities for domestic services; its power under the Act to authorize common

carriers is no less clear.

Under the Communications Satellite Act of 1962 common carriers own

50% of Comsat's stock. An argument might be made that because common

carriers -- unlike non-common carriers -- were thus granted an opportunity to

participate indirectly in Comsat's affairs, Congress intended to exclude their

competition with the corporation in domestic satellite communications. There

appears no support for this position in the legislative history of the 1962 Act. It

is doubtful that such a legislative purpose should be presumed. In any event,

this issue becomes irrelevant if Comsat is precluded from the field of domestic

communications by satellite because of its position in the international con-

sortium. (See Part 3 (B) of this Reply, infra, pages 28 -3Q)

It thus appears that the 1962 Act did not preclude Commission authoriza-

tion of common carriers just as it did not preclude Commission authorization of

non-common carriers. Common carriers and non-common carriers are both

subject to the "public convenience, interest, or necessity" test of the 1934 Act

and the "required in the national interest" standard of the 1962 Act. Differences

might, of course, arise in the application of these statutory criteria to the two

classes in particular cases.
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The Foundation's August 1 Legal Brief, pages 25-35, and Part 1 (D)

of this Reply, supra, pages 10-12, demonstrate that the non-profit corporation

proposed by the Foundation would meet both criteria. Other proposals, whether

by common carriers or non-common carriers, must be measured against

these criteria on a case-by-case basis as specific proposals are made.

(B) Issues Raised By Common Control Over Domestic And International

Satellite Communications.

Paragraph 3 (c) (5) of the Supplemental Notice requests interested

parties to consider:

The effect or impact of any such authorizations . .
upon the obligations of the United States Govern-
ment as a signatory to the Executive Agreement
Establishing Interim Arrangements for a Global
Commercial Communications Satellite System.

The Foundation's August 1 Legal Brief demonstrates that the Foundation's

proposal is wholly consistent with the 1964 Inter-Governmental Agreement and

with United States obligations under that Agreement. (See pages 24-25. See also

Part 1 (C) of this Reply, supra, page 9. Concerning the consistency of the

Foundation's proposal with the 1962 Act, see the Foundation's August 1 Legal

Brief, pages 14-24, and Parts 1 (B) and 2 (A)-(C) of this Reply, supra, pages

7-9, 13-22.) In view of the Commission's inquiry, we here examine whether

the proposal presented by Comsat in its August 1 submission is consistent with

the Agreement.

It is not yet clear whether Comsat proposes to establish a domestic

satellite system wholly independent of INTELSAT or whether Comsat intends in
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some way to establish and maintain the domestic United States system as part

of INTELSAT. Both approaches raise questions of propriety and policy.

Operation of an independent domestic satellite system would appear to

conflict with Comsat's obligations under the 1964 Inter-Governmental and

Special Agreements. The corporation has an obligation to devote itself to serv-

ing the best interests of the international system and all of its participants.

Were Comsat to establish a separate domestic system, a conflict of interest

might develop. At the least, the energies and resources of the corporation

might be diverted from fulfilling its international role. More troublesome, the

corporation would be faced with situations in which it could channel business

either to the international system, earning only 61% of the profit, or to its own

domestic system, earning 100%. A basic purpose of the 1962 Act was to enhance

the prestige of the United States as leader of an international undertaking de-

signed to "contribute- to world peace and understanding." (Section 102 (a).) Even

a possible conflict of interest on the part of Comsat could jeopardize this aim.

Incorporation of the United States system and the domestic systems of

other countries into a single global system would raise other problems. What-

ever merit there might be in a proposal for a world monopoly of satellite com-

munications for both domestic and international purposes, it is predictable that

some countries will wish to maintain the independence and individual integrity of

their domestic broadcasting and communication systems. The United States

Congress has been exceedingly careful to immunize our domestic communications
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system from foreign control. This Congressional policy would have to be

reexamined if domestic communications, including broadcasting, were to be

subjected to international control. Second, for the United States to extend the

jurisdiction and power of Comsat into the domestic sphere would present difficult

problems for those who already regard Comsat's majority interest and manager-

ial control in INTELSAT as excessive. Third, countries unlikely to generate

much traffic may anticipate that Comsat's profits from United States domestic

sources will assist in subsidizing their international communications. But to

use profits from United States domestic traffic to subsidize such international

satellite communications would present other difficult economic and policy

questions.

We are aware that these and related questions are being considered in

the preparations for the 1969 conference which will seek to establish definitive

arrangements for an international global system. We understand that the United

States position is now being formulated and will be crystallized within a

relatively short time. It is apparent that all domestic satellite services must

be compatible with the global system. We believe, however, that this is pos-

sible without any substantial delay in the development of such services. In our

view, to defer this development until final arrangements are made for the global

system would be both unnecessary and unwise. (Issues of national economic

policy raised by the proposal in Comsat's August 1 submission are examined

in Volume I, Part 2 of this Reply.)
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(C) New Legislation Is Not Necessary To Carry Out The Foundation's

Proposal.

Paragraph 3 (d) of the October 20, 1966, Supplemental Notice of Inquiry

invites comments on:

Whether the type of entity and service contemplated
by the Ford Foundation proposal may be licensed
under present statutes, and, if not, the type of
legislation that would be required.

We believe that the Commission has power under the 1934 Act to license

the non-profit corporation proposed by the Foundation. The courts and the

Commission have consistently held that the Act grants the Commission

"comprehensive powers to promote and realize the vast potential of radio."

NBC v. United States, 319 U.S. 190, 217 (1942). The Commission has

met its responsibilities under this mandate whenever new technology has pro-

duced new means of telecommunication. For example, the Commission asserted

plenary power over television although this medium was unknown when the

1934 Act was adopted. More recently, the Commission exercised its

power to authorize educational-television broadcasts via aircraft. See

Airborne Television Transmitters, F.C.C. Docket No. 15201, 5 Pike &

Fischer R.R. 2d 1727 (1965), 6 id. at 1613 (1965) (reconsideration) .

And it is clear that the Commission has jurisdiction over telecommunications

in space. See California Interstate Telephone Co. v. F. C 328 F. 2d 566

(D.C. Cir. 1964) (transmission into space is "foreign transmission" under

section 153 (f) of the 1934 Act).
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As indicated below, we believe that the Commission may regulate the

proposed non-profit corporation under the 1934 Act either as a common or a

non-common carrier. The 1934 Act grants the Commission both the authority

needed to carry out such regulation and the flexibility needed to develop regula-

tory criteria.

The Foundation has made a major proposal designed to meet critical

national needs. Although we believe new legislation is not required, the

Commission may decide that it would be appropriate for the Congress to con-

sider and resolve the various issues raised by the proposal.

If legislation is sought, we see two primary areas of interest with

respect to rate regulation. First, the new legislation might supplement the

1934 Act's "just and reasonable" test (see infra, pages 34-35, 39-41) to pro-

vide explicit statutory standards to guide the Commission in regulating the

proposed corporation's rates and charges. Second, the legislation might

specifically authorize free transmission by satellite of non-commercial television.

A second area that might be covered by new legislation is the disburse-

ment of funds. Within the near future the Carnegie Commission will submit to

the President a major report discussing the financial needs of non-commercial

television and how those needs may best be satisfied. In Volume I, Part 3 of

this Reply, we discuss some of the issues that may arise in this connection.

Beyond this, however, we think it best to wait for the considered judgment of

the Carnegie Commission.
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Finally, the organization and structure of the proposed corporation might

be considered appropriate for legislative decision. Volume I, Part 3, of this

Reply, discusses the details of the arrangement that we have in mind. To im-

plement this proposal no legislation would be necessary. If legislation were

considered advisable, however, a variety of alternatives ranging from general

guidelines to a detailed statutory charter might be considered.

PART 4 -- COMMISSION REGULATION OF
THE PROPOSED NON-PROFIT CORPORATION

Several legal issues have been raised outside this proceeding concerning

Commission regulation of the proposed non-profit corporation. This Part con-

tains a systematic examination of those issues.

(A) Background.

The Communications Act of 1934 granted the Commission a variety of

important regulatory tasks with respect to common carriers and non-common

carriers.

A communications "common carrier" is defined by section 153 (h) of the

1934 Act as "any person engaged as a common carrier for hire, in interstate

or foreign communication by wire or radio or in interstate or foreign radio

transmission of energy In essence, therefore, a common carrier offers

its facilities for hire to the general public. In contrast, a non-common carrier

uses its communications facilities for its own operations. A delivery service

that controls its truck drivers by radio and a non-profit joint venture providing
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communications service for members' aircraft are non-common carriers. Tele-

phone and telegraph companies and the Domestic Public Land Mobile Service

(used to provide communications services for hire to business and professional

persons) are typical common carriers.

1. Common Carriers. -- The Commission regulates not only the rates

of common carriers but many of their other activities as well. A common

carrier that proposes to expand its services, for example, must demonstrate

to the Commission that the expansion will meet the test of "public convenience

and necessity." (Section 214,) If a common carrier wishes to provide inter-

state service by radio, rather than by wire, it must obtain a radio license from

the Commission. (Section 301.)

The Commission ensures that common carriers provide service at rates

that: (1) Are "just and reasonable"; and (2) Do not constitute "unjust or unreason-

able discrimination". (Sections 201 (b); 202 (a).) Section 201 (b) also provides,

however, that:

Communications . . . may be classified into
. . . press . . . and such other classes as
the Commission may decide to be just and
reasonable, and different charges may be
made for the different classes of communi-
cations . . .

Acting under this provision, the Commission has accepted Press Wireless, Inc.,

as a "limited" or "specialized" common carrier. See, ittE. , Press Wireless

Inc. v. The West_ernion Telegraph Co., 28 F.C.C. 358 (1960). This

entity provides services to the press only.
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A "just and reasonable" rate is one that covers expenses and provides

a fair return on invested capital. See Wilson and Co. v. United States 335

F. 2d 788, 797-98 (7th Cir. 1964), remanded, 382 U.S. 454 (1966). A carrier

is not, however, limited to any specified rate of return on a particular class

of service as long as it receives a fair return on its business as a whole.

See Chicago Board of Trade v. United States, 223 F. 2d 348, 351 (D.C. Cir. 1955);

R. C. A. Communications, Inc. v. United States, 43 F. Supp. 851, 858 (S. D. N. Y.

1942).

Common carriers must file their rates and rate classifications in

tariffs with the Commission. (Section 203.) These tariffs are subject to

Commission approval; the Commission is authorized to establish a new rate

schedule if rates contained in a tariff fail to meet the statutory requirements.

(Section 205.) Whenever a common carrier files a new tariff, the Commission

may hold a hearing to determine the reasonableness of the proposed charges. A

hearing may be held either at the request of a complainant or on the Commission's

own initiative. (Section 204. )

The first step in determining the reasonableness of an individual

rate is an evaluation of the cost of providing the service in question. Based on

the carrier's accounting records and whatever supplemental information is avail-

able, the Commission ascertains the carrier's operating expenses and the capital

that the carrier has utilized in providing the service.
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The second step is to determine the amount that a class of consumers

must pay in addition to the cost of service. If the cost figures indicate that

two customers have been charged different rates for the same service, the

rates are discriminatory and hence unlawful unless they come within a statutory

exception. Applying special rates to press users, for example, has been

justified under section 201 (b) on the ground that dissemination of news is an

important public interest. See In the Matter of American Telephone and

Telegraph, 34 F. C. C. 1094, 1098 (1963). On this basis, the Commission may

authorize special rates to a particular user or class of users in order to serve

a significant public interest.

Although reasonable return on investment is the major element in setting

"just and reasonable" rates, other criteria, such as value of service, are some-

times considered. See Wilson & Co. v. United States, supra. If, for

example, two carriers provide the same service in the same community they

must, for competitive reasons, charge the same rates. At any rate level, how-

ever, the less efficient carrier will earn less on invested capital than the other

carrier. The Commission must, therefore, consider a variety of other factors

in passing on the reasonableness of their rates.

2. Non-common Carriers . -- Although the Commission does not

regulate the rates of non-common carriers, it does regulate such carriers in

other respects. All non-common carrier users of radio frequencies must obtain

Commission approval of any proposed services. (Section 301.) The Commission
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may analyze the nature of the service to be provided and the structure and

organization of the entity providing it. Furthermore, it may require non-

common carriers to renew their licenses periodically and to file accounts of

their operations and finances. It may also refuse to renew a license for failure

to meet the test of "public interest, convenience, and necessity. " (Section 307(d). )

The category of non-common carriers known as cooperatives is especially

relevant to the Foundation's proposal. In general, a cooperative is any group of

users that provides communications facilities to meet its members' own needs.

Many businesses have organized their own non-profit radio systems for member

firms. These private sharing arrangements are increasing in number. They

vary considerably in size. The largest, Aeronautical Radio, Inc., has more

than 1250 ground radio stations and 40, 000 miles of private lines. This co-

operative provides communication channels for aircraft on a cost-sharing basis,

although it has also provided free service to itinerant pilots. See Aeronautical

Radio, Inc. v. A. T. &T. Co., 4 F. C. C. 155, 159 (1937).

Many smaller organizations provide similar services to their members.

For example, the Commission has licensed medical societies in California to

operate radio stations for the purpose of contacting their members. The

Forest Industries Radio Communications Association, under license from the

Commission, operates in rural areas where distances are great and communi-

cations facilities nonexistent. See In the Matter of Amendment to permit ex-

panded cooperative sharing of Operational Fixed stations, F. C. C. Docket No.
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16218, at 6 (1966).

3. The Communications Satellite Corporation. -- The 1962

Communications Satellite Act vested the Commission with several regulatory

functions concerning Comsat in addition to those found in the 1934 Act. The

Commission must, for example ensure effective competition in the procure-

ment of equipment for the international system. The Commission also super-

vises the operations of Comsat to make certain that authorized carriers have

nondiscriminatory use and equitable access to the international system and that

Comsat's rates are "just and reasonable." (These and other provisions of the

1962 Act applicable to Comsat are examined in Part 2 (B) of this Reply,

supra, pages 16-18.)

(B) Discussion.

The Foundation anticipates that the proposed non-profit corporation (here-

in referred to as "BNSC") will be fully subject to Commission regulation, under

existing laws and regulations, either as a common carrier or as a non-common

carrier. The choice between these alternatives may be made by the commission

and the interested parties at a later stage in the development of BNSC. We here

consider some of the relevant issues.

1. BNSC as a Common Carrier. -- Common carriers normally offer

services to the general public. One common carrier, Press Wireless, Inc.,

offers its services only to users transmitting material for publication and is re-

garded by the Commission as a "limited common carrier." See In the Matter
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of Press Wireless, Inc., 17 Pike and Fischer RR 217, 223 (1958). BNSC,

which will offer its services to broadcasters only, might also fall within this

category. However, Press Wireless, Inc., is a commercial enterprise,

distinguished from other common carriers only by its limited class of users.
BNSC, as a non-profit enterprise concerned with non-commercial television,

will have considerably less in common with traditional common carriers.

We believe that the 1934 Act would permit, but not require, that BNSC

be treated as a limited common carrier. If BNSC were regarded as such a

common carrier, several regulatory issues would arise.

The first is whether BNSC may provide channels for non-commercial

television free of charge. Section 202 (a) of the 1934 Act prohibits common

carriers from charging discriminatory rates unless they are determined to be

"just and reasonable" by the Commission under section 201 (b). The basic

purpose of this provision is to prevent one customer from obtaining a competi-

tive advantage over another. This problem does not arise here: BNSC will

treat all commercial users alike; non-commercial television is by definition

non-profit. Moreover, the commercial networks will consent to the proposed

arrangements for non-commercial television by agreeing to the charter of

BNSC. Finally, non-commercial television like the press (which receives

preferential rates from common carriers) serves a vital public function. See

In the Matter of A. T. &T. Co. , 34 F.C.C. 1094, 1098 (1963); In re Application

of NTA Television Broadcasting Corp., 22 Pike & Fischer RR 273 (1961).

The Commission and the courts have generally interpreted the "just and
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reasonable" standard as requiring rates that yield no more than a fair rate of

return on investment. See Wilson & Co., v. United States, 335 F.2d 788, 798

(7th Cir. 1964), remanded, 382 U.S. 454 (1966). This presents a second issue

--whether the proposed arrangement is compatible with that standard. The

issue is avoided if rates charged by BNSC are no higher than those charged by

a taxpaying concern entitled to a fair return on invested capital. As a non-

profit corporation BNSC could then allocate its entire tax-exempt income to non-

commercial television.

A harder problem is whether BNSC, if the Commission chose to regard

it as a common carrier, would be by statute limited to a rate structure ,dictated

by the standard of fair return on investment.

We think not. The Commission and the courts have interpreted the

"just and reasonable" phrase of the statute as requiring a "fair rate of return on

invested capital" in order to protect both stockholders and consumers. As a non-

profit corporation, BNSC will have no stockholders expecting a return on their

investment. The commercial networks will be its immediate consumers, but

they will have consented, in a consortium agreement, to the BNSC rate structure.

They will not, therefore, be obliged to look to the Commission for protection

from excessive rates. This is a predicate of the Foundation's proposal.

The Commission may be concerned to ensure that rates charged

advertisers by the commercial networks using BNSC are not excessive because

advertising costs are, in turn, passed on to the consuming public. Ordinary
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market forces will impose important constraints on advertising rates because the

commercial networks must take into account the availability to their advertisers

of other media. Further, the Commission has the authority to interpret the

"just and reasonable" standard to take account of other relevant factors, in-

cluding the effect of the proposed rates on consumer prices, actual costs, and

the availability and costs of both competing advertising media and alternative

means of transmission.

2. BNSC as a Non-Common Carrier. -- The Commission will have full

regulatory power over BNSC as a non-common carrier, just as it will over the

proposed corporation as a common carrier. Perhaps the most useful approach

is to consider BNSC as a joint venture akin to the non-profit cooperatives

currently licensed by the Commission.

In order to form a cooperative, prospective members must be licensed

by the Commission. * It can condition a license on conformity with a variety

of standards. The BNSC charter will specify the basis on which charges to

commercial users will be determined, its revenues distributed, and its

policies developed. In considering the initial license application, the Commission

will have full opportunity to scrutinize the charter and the financial, technical,

*Normally, communications cooperatives are relatively small organi-
zations. There is usually no need, therefore, for exhaustive Commission
examination of their operations. Moreover, as non-profit organizations
their revenues cannot exceed their costs and the Commission need only ensure
compliance with this standard in reviewing their rates.
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and other details of the proposed arrangements. Subsequently, the Commission

can exercise the complete scope of its regulatory powers in reviewing the

organization's operations to ensure adherence to the terms of the license.

BNSC could, for example, be required to file full reports on its opera-

tions, and the Commission could stipulate that its license would be withdrawn

for failure to meet any standards established in the original license. Regula-

tions tailored to the particular situation would, no doubt, be needed. But the

Commission has a sound precedent for developing procedures in the Regulations

issued as Appendix A to In the Matter of Amendment of the Commission's rules

to s ermit ex anded coo erative sharin of 0 erational Fixed stations F.C.C.

Docket No. 16218 (1966). Of particular importance, since there is no statutory

requirement that cooperatives' rates meet particular standards, the Commission

would have great flexibility in examining the policies involved in establishing

the rates charged commercial broadcasters and the treatment accorded non-

commercial television.

Beyond this, BNSC will be a consensual undertaking by commercial and

non-commercial broadcasters. All aspects of the organization and its opera-

tions will be openly arrived at on a basis of full agreement among the parties.

Inherently, therefore, substantial safeguards for the protection of all concerned

will be built into the organization's structure.

Under the present Commission rules participants in a cooperative may

use its facilities only on a cost-sharing, non-profit basis. See generally
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Appendix A of In The Matter of Amendment of the Commission's rules to

permit expanded cooperative sharing of Operational Fixed stations, supra.

The two basic purposes for requiring cooperatives to charge rates on a non-

profit, cost-sharing basis, however, are not applicable to BNSC. The first

purpose is to protect members from being charged rates based on value of

service. Such rates normally put certain members at a competitive disadvan-

tage. No such problem arises if all commercial members of a cooperative

voluntarily pay a higher rate than non-commercial members.

The second purpose of the non-profit rates requirement is to prevent

cooperatives from becoming profit-making, quasi-common carriers, not

subject to adequate Commission regulation. BNSC will, however, be subject

to full Commission regulation and will earn no profit from the rates charged

commercial broadcasters.

We believe, therefore, that the Commission will have ample opportunity

to exercise its jurisdiction over BNSC in all ways that it determines advisable.
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PART 1

HOW THE NETWORKS AND THE COMMON CARRIERS OPERATE TODAY
IN THE TRANSMISSION OF TELEVISION AND RADIO SIGNALS

Section a. Operations as Seen by the Supplier

Network operations are a specialized service of AT&T. To

satisfy the users of this service, AT&T must meet the following requirements:

(i) The quality of transmission as measured by the ratio of signal

to noise and the signal distortion must be suited to the particular

needs of the user.

(ii) The service must be highly reliable; this requires duplicative

facilities which can be rapidly interchanged with a minimum of lost

time.

(iii) The system must be flexible to adjust to the normal variations in

channel requirements (daily, weekly, and seasonal), as well as to

occasional peak requirements associated with important news

events.

The AT&T Long Lines Department conducts business with the networks,

proposes rates and regulations for this service, files these with governmental

agencies, and plans and constructs network facilities. It shares operating

responsibility with the associated operating companies in each geographic

area.
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Each of the commercial networks has a set of interconnected routes

that remains stable over time, subject, of course, to day-to-day temporary

changes.

AT&T receives an average of 300 change requests a day for routine

network operations. Special or recurring events, such as football games,

require still further changes and interconnections, often on short notice.

An event such as the Pope's visit to New York may also create a demand for

new and temporary services at points not lying on existing routes. The peak

demand for route changes may, as in the case of President Kennedy's

assassination, reach as many as 1200 a day.

The basic functions performed by AT&T in network operations are

testing communications links and interconnecting them in order to meet

demands for route changes and additions. These functions are largely per-

formed in one or more of the 150 Television Operating Centers (TOC) in the

United States. At the New York TOC, which serves as the main control

point for most network operations, requests by the networks for route changes

are converted into requirements for specific equipment, facilities, and inter-

connections. Orders are then issued to other TOC's for detailed scheduling

of changes, and the testing and alignment of channels.

Peaks in switching loads frequently occur on fall weekends when the

networks televise major football games. During any break in the game, each

national network may be segmented into as many as 18 or 20 regional



networks to provide for local advertising and then reconnected in minutes

on oral cue or on a prescheduled basis.
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Section b. Operations as Seen by the Users

Although each network differs in internal operations and in geographic

routing of programs to its affiliates, a description of one can provide an

overview of routine practices and problems. Using as an example a summer-

time NBC television program originating in New York, the distribution process

is approximately as follows: The program is first fed to the eastern "A"

network which normally serves all stations in New England, New York, Penn-

sylvania, West Virginia, and part of Ohio. The same program is repeated

from New York one hour later on the "B" network which serves stations in

the balance of the country except for the Pacific Coast states. One leg of the

"B" network extends west to Los Angeles, where the programs are normally

recorded as received and released two hours later at the proper clock time on

the Pacific Coast network. During summer months, tl,,3refore, programs are

transmitted at three different times. (Mountain Time Zone viewers cannot

see programs at the same clock time as other zones.) When Daylight

Saving Time ends, the "A" and "B" networks merge into a single network

with a single feed originating in New York; the only delayed broadcasts are

for the Pacific Coast network, three hours later.

If an advertiser wishes to reach a limited geographic area, regional

commercials can be inserted at key stations along the network. Flexibility

in selling specific markets within a region is now limited by the networks'

routes.
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AT&T charges to the networks for their normal route interconnections

are governed by FCC Tariff 260. A typical rate under this tariff is $57 per

mile per month, based on a 16-hour day, excluding terminal charges. The

costs for these facilities are allocated among the affiliated stations being

served. An affiliate in an isolated market has to pay relatively higher charges

for obtaining network service because it has no other stations with which to

share the costs. Many such affiliates have installed their own inter-city

microwave facilities to obtain network service from another affiliate. Some

of the smaller affiliates have not installed complete microwave systems but

rely on "off-air-pickups." The quality of these pickups is generally inferior,

particularly for color broadcasts.

In many cases, broadcasters have formed cooperative enterprises

to obtain television network service via their own microwave systems. One of

the more elaborate systems is the Skyline Television Network, which dis-

tributes the programs of all three national networks to eight television stations

in Idaho, Montana, and western Wyoming. This system includes approximately

1500 channel-miles of television microwave facilities, none of which is owned

or, operated by AT&T. See Volume I, Part 2, for a discussion of the back-

ground and economics of this system.

Channels are needed not only for program distribution but also for

assembling programs that origiaate in several places (e. g. , a news program).

Fir such program assembly, it is universal practice to bring all distant feeds
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to a single location, usually New York or Los Angeles, so that all switching

functions are under the immediate control of the program director. Channels

for program assembly are kept separate from channels required for program

distribution, and are ordered only as needed and generally on short notice. When

live programs do not originate in studios (e. g. , sports broadcasts from stadiums),

considerable advance notice may be needed by AT&T to permit installation and

check-out of equipment.
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Section c. Standards of Performance

There is no single authority for determining performance standards

for transmitting TV signals. Standards are published by the CCIR, National

Association of Broadcasters, Electronics Industries Association, and others.

The performance criteria used by AT&T are summarized below.

General Performance Criteria for Color TV Service
in the United States

Voltage peak-to-peak
vs. Noise rms.

(db)

Differential
Gain*

(db)

Differential
Phase*

(degrees)

End-links, single
segments: and
local loops 57.0 0.7 1.5

Cross-country
network feeds
from TOC to TOC 55.0 1.0 2.6

Overall network
objectives 53.0 +2.0 13.0

* For overall objectives, the worst case combination should rate "just
perceptible" in terms of TASO/FCC subjective quality of random noise;
otherwise the criteria relate to standard deviations.

Sources: Bell System Practice, Section 318-015-100, Issue 3 (Television
Signal Analysis).
Transmission Systems for Communications, 3rd Ed. BTL Staff,
Chapter 16, page 388.
Performance of Bell System Intercity Nets Transmitting NTSC Color.
TV Signals, A. D. Fowler, BTL, 1966, IEEE Convention Record.
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Specific standards have not been published for non-commercial or

ITV service, but common carriers are permitted to offer a lower quality ser-

vice at lower rates.

Signals are monitored for quality in the TOC's and in certain stations

affiliated with each commercial TV network. Since monitoring involves both

precise measurement and subjective evaluation, there are occasional disagree-

ments over quality. These disagreements are resolved between the networks

and AT&T, and a rebate is made if AT&T is at fault. AT&T gives no per-

formance guarantees, and is not subject to penalty payments if signal standards

are not met.

AT&T meets reliability requirements by providing one back-up circuit

for every five active circuits. These can be rapidly interchanged so as to

minimize outage time. Signals of reasonable quality are thus available in ex-

cess of 99. 9 percent of the time. The networks in turn are responsible to the

advertising agencies for outages or poor signals. When these occur, the

agencies are permitted to advertise at another time without charge.
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PART 2

A TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION OF REPRESENTATIVE SYSTEMS:
BNS-3 AND BNS-4

The Foundation outlined two possible satellite configurations in its

August 1 Submission -- BNS-1 and BNS-2. Thereafter, the Foundation con-

sulted with the networks, the common carriers, and Comsat, and asked the

Hughes Aircraft Company and the Phi lco-Ford Corporation to prepare pre-

liminary systems analyses as bases for improvements in the BNS configurations.

The results are here presented in two modified BNS models, designated BNS-3

and BNS-4. These have been designed by Dr. Harold A. Rosen of Hughes, on

leave for this purpose to the Ford Foundation.

BNS-3 consists of two satellites in synchronous orbit; BNS-4 has three

satellites in orbit. The system comprises satellites, earth terminals, the

operations control centers, and the short links (as required) between earth

terminals and broadcasting stations. Compared with their August 1 counterparts,

BNS-3 and BNS-4 provide improved service in that they bring into the system

Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands, are more reliable, make

more efficient use of the frequency spectrum, and are more flexible.

-9-



Description of Technical Characteristics of BNS-3 and BNS-4

by Harold A. Rosen *

A. Space Segment

BNS-3 and BNS-4 each use 24-channel satellites, designed for the Atlas-

Uprated Agena or Titan 3B-Agena boosters. The satellite uses the Atlas-

Uprated Agena capability fully and thus achieves the best ratio of payload to

cost. Large satellites permit more efficient use of the frequency spectrum and

of pos...tions along the synchronous equatorial orbit. BNS-3 uses two satellites

in orbit, BNS-4 uses three. Spacing between adjacent satellites is 2 degrees.

The satellite is of the basic spin-stabilized, pulse-jet controlled con-

figuration used in the Syncom and Early Bird satellites. It is designed for an

operational life of ten years. ** The major subsystems are the antenna system,

the microwave repeaters, the control system, the power system, the tele-

metry and command system, and the structure. Figure 2. 1 is a sketch of the

BNS satellite.

The antenna system consists of a single reflector and multiple feed

horns. The reflector is a section of a parabolic surface, 9 feet wide and

**

Dr. Harold A. Rosen, Assistant Manager of Space Systems Division, Hughes

Aircraft Co. , is a leading communications satellite designer. He was

Technical Director of the Syncom Project, and received the 1964 Astro-

nautics Engineer Award from the National Space Club.

The satellites have been depreciated over five years even though designed

for ten years.
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Figure 2.1 BNS Satellite



6 feet high, illuminated by seven offset horns. Four of these horns form adja-

cent beams of width 3.5 degrees by 2.2 degrees, corresponding in coverage to the

four time zones of the 48 contiguous states. The beam centers of these horns are

squinted north 6 degrees for optimum coverage of this area, and their feeds have

dual linear polarization terminals for both transmitting and receiving frequencies.

The fifth and sixth horns form beams which are directed at the states of Alaska

and Hawaii, respectively, and the seventh horn forms a beam directed at Puerto

Rico and the Virgin Islands. The areas covered by the beams are shown in Figure

2.2, and the corresponding squint angles required in the satellite are listed in

Table 2.1. The receiving terminals of the horns are connected to low-noise tunnel

diode preamplifiers, followed by the input switches and diplexers of the microwave

repeaters.

Twenty-four microwave repeaters are provided, each capable of relaying

to earth terminals one high-quality color television channel plus switching in-

structions. Each repeater has a tunnel-diode amplifier operating in the 6 Gc/s

band, a down-converter, a tunnel-diode amplifier-limiter, and a 5-watt output

traveling wave tube operating in the 4 Gc/s band. The bandwidth of each repeater

is 40.0 Mc/s and the center frequencies are separated by 41.67 Mc/s. The 500

Mc/s bandwidths allocated in the 6 Gc/s and 4 Gc/s bands are each used twice by

the satellite by employing a combination of polarization and beam angle diversity.

As many as six channels may be simultaneously directed to each of the

four time zones of the contiguous states. However, two of the Mountain Time
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Zone channels may be switched to feed Alaska and Hawaii, and one of the

Central Time Zone channels may be switched to feed Puerto Rico and the Virgin

Islands. Signals originating in Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico or the Virgin

Islands are received in channels whose receivers are switched from the use

for the contiguous states. Additional detail concerning the use of the repeaters

is contained in the discussion of operational considerations below.

Orbit and orientation control are provided by two independent control

systems, each containing an axial and a radial jet, diametrically opposed fuel

tanks, and 120 pounds of hydrazine fuel. The control system is capable of

correcting the initial orbit injection errors, acquiring the designated equa-

torial station near 97 degrees West Longitude, and maintaining orbital station

to within 0.05 degrees and orientation to within 0.2 degrees for 10 years.

The power system consists of a cylindrical array of solar cells, 9 feet

in diameter and 8 feet high. It will deliver 600 watts of power during the

least favorable time of year, after 10 years of degradation in orbit. Energy

storage is supplied by the nickel-cadmium batteries, adequate to power 12 of

the repeaters during the infrequent eclipses (less than 1 percent of the time,

around local midnight).

The telemetry and command system operates on the microwave bands,

as in Early Bird. Command functions are required to actuate the jets for

orbit and orientation control, fire the apogee motor, control the microwave

repeaters, and aim the antenna. The telemetry system reports the state of

the satellite and confirms commands prior to execution.
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The simple cylindrical structure characteristic of present spin-stabilized

stationary satellites has been retained. The new satellite is larger than pre-

vious models, however, and its mechanically despun antenna system imposes

new structural requirements. Nonetheless it is possible to hold the weight of

the antenna structure to less than 10 percent of the payload weight.

The weight budget for the payload given in Table 2.2 is based on the

use of an SLV-3C Atlas-15prated Agena boost vehicle with an OAO fairing.

The apogee engine is a Surveyor Retro TE-364-3 having a propellant loading

of 1062 pounds. The booster can inject a payload well in excess of 2300 pounds

into a synchronous altitude transfer orbit apogee inclined 28.7 degrees with the

equatorial plane. A detailed weight budget for the spacecraft is given in

Table 2.3.

B. Earth Segment

BNS-3 and BNS-4 will each have 233 earth terminals, of which 223 will

be fixed and 10 wilt be mobile. It will also have a number of communication

links connecting these terminals to the broadcast stations and the ITV facilities,

and two operations control centers performing the switching and testing

functions of network operations. Services for maintaining the satellites on

station will be purchased.

There are four kinds of earth terminals: First, network terminals in four

major metropolitan areas that can transmit simultaneously on 21 channels



Table 2.2 Weight Budget for Boost Vehicle Payload

Item Weight (in lbs. )

Boost Vehicle Payload Weight 2300
Agena Adaptor 50
N2 Spin-up gas 10

Apogee Ignition Weight 2240
Engine Propellant 1062
Engine Expendable Inerts 16

Injected Weight 1162
Apogee Engine Case 114
Apogee Engine Adaptor 38

Initial Orbit Condition of Spacecraft 1010
N2}14 Propellant 240

Final Orbit Condition of Spacecraft 770
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Table 2.3 Weight Budget for Spacecraft

Item Weight (in lbs. )

Antenna 70
Reflector 60
Feeds 10

Electronics (Despun) 154
TWTs, Power Supplies 66
Receivers, T-D amplifiers 78
Diplexers 4
Switches, Coax, etc. 6

Electronics (Spinning) 54
Telementry and Command 42
Telementry Transmitters 1.5
Whip Antennas 1.5
MACE 9

Harness 18

Power Supply 200
Solar Panels 150
Batteries 50

Reaction Control System 65
N2H4-- Dry 46
N2 (spin-up) -- Dry 19

Structure 181
Basic 99
Despin Bearing Assembly 50
Despun Platform 32

Miscellaneous 20

Contingency 8

Final Orbit Condition of Spacecraft 770
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more than adequate.

(7 in each satellite), or receive simultaneously on any of 18 channels (6 in

each satellite); second, 173 affiliate terminals that can receive simultaneously

on 6 channels; third, 46 affiliate terminals that can transmit simultaneously

on 3 channels or receive simultaneously on 6; and, fourth, 10 mobile terminals

that can transmit 1 video channel and receive voice instructions.

These terminals provide TV coverage for most of the population of the

United States, including Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands.

Since each fixed terminal can be shared by all nearby users, it provides the

capability for ITV service as well as for commercial and non-commercial

service. The amount of ITV used will depend on local and/or state educational

authorities. Students not residing near these 223 fixed terminals can be served

by the BNS satellites through "remote schoolhouse" terminals of smaller and

less costly design.

The characteristics of the various types of earth terminals are sum-

marized in Table 2.4. The expected signal and noise powers for the video

links in the system are then given in Table 2.5. Our analyses confirm that in

all cases the delivered picture quality is better than AT&T standards and even

exceeds the standards recommended by CCIR for monochrome transmission.

The expected system performance will permit more than one hop through the

satellite while still meeting video performance standards, Since the down-

link carrier-to-noise ratios shown are considerably in excess of the usual

10 db discriminator threshold, the corresponding rain margins are therefore

-17-



Table 2.4 Characteristics of Earth Terminals

Type of Earth Terminal

Network
Affiliate

Mobile

Type 1 Type 11

Number 4 46 173 10

TV Channels
Receive 18 6 6 0

Transmit 21 3 0 1

Receiver
Noise Temperature

(degrees K)
80 160 160 160

G/T (db) 31 25 25 20.5

Antenna
Type CASSEGRAIN
Diameter (feet) 35 25 25 15

Feeds 3 3 3 1

Transmitter
BF Power per channel

(watts)
100 50 - 50

ERP per channel (dbw) 73 67 - 63
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Table 2. 5 Signal and Noise Power Levels for Video Links

Network Terminal Affiliate Terminal
(with transmit-
ting capability)

Up-Link:
Earth station power
Earth station antenna gain
Propagation loss
Satellite receive antenna

gain
Off beam center loss

Satellite received power
Satellite receive noise
Carrier/Noise in satellite

20 dbw
53 db

-200 db

36 db
- 2 db

- 93 dbw
-124 dbw

31 db

17 dbw
50 db

-200 db

36 db

- 99 dbw
-124 dbw

25 db

Down-Link:
Satellite channel power 7 dbw
Loss - 1 db
Antenna gain 36 db
Off beam center loss 2 db
Propagation loss -196 db
Earth station antenna gain 50 db

Earth station received power -106 dbw
Noise power in receive

bandwidth -133.6 dbw
Carrier/Noise ratio in

receiver
Up-link noise contribution
Carrier/total noise ratio
FM Improvement Factor
Peak-peak picture/rms

video factor
Pre-emphasis and noise

weight

Peak-peak picture/rms noise
Margin above CCIR objective

27.6 db
1. 6 db

26 db
22 db

6db

13 db

67 db
11 db

7 dbw
- 1 db

36 db
- 2db
-196 db

47 db

- 109 dbw

-130.6 dbw

21.6 db
1.6 db

20 db
22 db

6 db

13 db

61 db
5 db
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C. Operational Considerations

The channels are so arranged that half of the total channels are

accessible on the up-link from each of the time zones in the contiguous states.

The remaining channels become accessible by relaying through one of the

network terminals. The parameters of the terminals have been selected to

permit relaying with only about 1 db degradation of the signals as compared

with a single hop. Programs originating in Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, and

the Virgin Islands will generally require relaying.

Of the 48 channels provided by BNS-3, 24 are for commercial network

distribution and constitute the priority demand on the system. The remaining

24 channels serve non-commercial and instructional needs, and provide the

back-up for meeting peak commercial loads. Of the 72 channels provided

by BNS-4, 28 are for commercial network distribution and constitute the priority

demand on the system. The remaining 44 channels serve non-commercial and

instructional needs, and provide the back-up for meeting peak commercial loads.

For additional details regarding the uses of channels, see Part 3 of this volume.

In the terrestrial distribution system, it is customary to use back-up

or "protection" channels to handle peak loads, and the same practice will be

followed in the BNS system. Peak loads normally occur during breaks for

advertising on football weekends. Since these peaks do not coincide with

instructional television peak requirements, a large number of channels' are

available to be assigned simultaneously to one network by BNS. The operations

-20-



control center then sends appropriate switching instructions to the affiliate

stations via order wire channels carried by the satellite repeaters. These

instructions automatically preset the tunable receivers to the appropriate

channels; on cue, the regional commercial signals received by the affiliates

are automatically switched on the air.

The up-link and down-link channel assignments for all areas covered by

the BNS system are illustrated in Table 2. 6. The Pacific and Mountain Time

Zones have up-link access on the odd-numbered channels with horizontal

polarization (H), ir_d on the even-numbered channels with vertical polarization (V).

Channel 1 with horizontal polarization could thus be assigned to either the Pacific

or Mountain Time Zone on the up-link. The Central and Eastern Time Zones

have up-link access on the same channels but with opposite senses of polarization.

Adjacent satellites would have reversed senses of polarization for discrimination

from the ground, in addition to their physical separation.

As seen from Table 2.6, for example, transmissions from the Pacific

Time Zone can be repeated throughout the Pacific Time Zone on channels 1,

5 and 9; throughout the Mountain Time Zone on channels 2,6 and 10; throughout

the Central Time Zone on channels 3, 7 and 11; and throughout the Eastern

Time Zone on channels 4, 8 and 12.

The channels for Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands

are time-shared with the above channel-zone assignments and are switched into

service as required by the operations control center of the BNS system.
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Table 2.6 Channel - Zone Assignments
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PART 3

COSTS AND REVENUES OF BNS-3 AND BNS-4

Section a. System Costs

We contemplate that initially two satellites will be placed and maintained

in orbit. The cost for this configuration, BNS-3, is shown in Table 3. 1; initial

capital cost is $101.3 million and level annual cost $28.8 million. As demand

for satellite channels grows, a third satellite would be placed and maintained

in orbit. The cost of this expanded system, BNS-4, is shown in Table 3. 2;

initial capital cost is $115.8 million and level annual cost $31.8 million.

The system cost for each configuration includes the cost of design

engineering, hardware procurement, facilities, initial training of personnel,

initial spares and installation of equipment at each terminal or location as well

as the cost of over-all program management. The annual operations cost

(including maintenance) includes the cost of operating all terminals, the short

communication links, and the operations control centers.
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TABLE 3.1

BROADCASTERS' NON-PROFIT SATELLITE SYSTEM:

A NEAR-TERM CONFIGURATION (BNS-3)



TABLE 3.1

BROADCASTERS' NON-PROFIT SATELLITE SYSTEM:
A NEAR-TERM CONFIGURATION (BITS-3)

Total channelcapacity

Services provided (in channels)

Commercial
Non-commercial
Instructional:

Primary-secondary schools
Colleges and universities

System components

Satellites

Earth Terminals:

Network

Affiliate

Mobile

Communication Links

Operations Control Centers

48

24 (priority demand)
4

12
4

IIIM.1100

44 (plus 4 in reserve)

2, each with a capacity of 24
channels of color TV

4, each capable of receiving on 18
channels and transmitting on 21.
Each terminal has a 35-foot antenna.

219, each capable of receiving on 6
channels. Of these, 46 are also cap-
able of transmitting on 3 channels.
Each terminal has a 25-foot antenna.

10, each capable of transmitting on 1
channel and receiving voice instructions.
Each terminal has a 15-foot antenna.

connecting earth terminals to broad-
casting stations and ITV facilities.

2, each capable of providing the switching
and testing functions for network operations.

This system can accommodate remote schoolhouse terminals; costs of such termin-
als are not included in our estimates.



BROADCASTERS' NON-PROFIT SATELLITE SYSTEM (BNS-3

Initial Capital Cost Millions of Dollars

System R & D1,-/ $ 20.0

Space Segmentai 29.0

Earth Segment 52.3
Terminals $39.6
Other 12.7

$ 101.3

Level Annual Cost

Depreciation and Interest 2/

Operations (including main.tenance)±/

Notes

Millions of Dollars

$ 17,8

11.0
$ 28.8

1/ This is more conservative than the two estimates given to the Foundation
by the satellite manufacturers who were consulted. Their estimates were
$15 million, and $18.8 million.

2/ The space segment consists of two satellites. Three additional
launches will be required over the first 10 years of operation.

3/ Satellites, including the three additional launches, are depreciated
over five years. The earth segment is depreciated over 10 years. A six per
cent interest rate on the undepreciated balance is assumed.

4/ This includes the initial cost of starting a new organization, including
recruitment cost.



TABLE 3.2

BROADCASTERS' NON-PROFIT SATELLITE SYSTEM:

AN EXPANDED CONFIGURATION (BNS-4)



TABLE 3.2

BROADCASTERS' NON-PROFIT SATELLITE SYSTEM:
AN EXPANDED CONFIGURATION (BNS-4)

Total channel capacity

Services provided (in channels)

Commercial
Non-commercial
Instructional:

Primary-secondary schools
Colleges and universities

System components

Satellites

Earth Terminals:

Network

Affiliate

Mobile

Communication Links

Operations Control Centers

72

28 (priority demand)
4

28
4

64 (plus 8 in reserve)

3, each with a capacity for 24
channels of color TV.

4, each capable of receiving on 18
channels and transmitting on 21.
Each terminal has a 35-foot antenna.

219, each capable of receiving on 6
channels. Of these 46 are also cap-
able of transmitting on 3 channels.
Each terminal has a 25-foot antenna.

10, each capable of transmitting on 1
channel and receiving voice instructions.
Each terminal has a 15-foot antenna.

connecting earth terminals to broad-
casting stations and ITV facilities.

2, each capable of providing the switching
and testing functions for network operations.

This system can accommodate remote schoolhouse terminals; costs of such termin-
als are not included in our estimates.
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BROADCASTERS' NON-PROFIT SATELLITE SYSTEM (BNS-4)

Initial Capital Cost

System R & D

Space Segment 2/

Earth Segment
Terminals $39. 6
Other 12.7

Level Annual Cost

Depreciation and Interest 3/

Operations (including maintenance) 4/

Notes

Millions of Dollars

$ 20.0

43.5

52.3

$ 115.8

Millions of Dollars

$ 20.8

1.1.0
$ 31.8

1/ This is more conservative than the two estimates given to the Founda-
tion by the satellite manufacturers who were consulted. Their estimates
were $15 million, and $18. 8 million.

2/ The space segment consists of three satellites. Four additional
launches will be required over the first 10 years of operation.

3/ Satellites, including the four additional launches, are depreciated
over five years. The earth segment is depreciated over 10 years. A six
per cent interest rate on the undepreciated balance is assumed.

4/ This includes the initial cost of starting a new organization, including
recruitment cost.
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Section b. System Revenues

The Foundation's proposal assumes that the commercial networks and

other interested parties will together determine equitable pricing formulae.

The clear goal is to obtain revenues sufficient to cover level annual costs

($28.8 million for BNS-3) and generate funds for non-commercial television

programming. The sums that can be generated for programming lie somewhere

between the costs of a BNS system and the present costs of terrestrial facilities.

Although we believe the three commercial networks will provide the bulk

of the system's revenues, they are by no means the only sources of revenue. A

fourth network -- the Overmyer Network -- is expected to begin operations in

April 1967 with about 125 affiliates. Revenues from this network may in time ap-

proach the revenues derived from each of the existing networks.

In addition to existing network services, BNS may generate additional

revenues from the commercial networks. For example, the commercial net-

works have no interconnections with Alaska or Hawaii; these would be economical

and practical with satellites. Some affiliated stations now operating microwave

links or off-air pickups because of the high cost of AT&T facilities might revert

to network interconnections with the satellite system.

Federal and state governments and private industry would probably use

the BNS system for television distribution of in-service training and similar ed-

ucational programs. The Department of Labor, for example, might well use
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the BNS system in its manpower training programs. The Office of Economic

Opportunity has already had experience with television as a training medium

in Job Corps camps. The Department of Defense has already used television

for training electronics specialists; the potential for many other armed serv-

ice educational programs is apparent. Finally, large industrial enterprises

have constant need to train salesmen and field engineers throughout the coun-

try in the characteristics of new equipment. These needs can all be met

through BNS, and should produce revenues for the system.

Whether to charge school authorities for channels for instructional

television raises difficult and perplexing questions. A primary goal of the

Foundation's proposal is to make available facilities for a dramatically ex-

panded use of instructional television. In the past, a primary obstacle has

been high program distribution costs. At the minimum, instructional tele-

vision must be offered channels at greatly reduced rates. A strong argu-

ment, in terms of social purpose, can be made for offering instructional

television channels free of cost. If the pricing mechanism is abandoned,

however, there may be troublesome problems in locating instructional

television channels.



Section c. Demand Forecast

At the April1966 meeting sponsored by Comsat, NBC presented a study

which it had commissioned from the Astro-Electronics Division of RCA. NBC

specified that the system should be able to distribute 3 different programs simul-

taneously for each network, with a service reliability of 99.93 percent. These

9 channels together with 3 to be used by a fourth network represented the pri-

ority demand of all the commercial networks.

To obtain additional background on the potential demand for satellite use

by instructional and non-commercial broadcasters the Foundation commissioned

a study from the firm of Hammett and Edison, Consulting Radio Engineers, San

Francisco, California. Whereas Hammett and Edison projected for the decade

1970-80 about a 30% growth in satellite use by commercial broadcasters, they

projected about a 300% growth for non-commercial broadcasting and instruction-

al television for the same period. Hammett and Edison also concluded that by

the end of the first decade commercial requirements might represent only about

half of the total demand for channels.

These projections were based on the assumption that a non-commercial

network will expand its coverage gradually throughout the decade, that the number

of states with integrated school and university ITV systems will continue to grow,

and that governmental and professional groups will increasingly turn to ITV for

retraining programs. Their projection 'further assumes that at the end of the

decade .a CATV network will emerge.
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The Foundation recognizes that growth in the demand for non-commercial

and instructional television will not be automatic. Imaginative demonstrations

of what can be done are essential. The Foundation, moreover, is aware that

instructional television must overcome some resistance engendered by common-

place use ' the medium in the past, and by the natural resistance of those who

are unaware of the vital role that instructional television can play in supplement-

ing the efforts of teachers and enriching the curriculum.
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PART 4

ADEQUACY OF THE FREQUENCY SPECTRUM

Paragraph 4(c)(1) of the Federal Communications Commission's Notice of

Inquiry of March 2 asks whether it would be in the public interest to author-

ize non-common carriers to construct and operate domestic communication

satellite facilities considering "The amount of frequency spectrum now

available for the communication satellite service under the Commission's

Rules. " * Paragraph 4 of the Commission's Supplemental Notice of October 20

again asks responding parties to consider the adequacy of existing allocations

to the communication satellite service.

The Federal Communications Commission's inquiry must be considered

in the context of mounting concern over the demands on the frequency spectrum.

Referring to communication satellites, General James D. O'Connell, Director

of Telecommunications Management, recently noted that unless "a lot of

thought is devoted to this subject, the frequency limitations will ultimately

deter the use of this capability. " Telecommunication Reports (May 9, 1966).

A recent report refers to the advent of communication satellites as "the

clearly dominant consideration for future spectrum utilization. " Electromagnetic

* The frequency band 3700 Mc/s to 4200 Mc/s for the down-link and
5925 Mc/s to 6425 Mc/s for the up-link.
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Spectrum Utilization -- the Silent Crisis, a Report by the Telecommuni-

cation Science Panel of the Commerce Technical Advisory Board

(October 1966).

The Foundation's August 1 Comments replied to the Commission's

inquiry with three basic points:

-- Distribution of television signals will have a high
priority for using communication satellites.

-- The Foundation's proposal for a separate tele-
vision satellite system would not impose additional
demands on the frequency spectrum as compared
with common carrier or Comsat distribution of the
same television signals.

-- The frequencies presently allocated to the commu-
nication satellite service are adequate to meet
foreseeable demands in the relevant time frame.

We elaborate these comments here.

The Priority of Television Distribution

Four basic points suggest that television distribution will have a

high priority over other claimants for using communication satellites.

First, the economic analysis set forth in Volume I, Part 2, and

Volume III, Part 3, of this Submission indicates that enormous cost savings

will be derived by transmitting television signals via satellite. The nature

of television distribution -- from a limited number of points to many

points without a need for privacy -- complements the inherent techni-

cal characteristics of satellite technology: the ability to irradiate



large areas and lay down a uniform signal without regard to

the distance between the transmitting point and the many receiving

points.

The lessened dependence of cost on distance will also benefit

telephone and data transmission but not as much. The switching equip-

ment necessary for any point-to-point communication, whether by satellite

or land lines, accounts for a major part of the cost of transmitting this

traffic. The satellite will thus affect only a part of the total cost of

point-to-point communication. It plays a much more important role

in reducing the cost of television distribution which has no comparable

switching requirements.

Second, synchronous satellites cause a delay in signal

transmission of roughly three-tenths of a second for each hop. This

delay creates no problems for one-way transmission, such as television.

It does, however, create a problem for two-way transmission of either

telephone or data traffic. The problem of telephone transmission could

be partially solved by using the satellite for one hop and terrestrial

facilities for the return, but only at increased cost. The problem of

data transmission could be solved by equipment design if the traffic were

always to go by satellite. It is more costly to design around this



problem, however, if traffic goes by satellite or terrestrial facilities

on a random basis.

Third, although it is possible to imagine an extraordinary range

of uses for satellite technology, and a demand that may at some point

exceed the spectrum presently allocated, the major domestic market for

satellite technology today, and for at least the next decade, is television.

Comsat estimates that television would account for nearly 70% of the

capacity of a multipurpose satellite system.

Fourth, television now reaches almost every home in the

country. The average viewing audience during prime time may exceed

100 million people. During a national emergency, such as the Cuban

missile crisis, and for great national events such as elections, access

to the people through television is essential. In Volume 1, Part 5, we

have discussed the potential and importance of non-commercial and

instructional television. Although it may be difficult to allocate

priorities among various claimants in general, it seems clear to us

that television will have a high claim to the benefits of satellite

technology.

Form of Organization

The second question which the Commission will wish to address

is how any proposed form of organization and ownership of a domestic

satellite system will affect the frequency spectrum. Needless
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proliferation of small and inefficient satellite systems will undoubtedly

lead to inefficient use of the spectrum. But that does not mean that all

domestic services must be controlled by one organization, or that only

common carriers can efficiently use the frequency spectrum.

The basic questions are not who owns and operates a satellite

system or systems but the technical characteristics of the satellite and

the efficiency with which a given system is used. As the Foundation

indicated in its August 1 Comments, it is now estimated, conservatively, that

satellites can be placed in equatorial orbit at intervals of three degrees

without interfering with each other.* On this basis, 25 satellites could be

placed in a band of 72 degrees visible from Maine to California. Since

the number of channels per satellite does not affect the total number of

satellites, large satellites will more efficiently use the 25 positions than

small satellites. We can thus understand that the Commission might be

reluctant to authorize systems using, for example, 8-channel satellites.

However, the satellites called for in the representative BNS systems

have 24 channels, twice the number proposed by Comsat. These satellites

will make the most efficient use of the equatorial orbit permitted by

present technology and, hence, of the frequency spectrum.

* Dr. Harold A. Rosen and others believe that satellites can be placed at
intervals as close as two degrees.
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A second consideration -- whether a given system will be

efficiently used -- is discussed in Volume I, Part 2. We believe that

BNS-3 is efficient because the requirements of instructional television

during the day will complement the requirements of commercial and

non-commercial television at night and on the weekends. Moreover,

the system can be used in the late hours or early morning for trans-

mitting program materials for delayed broadcast or closed-circuit

transmission.

Finally, the satellite system proposed here has been specially

designed to make maximum use of the frequency spectrum by using it

twice. How this is done is discussed in Part 2 of this volume. Double

use of the frequency spectrum is an advantage best adapted to the

distribution of television signals; it can be adapted in a multipurpose satel-

lite only by introducing constraints that may lead to inefficient operation.

If it is in the national interest to transmit television via satellite,

as we believe it is, the Foundation's proposal represents more efficient

use of the frequency spectrum than would be attained by common-carrier

operation of a multipurpose system. At the least, separate ownership

of the television distribution satellite service imposes no added demands

on the spectrum.



Demand and Capacity Over a Relevant Time Frame.

The Commission's inquiry is framed in terms of "the amount

of frequency spectrum now available for satellite service under the

Commission's Rules. " This raises the question of the time frame within

which demand for satellite services and capacity must be judged. In our

view a reasonable and relevant time frame at this stage is the period

over which a proposed satellite system will be amortized. If the

frequencies allocated to communication satellite service are changed

sooner, the system will be obsolete before investment can be written

off. The space segment of the BNS systems is amortized over five years

and the ground environment over 10 years. Thus, if the present alloca-

tion of the frequency spectrum is sufficient to meet demands over the

next 10 years, the Commission can authorize the proposed service

regardless of any increased demands that may arise later. As indicated

in the Foundation's August 1 Comments, we believe that the amount of

spectrum presently allocated to communication satellite service is more

than adequate for television and other foreseeable demands that may be

made upon it within the next decade.

We do not mean to suggest that the Commission should look

only to the next 10 years in considering potential satellite demands on

the frequency spectrum. The Commission may wish to plan ahead to the



year 2000 and beyond. To assure adequate spectrum for the long term,

it may be desirable to conduct research to extend the usable regions

into the 15 to 35 Gc/s band. We here suggest only that authorization of

the Foundation's proposal to meet demands over the next decade or so will

make efficient use of the spectrum during that period, leaving the Com-

mission free to make changes thereafter without economic loss.



NOTE

The Ford Foundation arranged to have

this study reviewed by John P. Hagen, Professor

of Astronomy, Pennsylvania State University.

Professor Hagen has advised the Foundation that

he concurs in both the methodology and conclusions

of the study.
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1. Summary of Results

The purpose of this study is to answer as fully as possible the questions

on electromagnetic interference posed by the FCC in the Notice of Inquiry of

2 March 1966, supplemented on 21 October 1966. These questions are interpreted

here in terms of potential interference between the proposed BNS system and

terrestrial microwave relay services or the global commercial communication

satellite system. A general discussion of the various interference paths and

present recommendations on allowable levels of interference is given in

Section 2. In Section 3, the relevant parameters of the BNS system and of

terrestrial microwave relays are stated, and selected interference phenomena

are described and quantified. The problem comes down to that of finding

feasible areas for siting the BNS earth stations, i.e. , areas in which potential

interference levels may be kept within tolerable limits. The procedure used

and results obtained in an engineering study of potential interference in a

major metropolitan area is presented in Section 4. This preliminary study is

based on actual microwave relay facilities within 275 miles of New York City.

The conclusions reached in this study include:

The BNS system is technically feasible under presently
recommended limits on satellite power.

It is technically feasible and economically desirable
to moderate the restrictions on spectral density to
provide for increasing signal strengths for higher
elevation angles of arrival, as recommended by the
recent CCIR meeting in Oslo.
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Assuming the existence of limits on spectral density,
such as the present limits or modified limits as
suggested above, restrictions on total power density
are unnecessary.

Compatible operation between BNS and the global
commercial communication satellite system can be
achieved by separating the satellites in longitude to
enable the required amount of interference suppression
by the earth station antennas.

The most significant interference effect in the pro-
posed BNS system under present restrictions is
that produced by common-carrier transmitters at
earth station receivers via scatter paths existing
during a small fraction of the time. For example,
rainstorms of 30 mm/hr will produce perceptible,
but not objectionable, degradation of the BNS down-
link signal. Rainstorms of such severity occur less
than 0. 02% of the time in a representative area such
as New York City.

As shown in Figure 1.1, a number of sites in and
around New York City are feasible for BNS earth
stations as far as interference considerations are
concerned, including several sites within a radius
of one microwave link from the center of Manhattan.

Preliminary studies indicate that other areas, e. g. ,
Denver and Atlanta, will present much greater free-
dom of site selection than New York.

Gain of some BNS earth station antennas located in a
few of the largest metropolitan areas must be less
than -24 db in the direction of nearby common-carrier
facilities, including the effect of site shielding by
excavation or other means.

Measurements are needed of: (1) common-carrier
field strengths near potential BNS sites, (2) scatter-
ing cross-sections of large aircraft for all angles of
scatter, and (3) psychophysical effects of common-
carrier interference with the proposed BNS down-
link signal.
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2. General Discussion of the Interference Problem

The questions on electromagnetic interference posed by the FCC

Notices of Inquiry are discussed in this section in general terms. The

existence of a longitude "window" is shown in which BNS satellites may be

placed with minimal effect on common-carrier microwave systems.

2.1. FCC Notices of Inquiry

The specific questions in the FCC Notice of Inquiry of 2 March 1966

which are here addressed are the following:

"4(d) Is it technically feasible to accommodate the
space service contemplated, in light of the
requirement:

(1) That the power flux density produced at
the earth's surface in the band 3700-
4200 Mc/s by emissions from a space
station employing wide-deviation frequency
(or phase) modulation, not exceed -149 dbW/m2
in any 4 Kc/s band for all angles of arrival, nor
a total of -130 dbW/m2 for all angles of arrival;

(2) That the power flux density produced at the earth's
surface in the band 3700-4200 Mc/s by emissions
from a space station employing other than wide-
deviation frequency Aor phase) modulation, not
exceed -152 dbW /m in any 4 Kc/s band for all
angles of arrival;

(3) That earth stations receiving signals from space
stations in the band 3700-4200 Mc/s be so located
with respect to the existing common-carrier micro-
wave complex in that band that they are not subjected
to harmful interference from such terrestrial micro-
wave systems;



(4) That transmitting earth stations in the band
5925-6425 Mc/s:

(a) Not exceed a mean effective radiated
power of 45 dbW in any 4 Kc/s band in
the horizontal plane; and

(b) Not cause harmful interference to the
existing common carrier microwave
complex in the same band."

As seen in Figure 2.1, questions 4d(1) and 4d(2) relate to the interference

from the down-link feeding into the terrestrial microwave networks; question 4d(3),

interference from the microwave network into the broadcast stations; question

4d(4), interference from the up-link into the microwave network. Since the

representative BNS systems discussed earlier are based on wide-deviation

frequency modulation, question 4d(2) is not applicable.

The specific questions addressed here that were stated by the FCC in the

Supplemental Notice of Inquiry dated 21 October 1966 are as follows.

"4. For the most part, comments filed thus far
have not been fully responsive to the technical questions
raised in the first Notice of Inquiry as to the adequacy of
existing allocations to the communication satellite service
or as to the electromagnetic interference to and from both
present and projected operations of the global commercial
communication satellite system and the domestic fixed
public services sharing the same frequency bands. The
latter question is complicated further by the fact that the
plenary assembly of the CCIR (Oslo, June 1966), has
recommended changes in the technical criteria applicable
to the power flux density delivered at the earth's surface
from space stations. Therefore, pending resolution of
the legal status of the Oslo criteria vis-a-vis those criteria
now in the international Radio Regulations, interested parties,
in responding to the questions raised in our prior notice and
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herein (which include the technical questions
explicitly set out in our prior notice), should
direct their responses to both the present and
Oslo criteria. Additionally, to permit an
evaluation of the impact from proposed systems,
parties should indicate as fully as they now can
the planned positioning of space stations on the
equator for the system under consideration if
equatorial stationary satellites are involved."

2.2 Restrictions on Satellite ERP

Distribution of TV programs via satellite is classified under the

communications-satellite service which shares most of its allocated spectrum

with various terrestrial services (ITU 1963). The most important bands

involved in such shared allocations at the present time relate to common-

carrier microwave relays, as shown in Figure 2.2. Sharing of common

bands requires that each service follow some form of restriction on effective

radiated power (ERP).

The restrictions on total flux density and on spectral density given

in the FCC Notice of Inquiry were recommended by the Comit6 Consultatif

International Radio (CCIR). Figure 2.3 illustrates the limitation imposed by

these flux density restrictions on the ERP from a synchronous satellite.

The -130 dbw/m2 total flux restriction limits satellite ERP to 31 dbw, while

the spectral density restriction for FM of -149 dbw/m2 per 4 Kc/s band limits

satellite ERP to the range 39-48 dbw, depending upon the bandwidth of the RF

signal. The curves for satellite ERP vs. flux in a 4 Kc/s channel are based

on the following assumptions:
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The video bandwidth is 4 Mc/s.

The power density distribution of the satellite signal
is uniform over the RF bandwidth (i. e. , a flat trans-
mitted spectrum).

There are several papers (CCIR, USPC IV/122 and IV/192-E)

which claim that the restriction to -149 dbw/m2 per 4 Kc/s band for FM, and

the 3 db tighter restriction for AM are justified. These calculations were made

for a synchronous satellite positioned on the main beam of a common-carrier

relay antenna. The interference produced by this situation may approach, but

not exceed, the acceptable limits of interference for telephone channels set

forth by the CCIR. In data furnished to CCIR Study Group IV (CCIR, 21 August

1964), it has been shown that beam intersection will occur only if the satellite

is positioned above the Atlantic or the Pacific Ocean. For a domestic satellite

positioned near the central meridian of the United States, the beam-intersection

computations ought to be modified by the gain of the common-carrier antenna

in the direction of the satellite. This suppression of interference by the vertical

pattern of the common-carrier antenna allows a higher tolerable level of power

density. Typical patterns for microwave antennas used in common-carrier

systems are given in Section 3.1.

The elevation angle of the satellite signal at any point on earth can be

obtained from Figure 2.4. For a given position of the satellite, the angle of

elevation of the satellite as viewed from each point in the continental 'United

States may be found, and the minimum of these angles of elevation selected.
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The resulting minimum angle of arrival for each position of the satellite is

shown as the curve marked 0° in Figure 2.5. In the calculations, a maximum

latitude of 47° was used for the continental United States. For each position

of the satellite, the direction of arrival was determined at the microwave

relay station in the United States most distant from the satellite. This corres -

ponds to the point of minimum elevation of arrival of the signal from the

satellite. The worst case assumed in this study corresponds to a common-

carrier antenna elevation of 5 degrees, pointed in azimuth at the sub-satellite

point, and located geographically at the worst point in the coverage area.

The angle of arrival a of the satellite signal referenced to the main beam

of the common-carrier antenna is then found and plotted in Figure 2.5 as a

function of satellite longitude. Using the calculated values of a , the

increased antenna interference suppression can be estimated from the antenna

pattern shown in Figure 3.1. The suppression provided by the antenna

directivity can be translated into an increase of the tolerable level of power

density. Figure 2.6 shows the power density vs. satellite position which would

create an equivalent interference with a microwave receiver as would a satellite

on the axis of the microwave antenna beam operating at the present power limit.

A satellite may create interference through the antenna side lobes of

each of a series of stations in a microwave network. In analyzing this problem,

we assume the reference relay network of 50 stations suggested by CCIR, and

an interference of the same low order of magnitude occurring in each station.
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Under these conditions, the tolerable flux level would be reduced by a

factor of 50, i.e. , 17 db. Even when the values plotted in Figure 2.6 are
reduced by 17 db, there still remains ample margin for increase in satellite
ERP without creating excessive interference with the common-carrier micro-
wave systems. Thus, the limit of -149 dbw/m2 per 4 Kc/s band may be

increased when the TV distribution satellite is emplaced in the longitude window.

The directivity pattern used in computing the longitude window of Figure 2.6
corresponds to an antenna with less than the best available side-lobe suppression.
The allowable increase in satellite ERP would be even greater if only antennas
such as those described in Figure 3.1 are considered.

The recommendations made by CCIR Working Group IV at the meeting

in Oslo in July 1966, allow small increases in satellite ERP for high angles of

arrival. The Oslo meeting recommended that the restriction on spectral
density be changed to (-152 +0/15) dbw/m2 per 4 Kc/s band, where 0

is the angle of arrival of the interfering signal above the horizon. Assuming
the use of common-carrier antennas of reasonable directivity, it would seem
more appropriate to increase the coefficient of 6 in the Oslo rule from 1/15
to possibly 1/4 or 1/3.

The Oslo meeting also recommended that the -130 dbw/m2 restriction
on total flux density be abandoned. Assuming the existence of limits on spectral
density, such as the present limits or modified limits as suggested above,

restrictions on total power density are unnecessary.
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A possible constraint on ERP in the BNS down-link is imposed by the

consideration of potential interference to the earth station receivers of

the global commercial communication satellite (Comsat) systems.

Assuming a required ratio of carrier to interference of 40 db at the

Comsat receiver terminals and the same ERP for both the Comsat satellite

and the BNS satellite, the two satellites must be positioned so that the Comsat

earth station antenna provides 40 db of interference suppression. This can be

achieved if the satellites are separated by 3° in longitudinal positioning,

assuming an 85-ft Comsat earth station antenna. If 50 db of antenna suppression

is required, the satellites must be separated approximately 15° to control the

interference to the Comsat earth station. Additional suppression can be ob-

tained by using orthogonal polarizations from adjacent satellites.

In controlling the interference caused by Comsat satellites to the BNS

earth station, the interference suppression is provided by the BNS earth station

antenna. It will be shown in Section 3.3 that the desired carrier-tc-interference

ratio considering narrow-band FM interference to the BNS system is 37 db.

Although Comsat satellites use wide-deviation FM, the 37-db value is used

here for discussion as a pessimistic assumption. For equal ERP from both

satellites, sufficient interference suppression will be provided by the BNS

antenna if the satellites are spaced 10° apart. Closer spacing can be tolerated

if polarization discrimination is utilized.

It is not necessary to restrict further the allowable ERP of the BNS
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satellite since compatible operations can be achieved through satisfactory

positioning of the satellites. Generally speaking, the natural locations for

Comsat satellites are at oceanic longitudes and those of BNS satellites are

at continental longitudes; thus, there is no present and little future conflict

in locating satellites for the domestic TV and international communication services.

A closely related question is why Comsat has experienced such difficulty

in siting a very small number of terminals in the United States for use with its

international satellites, yet BNS expects to site 223 earth terminals for use with

its domestic satellites. The explanation rests on two essential differences

between the present Comsat system and the proposed BNS system:

First, the down-link beam from the international satellite
is very much wider than for the BNS satellite (approximately
17 degrees compared with 3 degrees). The resulting weaker
signal from the international satellite requires the use of a
much larger antenna and more sensitive receiver in its
associated terminal.

Second, the antenna at an international terminal scans a
sector of the equatorial belt. At times, the antenna may be
depressed to receive signals with low angles of arrival.
Under these circumstances, the terrestrial microwave
facilities are likely to interfere with the highly sensitive
international terminal.

In contrast, the stronger signals from domestic satellites arrive at a high

angle at any BNS earth terminal. The suppression of unwanted signals through

high antenna directivity coupled with appropriate site shielding would permit

location of BNS terminals in close proximity even to major metropolitan areas.



2. 3 Restrictions on Earth Stations

Preliminary studies show that a domestic satellite TV distribution system

such as the proposed BNS system is feasible within present restrictions on inter-

ference. The only question is how restricted the siting problem becomes in

metropolitan areas where the density of common-carrier facilities is maximum.

In these areas, the various interference problems must be studied in detail to

determine the extent to which the BNS system is restricted and to estimate the

resulting increases in system cost.

There is no problem of controlling interference between BNS earth

stations and Comsat earth stations, nor between BNS satellites and Comsat

satellites. Consideration must be given to possible interference from the BNS

earth station transmitter to the satellite receivers of other Comsat systems. It

has been proposed that the ERP from common-carrier facilities in the direction

of the synchronous equatorial belt be limited to 47 dbw. The ERP from a BNS

earth station at a major network terminal will be less than 47 dbw for angular

offsets greater than 10° from the axis of the antenna.

The required longitudinal separation between BNS satellites and other

Comsat satellites to control interference from a Comsat earth station trans-

mitter to a BNS satellite is dependent upon the transmitter power of the Comsat

earth station. If the Comsat earth station radiated power is 10 db above the

BNS up-link radiated power, the gain of the Comsat antenna in the direction of

the BNS satellite must be less than 6 db to maintain a 37 db carrier-to-interference
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ratio. This is achieved if the longitudinal spacing between satellites is approxi-

mately 15°.

The main problem in preventing mutual interference between the BNS

system and other existing and planned systems comes down to potential inter-

ference between BNS and common-carrier terrestrial microwave systems. In

this study, these interference situations are divided into the following four

cases for convenience:

Case 1 Common-carrier interference at the
BNS satellite.

Case 2 Common-carrier interference at the
BNS earth station

Case 3 BNS satellite interference at the
common-carrier receivers.

Case 4 BNS earth station interference at
the common-carrier receivers.

Cases 1 and 4 occur in the 6 Gc/s band (5.925-6.425 Gc/s), while 2 and 3

occur in the 4 Gc/s band (3.700-4,200 Gc/s).

These interference problems are important to the design and the

economics of the BNS system through the restrictions they impose on the

feasible range of various system parameters. For example, to control Case 3

interference, an upper limit must be placed on satellite ERP. The resulting

lower limit on earth station sensitivity then poses a potential increase in system

cost since the earth stations greatly outnumber the satellites in the proposed

BNS system.
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Another example is the possible restriction on location of earth stations

in areas near many potentially interfering microwave beams. Or, as shown in

Figure 2. 7, the location of an earth station may be restricted to limit the

interference it produces at some nearby common-carrier receiver. Problems

of this sort become quite involved and must be considered in detail as in the

sample problem in Section 4. Feasible solutions to these problems may require

that some earth stations be located one or more microwave hops away from the

locations desired. The cost of the supplemental terrestrial links required over

and above the minimum number possible must be included in the total cost of

the BNS system and regarded as elements of cost required to satisfy inter-

ference criteria.

In summary, interference criteria affect system design mainly through

restrictions on the BNS earth stations. These restrictions increase system

cost in three ways.

Key parameters must be fixed at values other than
those required for minimum cost.

Side-lobe suppression techniques such as shielding,
improved antennas, etc. , must be incorporated in
some of the earth stations and common-carrier
facilities located in the metropolitan area.

Supplemental terrestrial links are required to
permit some earth stations in metropolitan areas
to be located more than the minimum number of micro-
wave links away from the locations desired.
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3. Interference Characteristics

In this section, the characteristics of the BNS system and of the common-

carrier microwave relays that pertain to the interference problem are presented

along with the tolerable levels of interference for these systems. Various

interference phenomena are described briefly and the magnitudes of their

effects are estimated.

3.1 Characteristics of Terrestrial Microwave Relays

Most of the interference calculations in this study are based on the

TD-2 microwave relay systems of the AT&T Company (Roetken 1951) and the

newer TH system (Kinzer 1961). The TH system is designed to use the same

towers and antenna as the TD-2. Selected characteristics of the TD-2 and TH

systems are given in Table 3.1 and typical antenna patterns (gain in db relative

to the main beam) are shown in Figure 3.1 for 4 Gc/s operation. The same

antenna, shared by the TH system at 6 Gc/s, has a proportionately narrower

main beam.

Consideration has also been given in this study to common-carrier

microwave relays other than the TD-2 and TH systems but operating in the

same bands. Many of these systems use antennas, such as those described

by Figures 3.2 and 3.3, which have much less side-lobe suppression than

the horn reflectors used by AT&T.



Table 3.1 Characteristics of Microwave Relay Systems

TD-2

9

i

TH ,

Frequency Band 3700-4200 Mc/s 5925-6425 Mc/s

Multiplexing Frequency Division Frequency Division

Modulation Low-index FM Low-index FM

Signal Bandwidth 4 Mc/s 10 Mc/s

Transmitter Power -3 dbw 7 dbw
(Per Channel)

Antenna Gain 40 db 43 db

Beamwidth 1.65° 1.15°

Received Carrier Power -68 dbw -57 dbw

Working Channels (max.) 6 6

Channel Capacity 1860 TP or 1 TV 1860 TP or 1 TV

Channel Spacing 20 Mc/s 30 Mc/s

Relay Spacing (avg. ) 25-30 mi. 25-30 mi.

Stanford Research Institute has published measurements of TD-2

field strengths in the vertical plane (Turner 1965). Results of flights over a

TD-2 station equipped with two horn reflectors transmitting on 3.77, 3.85, and

4.01 Gc/s are shown in Figure 3.4 where the radial scale is gain in db above

an isotropic radiator. These measurements show the pattern of actual
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Frequency 4 Gc/s

Maximum Gain 41.3 db

Figure 3.2 Pattern of Parabolic Antenna for Microwave Relay Service



Frequency 4

Maximu ai

10' x 15'
Reflector

10' Dish

Figure 3.3 Pattern of Periscope Antenna for Microwave Relay Service



+10

(a) Flight Azimuth 51°

(b) Flight Azimuth 115°

+ 10

Note:

Gain vs. elevation angle was measured in B-25 flight at 12,000 ft
over a pair of TD-2 horn reflectors at 38.10 N, 122.6° W., directed
at azimuths 143° and 342°.

Figure 3.4 Aircraft Measurements of
Microwave Antenna Pattern



installations in the vertical and horizontal planes through the main beam. More

field measurements of this sort would be helpful in further study of the problem.

3.2 Characteristics of BNS-3

Preliminary studies of system design economics and interference con-

siderations have been used to determine a range of values for each key par-

ameter of the system. The system design problem is then to satisfy the inter-

ference limits at minimum total system cost.

The solution of each interference case will narrow the range of values

of a given number of system parameters. Interference Cases 1 and 3 negligibly

constrain the selection of system parameters.

3.2.1 Cases I and 3

Case 1 interference is that produced by 6 Gc/s common-carrier trans-

mitters at the satellite receiver. It is clearly desirable to provide signal levels

in the up-link sufficient to suppress any interfering signal. Since it is relatively

easy to provide the necessary levels of ERP in the earth station, other inter-

ference situations must be considered in determining limits on up-link ERP.

Case 3 interference is related to the allowable flux density produced at

the surface of the earth by the satellite transmitter. It appears that economic

considerations of the BNS system will lead to satellite ERP values less than that

which would interfere with common-carrier receivers in the 4Gc/s band.

The major interference problems which must be taken into account in

the selection and specification of system parameters arise from considerations

of Cases 2 and 4, both of which pertain to terrestrial interference paths.
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We will discuss the parameters of the BNS system which will determine

the level of interference in these two cases. We will show in Section 4, through

a specific example, how the selection of these parameters can influence the

siting of earth stations in the BNS system.

3.2.2 Case 2

The tolerable level of common-carrier interference at the earth station

is determined by the BNS carrier power at the receiver terminals, i.e. , the

ratio of the two power levels is significant. To reduce interference, the BNS

carrier power must be increased or the interference from the common-carrier

must be decreased. The BNS carrier power level is determined by the main-

lobe gain of the BNS earth station and the satellite ERP. Since the gain of the

satellite antenna is constrained by the desired time-zone coverage, the

satellite ERP can only be changed by a costly increase of transmitter power in

the satellite. The most economical way of increasing the BNS carrier power

received is by increasing the size of the antenna in the BNS earth station.

However, such a change will increase the amount of precipitation scatter from

common-carrier transmitters, an effect which we will later show to be

potentially significant.

Assuming that the the transmitted signal and interfering powers are

fixed, direct Case 2 interference can be controlled only by changing location or

reducing the effective horizontal gain of the antenna in the BNS earth station.

The latter may be achieved by suitable site shielding or by improved antenna
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design. In the sample problem of Section 4, we will show that the effective

horizontal gain for BNS earth stations in metropolitan areas should be about

-24 db relative to an isotropic radiator. This value includes the effect of

site shielding.

3.2.3 Case 4

For interference over the direct path, the interfering flux density in a

common-carrier facility is determined by the earth station ERP. In Section 4,

we will show that the Case 2 interference over the direct path predominates and

considerations related to that type of interference will dictate the selection of

the system parameters. Interference due to the scatter path is determined by

the transmitter power and the main-lobe gain of the BNS earth terminal. The

main-lobe gain of the BNS earth terminal generally should not be reduced to

improve the situation for Case 4 interference since such a change mould reduce

the desired signal power received and could increase Case 2 interference.

3.3. Tolerable Levels of Interference

Table 3.2 summarizes the allowable levels of interference at the

appropriate receiving installation for the various interference cases under

consideration. In each case the level of interference is derived from a system

specification or an appropriate CCIR recommendation.

3.3.1 Case 1

An interfering radio relay signal appearing within the passband of the

satellite up-link will appear as a strong carrier spike with sidebands that are
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negligible as far as interference effects are concerned, since the terrestrial

microwave system is basically a low-deviation system. The spectral density of

the Bell System TD-2 sidebands, for example, is 74 db per c/s below the

unmodulated carrier level (Curtis 1962). To illustrate the interference problem

for a typical satellite communication application, a calculation will be made for

the case of a TV transmission via the satellite link.

When the desired down-link signal is such that energy is concentrated in

a fairly narrow band, such as might be produced when a picture of large grey

area is transmitted, the common-carrier spike will produce a sinusoidal base-

band tone which will superimpose an interference pattern on the received

picture. Threshold observations have been made to determine acceptable

signal-to-noise ratios for this type of interference es a function of frequency

(BTL 1964). The requirement is stated in terms of the ratio of peak-to-peak

signal voltage to the root-mean-square value of the interfering tone.

The ratio of signal to interfering tone is given by

where

P -P signal )2
rms tone

OOP

A F = peak-to-peak deviation of down-link signal

BRF -2 fv = 40-2(4) = 32 Mc/s



f = frequency difference between desired and
undesired signal

C ratio of down-link carrier to interfering carrierI

Choosing f = 4 Mc/s for the most severe case, and choosing S/I = 58 db

(BTL 1964, p.389), we have C/I = 37 db.

The preceding analysis is based on an absolute worst case. In this

regard, the following points should be noted.

The 58 db of required signal-to-interference ratio previously cited
is based on the envelope of the graph of worst interference vs.
frequency in the various portions of the video spectrum. The
graph itself would show a large number of maxima and minima
as the interference frequency approaches and recedes from
synchronization with multiples of the line frequency.

Since the down-link will include a carrier-dispersion signal, the
interfering carrier will appear as a band of energy rather than
a spike. The interference reduction potential of this technique
has not been measured.

The preceding analysis is based on the physical interference
effect considered, which increases with the frequency of the dif-
ference between the BNS carrier and the interfering carrier.
However, the psychophysical effects may be completely different
and the greatest subjective effect may occur at some point other
than the upper edge of the video spectrum. In that event, the re-
quired carrier-to-interference ratio would be less than 37 db.
Subjective interference tests using the proposed BNS signal, in-
cluding the carrier dispersion component, must be conducted
before complete answers can be given to these questions.

An excavated pit might be used to shield the earth station antenna
from common-carrier interference. At least 40 db of pit shield-
ing is feasible and 70 db may be possible with carefully designed
pit walls (Hagn 1965). In the sample siting problem analyzed in
Section 4.0 below, pit shielding of less than 30 db suffices to
isolate the BNS earth stations from common-carrier facilities.
This is well within the range of shielding attainable according to
measurements made by Hagn of the Stanford Research Institute.
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In areas where such installations may not be feasible, addi-
tional techniques for interference attenuation are available.
Directional selectivity of the Earth station antenna can be
improved at the circumference of the parabola to reduce un-
wanted side-lobes. Also, the antenna feed can be offset from
center to reduce unwanted energy in a given direction. A
combination of the latter two techniques could achieve addi-
tional side-lobe suppression to result in a gain in a selected
direction of approximately -10 db relative to an isotropic
radiator. Another possibility is to use fences a few meters
in width to shield the earth station antenna in selected direc-
tions (Ruze 1966). The effect of such fences can be con-
sidered independently of the antenna pattern itself if they
are located a few hundred meters away from the antenna.

Consideration ought to be given to assigning BNS carrier
frequencies to minimize the interference produced in the
down-link by TD-2 carriers (f = 3690 + 20 k for k = 1, 2,

, 20). Tests of the effects of this interference are neces-
sary to determine the optimum assignment which is expected
to be near

f = 3690 + 40 k k = 1, 2, 4.. , 12.

An assignment of this sort has the additional value of pro-
viding 20 Me /s at the band edges for commercial and edu-
cational audio channels and for BNS control and adminis-
trail (111*

3.3.2 Case 2

The frequency of occurrence of interference from the direct path of

propagation will differ from that of the scatter path. Direct interference will be

nearly constant. On the other hand, interference due to precipitation scatter

will occur only during heavy rainstorms. The characteristics of the interference

will be similar to Case 1 and, therefore, a carrier-to-interference ratio of 37 db

or more is desired. Since the most significant interference from the scatter

path arrives through the main lobe of the earth station antenna, while the



interference from the direct path arrives from the side lobes, the tolerable flux

densities in these two situations will be different. The allowable interfering

power at the receiving terminals for each path will be -143 dbw for a BNS carrier

power of -106 dbw. The carrier-to-interference ratio applied to the scatter case

will be dependent upon the characteristics and frequency of occurrence of the

interfering signal. In evaluating the interference, it is appropriate that the

frequency of occurrence be matched to the amount of allowable down-time of the

system. The current television distribution system of the United States is down

about 0.02% of the time. In the proposed BNS system, a signal of reduced

quality will be obtained for a similar fraction of the time. Rainfall rates of

30 mm/hr or greater occur about 0.02% of the time in the New York area, and

we will use this rate of precipitation in establishing the level of interference at

the receiver in the BNS earth station.

3.3.3 Case 3

The allowable power per 4 Kc/s channel from a satellite transmission is

500 pwp (picowatt, psophometrically weighted) at a point of zero reference level

when there are two interfering sources (CCIR 1963, Recommendation 367).

Since the common-carrier link uses low-deviation FM, the noise intro-

duced into a typical telephone channel can be computed by determining the power

density of the interfering signal compared to the side-band power density of the

common-carrier signal. A calculation will be made using the interference level

permitted by the latest CCIR recommendation in order to determine the minimum
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isolation that must be provided between the two services.

The latest CCIR recommendation states that earth station transmissions

shall not introduce more than 1000 pwp in any telephone channel. Assuming that

interference to a particular radio relay route may be caused by two different earth

stations, the allowance for each is 500 pwp. Since the thermal noise level in a

telephone channel under non-fading conditions is about 25 pwp, the allowable inter-

ference power density is 13 db above thermal noise.

Assuming a receiver noise temperature of 750°K, the thermal noise power

density is -164 dbw per 4 Kc/s channel. Allowing for 3 db of transmission-line

loss between the common-carrier antenna and receiver, the allowable interference

power density at the antenna terminals is -164 + 13 + 3 = -148 dbw per 4 Kc/s channel.

It will be assumed that the earth station is transmitting TV using frequency

modulation with an RF bandwidth of 40 Mc/s. It will also be assumed that carrier

energy dispersal is employed, using a triangular waveform added to the normal

video signal. Using the amount of dispersion recommended in the most recent CCIR

report, which results in a 10-percent increase in RF bandwidth, the ratio of the

maximum power per 4 Kc/s channel bandwidth to the carrier power is given in

db by

- (14 + 10 log F)

where t F is the peak-to-peak deviation of the video signal in Mc /s. Using Carson's

rule for the RF bandwidth of an FM signal, and applying the 10-percent dispersion
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factor, the value of Al? can be found from the parameters given previously.

BRF = 1.1 OF + 2f
v)

AF = (BRF/1.1) -2c

If the video bandwidth fy is taken as 4 Mc/s, then Q F = 28 Mc/s. It follows that

the dispersed power per 4 Kc /s channel is 28.5 db below full BNS carrier power.

3.3.4 Case 4

CCIR Recommendation 356 states that, at a point of zero reference level,

the allowable interfering power from an earth station is 500 pwp for 20% of the

time and 40,000 pwp for 0.02% of the time. In interpreting this recommendation,

we have applied the 500-pwp restriction to interference arriving via the direct

propagation path and the 4(3,000 pwp to interference arriving from the scatter

path. As in Case 2, direct path interference will be fairly constant. Again, a

rain rate of 30 mm/hr will be used in determining the scattered flux as this corres-
ponds to a frequency of about 0.02% of the time in the New York area. The allowable

interference is accordingly higher for the scatter path than the direct path.

3.4 Propagation Effects

Several propagation effects will be discussed with emphasis on precipitation

scatter.

3.4.1 Direct Path Propagation

The propagation characteristics for interference over the direct path between

common-carrier facilities and BNS earth stations are given in Figure 3.5 (Curtis

1962). The characteristic is divided into two regions, the first of which is free-
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Figure 3.5 Free-space Propagation Characteristic with Diffraction Effect



space or line-of-sight propagation and is predicted using the 4/3 earth-radius

approximation. The diffraction region exists below the radio line of sight beyond

the horizon. Figure 3.5 is given for an average terrain condition. The character-

istics of diffraction are highly dependent upon the type of terrain and the terrain

profile. The diffraction effect can be accurately determined only in individual

cases. A way of evaluating the diffraction effect is to construct an earth profile

between the transmitter and receiver and find the amount of diffraction by con-

siderations of knife-edge effects.

Besides free-space propagation and diffraction, anomalous modes of

propagation may also exist. These include super-refraction or ducting which will

effectively extend the line of sight of the transmitted wave indefinitely. It should

be pointed out that anomalous propagation characteristics exist predominantly

near large water masses which result in inversion of the index of refraction in

the atmosphere.

Worst-case considerations of interference effects can be made by assuming

free-space propagation within the region of consideration.

3.4.2 Tropospheric Scatter

Tropospheric scatter effects are minimal for the case at hand because of

the high elevation angle of the earth station antenna and the low power radiated in

directions slightly above the horizontal plane. Tropospheric scatter considerations

are usually restricted to cases of low elevation angles. Figure 3.6 shows typical

loss curves of tropospheric scatter systems for elevation angles up to 100
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(Hartman 1965). The loss figures given by these curves apply 99.9% of the time.

Although the curves are developed for 60-ft and 10-ft antennas, they are easily

extrapolated to the BNS system. It is necessary to have a path loss greater than

180 db to avoid Case 2 type interference via troposcatter. Considering Figure 3.6

and the fact that the satellite elevation angle will be greater than 40°, tropospheric

loss of greater than -180 db will be obtained at ranges much less than 100 miles.

In Section 3.4.3, we will show that control of interference due to precipitation

scatter will require that microwave relays be considered at longer ranges. Thus,

control of precipitation scatter intexqiirence will insure control of tropospheric

scatter interference.

3.4.3 Precipitation Scatter

The geometry of precipitation scatter shown in Figure 3.7 applies in

principle to all of our interference cases, but only in Cases 2 and 4 are the

effects significant. The precipitation scatter path consists of three parts:

(1) a direct path from interfering transmitter to (2) the scattering volume, and

(3) a direct path from there to the interfered receiver. Free-space propagation is

assumed for the two direct paths. It is necessary to estimate the height of common-

carrier beams above terrain at various distances from the common-carrier trans-

mitter. For a smooth earth, and using the 4/3 earth-radius approximation, the

height h in feet of the beam at a distance of 11 miles from a common-carrier trans -

mitter aimed at the radio horizon is given by

h= 0.5 (R - 24.5)2
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Figure 3.7 Geometry of Precipitation Scatter



Attention will be confined to scatter from rainstorms, since water

droplets scatter microwave energy more strongly than snow. This is explained

by the large ratio of dielectric constants of the two materials. The backscatter-

ing cross-section per unit volume increases with rainfall rate. For the wave-

length X =5.7 cm. , the backscattering cross-section is given by

s = 5.59 x 10-5 Q
1.6

(3.1)

in cm2/m3, where Q is the rainfall rate in mm/hr (Gunn 1954). When the water

droplet radius is much less than the wavelength, as is the case here, the

scattering intensity is a maximum in the forward and backward directions and a

minimum at right angles to the incident energy (Born 1959, p. 650). The

minimum is roughly half the maximum, but we will use the backscattering

cross-section here as a pessimistic estimate of interference due to precipita-

tion scatter.

We begin our analysis by considering Case 4. Assume that the trans-

mitter is pointed in the vertical direction with power Pt, gain Gt and beamwidth

Assume that the receiver has a beamwidth of 0 , and is located at a height of

300 feet and at a distance R from the transmitter.

Consider an element of volume at a distance r above the transmitter.
2

dV =7r(4.1) dr

The flux density illuminating this volume element is
P Gt t
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The total power scattered from a volume V is then given by

Ps = Iv Fs sdV

Assuming that all elements of the volume can be seen by the receiver antenna,

one gets for the flux density at the receiver
P PF = .11 = tt of f s(r)dr

V
itirR

2
161TR2

where

and

K

TrrePtGt (1)2

Iv s(r)dr

Now with Pt 50 w, Gt = 50 db, and an up-link beam width of 0.50,

i. e. , = 0.5 1/180, we find that K = 1.9 w. It is convenient to express Sin

cm2ft/m3 and R in miles, and then we have K = 2.24 x 10-11

We consider two cases. In the first, the receiver beam intersects the

transmitter beam, and in the second, it does not intersect.

In the first case, we are interested in calculating the flux F in the

receiver beam. FR is the received power density scattered from the volume of
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a rainstorm, common to the main beams of interfering and interfered antennas.

We consider only the situation where the beams are positioned so as to maximize

the scattered flux received. The height of the total volume of interest is

given by pr = eR which becomes

pr = 92.2R (3.5)

for a common-carrier beamwidth of 1.23°, i. e. , e = 1.23 7r/180, where R

is given in miles and a in feet.

In the second case, the receiver beam does not intersect the transmitter

beam. The flux FL is the received power density scattered from the volume of a

rainstorm in the main beam of the earth station, visible from a common-carrier

facility.

In either case, part of the transmitter beam, below height h, will be

obscured by the curvature of the earth. If d is the distance to the horizon and

RE is the radius of the earth then

REd
2

= (RE + h)
2 - RE = h(2R E +h) = 2hRE

With the receiver antenna at 300 ft and RE = 4000 mi, then

h = 0.5 (R - 24.5)2 (3.6)

where h is given in feet and R in miles.

Figure 3.8 shows a model of a thunderstorm cloud in terms of rainfall

rate versus altitude. The model was chosen to exceed all characteristics of a

typical thundercloud (Valley 1965, pp 5-11). From 0 to 8000 ft. , Q = 30 mm/hr

and, by Equation 3.1, s = 0.0067 cm2/m3. From 8000 ft to 24,000 ft, Q = 60
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and s = 0.039. From 24,000 ft. to 40,000 ft., Q = 20 and s = 0.013. Based on

this model, the quantities SB and Si, corresponding to FB and FL may be calcu-

lated from Figure 3.8 and Equation 3.4, with integration limits determined by

Equations 3.5 and 3.6. The results of calculation for several values of R are

shown in Table 3.3.

The values calculated in this example were scaled to fit the interference

cases of interest in the sample problem discussed in Section 4. The wavelength

used here was selected to facilitate comparison with measured backscatter data

(Gunn 1954). Equation 3.1 may be scaled to 4.200 and 6.425 Gc/s in proportion

to the fourth power of frequency. It is also necessary to scale FB and FL to

account for the changes in ERP and beamwidths from the. values used in the

example above to the interference cases considered in Section 4. The resulting

flux densities obtained for Cases 2 and 4 are graphed in Figure 3.9.

Case 2 interference may be analyzed with the aid of Figure 3.7 but with

the roles of the receiver and transmitter interchanged. Here we have
PtF 4=

Gt
s 4nR2

The power scattered from dV is sFsdV and the corresponding power density

produced at the receiver is

sr,
dr = dV = 7r(r- ) 2 dr

4nr4 !Orr2 2

Pt Gt
db sdr

167r1I4 2
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Thus, the flux density at the receiver due to scattering by the volume V is

given by

F =
PtGt

112
fvsdr

16

which has exactly the same form as that obtained in Case 4.

3. 4. 4 Aircraft Scatter

A potential source of mutual interference between common-carrier

facilities and the proposed BNS earth stations is the scattering of signals by

aircraft. We consider just those situations where the paths of both the inci-

dent and scattered rays are in the free-space region. The power density F in

w/m2 at a common-carrier receiver located R meters from an aircraft flying

h meters from a BNS earth station is given by

PtGt 1 (3. 7)
4728 47.77

where a is the scattering cross-section of the aircraft in m2 and PtGt is the

ERP of the transmitter in the direction of the aircraft.

Measurements of cross-section of various aircraft for backscatter are

readily available but valu of a for other scattering angles are not. A reason-

able assumption is that a will not exceed the backscatter cross-section. A paper

on this subject prepared for the FCC and the House of Representatives by the

Microwave Committee of the Electronic Industries Association suggests a value



of 75 m2 for a and we have followed this suggestion (U.S. Congress 1961).

A more complete review of the literature on aircraft scatter is needed, and if

the desired data is not available, measurements of a for various aircraft and

aspect angles should be conducted.

Clearly, F increases as h decreases until the point where either the

incident or scattered ray enters the diffraction region. Further decrease of h

will result in a decrease of scattered power density because of increased

attenuation in the diffraction region. Thus, for the high elevation angles of

BNS earth station antennas, h is roughly approximated by the aircraft altitude

and the worst interference for a given R occurs near the value of h for which the

transmission path is tangent to the terrain. As before, the 4/3 earth-radius

approximation is used.

The preceding discussion was based on Case 4 interference. The worst-

case result for Case 2 has the same form as Equation 3.7.

Except for the immediate area around major airports, aircraft of

large cross-section almost always fly at altitudes of several thousand feet or

more. For the purpose of preliminary estimates of aircraft scatter interference,

attention is restricted to altitudes between 5,000 and 50,000 feet. For a given

BNS earth station and common-carrier facility, the altitude h yielding maximum

interference and lying between the altitude limits is easily found from Equation 3.6.

In every case of interest, the result is one of the limiting altitudes.

For the case of the scattering aircraft in the main beam of the ENS
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earth station, the required coordination distances are given in Table 3.4 for

various aspect angles of the common-carrier antenna and various aircraft alti-

tudes. The altitude of greatest interference for each situation is denoted by hm.

These results are based on an ERP of 73 dbw for the BNS earth station and 53 dbw

for the common-carrier transmitter.

Table 3.4 Coordination Distances for Aircraft Scatter

Interference
Situation

Coordination Distance
(mi)

h = 5,000 feet h = 50,000 feet h = hm

Case 2

Main Lobe 100 316 316

First Side Lobe 100 10 100

Other Lobes 10 1 10

Case 4

Main Lobe 62.5 6.25 62.5

First Side Lobe 10.0 1.00 10.0

Other Lobes 41.0 4.0.10 <1.0

The design procedure used in the sample problem described in Section 4

to control direct interference and precipitation scatter yields BNS earth station
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locations which avoid intersections of main lobes of the interfering and interfered

beams for all common-carrier facilities within 275 miles of the area considered

for siting. Main-lobe to main-lobe scattering for R greater than 275 miles occurs

when an aircraft above 37,800 feet flies through the BNS beam, a rare event of

short duration.

Much of the potential for mutual interference between BNS beams and

common-carrier side lobes is eliminated by the design procedure used to control

precipitation scatter. The remaining aircraft scatter situations result in brief

intervals of interference occurring rarely because of the small beam width of the

BNS earth station. The frequency of occurrence and intensity of these events is

considerably greater for Case 2 than for Case 4 interference. By locating the

BNS earth station so that the beam does not pass through airways carrying heavy

traffic at low altitudes, the frequency of occurrence of these interference events

can be kept within tolerable limits.

Typical durations of the aircraft interference events are in the range of 0.1

to 1.0 second. The mode is near 0.4 second corresponding to 200-mi/hr aircraft

near 10,000 feet and 600-mi/hr aircraft near 30,000 feet. About two such events

per hour can be tolerated by each BNS terminal for a restriction to 0.02% of the

time. Location of BNS terminals five miles or miwe from major airports should

be sufficient to keep the probability of flights through the beam within tolerable

limits.

A complete analysis of aircraft scattk interference requires a study of
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flight patterns and traffic densities in the vicinity of major airports. Also,

before this problem can be completely determined, a specification is required

that states tolerable interference as a well-defined function of occurrence frequency.

Such specifications are currently being considered by CCIR.



4. Location of Earth Stations in the BNS System

In the preceding section, relevant interference phenomena have been

described and quantified. The approach now is to proceed to a consideration of

the actual interference situations in and near some particular metropolis, e.g. ,

New York City and the surrounding area from Sussex and Cranbury, New Jersey

to Bridgeport, Connecticut. This engineering approach is difficult and tedious.

However, much of the procedure can be programmed so that computer assistance

can be used to reduce engineering costs of repeating the procedure in siting

studies required for each BNS earth station.

One of the major system design problems in the BNS system is the siting

of the earth stations, since these must connect to TV transmitters that are often

located in or near large metropolitan areas which also contain many common-

carrier facilities. In the siting of the earth station, interference Cases 2 and 4

must be considered.

The procedure followed here is to consider each interference possibility

separately and to determine regions within the overall area that must be excluded.

Regions which are not excluded after study of all the various interference situations

will be feasible for siting purposes. These acceptable areas can then be evaluated

with regard to other criteria and the most desirable location within these acceptable

regions selected.

4.1 Design Procedure
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common-carrier transmitter interfering at the earth terminal receiver via both

direct path and scatter path and the case of the earth station transmitter inter-

fering with local common-carrier receivers via both direct and scatter paths.

The general procedure in making a site analysis is to first determine the range

from the prospective area within which common-carrier facilities must be

considered in the various interference cases. Specific interference contours

are then determined using the techniques illustrated in Sectipn 3 for each case

of interference surrounding the appropriate common-carrier facility. The

interference contour surrounding a microwave facility for Case 2 direct

path interference is given below.

R2 = (A/47r) JP2GCH

where

P2 = GEH PTC/PRE

Similarly, the contour for Case 4 direct path interference is

R4 a (x/47r) JP4GCH

(4.1)

where (4.2)

P4
D D

TE1 RC

PTC = the power radiated by the common-
carrier transmitter

PTE = the power radiated by the earth station
transmitter

PRC the tolerable interference level at the
common carrier receiver terminals
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PRE =

GEH =

GCH =

the tolerable interference level at the
earth station receiving terminals

the gain of the earth station antenna in
horizontal plane

the gain of the common-carrier antenna in
horizontal plane

Using the maximum power permitted by CCIR Recommendatiou 406,

PTC = 13 dbw. From the proposed specifications of BNS-3, PTETE 20.

Rounding off the value -119.5 given in Table 3.2, we have PHC = -120.

Assuming that the dispersion signal proposed for use in the BNS system, in

addition to reducing Case 4 interference, will also reduce the effect of Case 2

interference by as much as 5 db, then C/I = 37 - 5 = 32 db. For a carrier

power level of -106 dbw at the BNS earth station receiver, we have PRE =

-106 -32 = -138 dbw. Any optimism in the assumed 5 db of improvement due to

carrier dispersion is offset by the assumption of an ERP 8 db above the maximum

level used in the TD-2 system.

With these assumptions, we have

P2/P4 = 12..5 and R2/R4 = 5.25 (4.3)

These results show that the interference contour for the direct path dominates

for the case of common-carrier interference with the earth station receiver.

It should be noted that Equations 4.1 and 4.2 are developed for free-space

propagation. This is an extreme case.

In considering a specific example, interference contours can be plotted

for different values of p and the effect in site selection obtained by varying GEH
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can be determined. This procedure will help define the required amount of

site shielding to provide adequate freedom in siting. The technique for site

shielding can then be selected to provide the required value of GEH

The range of consideration for scatter interference is given in Table 4.1

for the pn. ased BNS system. The allowable interference at the receiver

terminals is translated into power density for the different cases of scatter

interference (main lobe, first side lobe, and other side lobes) and then compared

with the power density resulting from an extreme case of precipitation scattering

shown in Figure 3.9 to obtain the required separations shown in Table 4.1. The

interference contours of all beams pointed toward the siting area within the range

given in Table 4.1 are then plotted to determine the areas blocked by precipitation

scatter considerations. A practical example will illustrate that precipitation is the

predominant mode of interference for the main lobe only. The range of possible

interference from a common-carrier facility within the main beam will be

determined by the precipitation scatter path of interference.

4.2 Sample Problem: New York City

Figure 4.1 shows the positions of microwave facilities within the

immediate New York City area. This is the area within which a preliminary

site-selection study has been made. The data shown in Figure 4. 1 as well as all

data which will be used in this example was obtained from the FCC. The area of

consideration is approximately defined by a 40-mile radius around New York City.
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Besides the data shown in Figure 4.1, it is necessary to consider all

microwave facilities out to 275 miles for the case of scatter interference from the

common-carrier transmitter to the earth station receiver in the 4 Gc/s band.

In determining the various interference contours the full horizontal pattern of

the common-carrier antenna is utilized, while for the cases of precipitation

scatter interference only the main beams will be considered. The parameters

shown for Equation 4.3 are assumed with GEH = -24 db, yielding P2 = 127 and

p4 = 116 db. The gain of the transmitting antenna in the horizontal plane will be

assumed to be omni-directional. The conclusions can then be modified to account

for the actual measured horizontal pattern.

Figure 4.2 shows the areas which are excluded by Case 4 local interference.

Within the region of consideration, potential interference to and from the micro-

wave facilities is considered from all directions. The contours surrounding the

stations are a rough approximation to the horizontal gain pattern of a horn

reflector. Figure 4.3 shows the areas which are excluded by Case 2 interference

over the direct path. It is interesting to note the effect on the excluded area of

varying If it is increased to -19 db, P2 will then become 132 db and the

area which will avoid this type of interference is shown in Figure 4.4. Comparison

of Figures 4.3 and 4.4 emphasizes the need for effective site shielding and low

antenna side-lobe gain in a metropolitan area.

Figure 4.5 shows the excluded areas for Case 4 interference via the

scatter path considering stations out to 150 miles from the edges of the area
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considered for siting. This radius of consideration errs in the direction of

increased interference, as seems appropriate pending more complete measure-

ments.

Figure 4.6 shows the areas which are excluded due to Case 2 interference

via the scatter path for interfering stations located within 100 miles of the edges

of the area considered. Figure 4.7 shows the areas which are excluded by con-

sidering precipitation scatter interference from stations located between 150 to

275 miles from the siting area. Because of the distance of the transmitter

stations and the width of their beams in the vicinity of New York, a large area

is excluded from consideration due to interference from the more distant

microwave facilities. It is important to realize that less pessimistic assumptions

in defining the scatter characteristics reduces the radius of consideration of

interference sources and increases freedom of site selection. The approximate

distance to each of the stations can be estimated by the width of the beam shown

within the New York area. The increase in acceptable area resulting from

eliminating interference from these stations can then be estimated.

It is also important to note that some of the interfering beams considered

can be eliminated by topographic considerations. For the purpose of this

preliminary study, a conservative estimate of acceptable siting areas was de-

sired and topographic considerations were not employed.

Figure 4.8 shows the area that is not excluded by any of these consider-

ations and, therefore, open to consideration for siting an earth station. The net
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area in Figure 4.8 is obtained by blocking out the interference contours shown on

Figures 4. 2, 4. 3, 4. 5-4.7. Figure 4.2 is based on the assumption that the carrier

dispersion signal will reduce the effect of Case 2 interference by 5 db. Since ex-

perimental results are not presently available to support this assumption, a more

conservative estimate of the area available for consideration is obtained by using

Figure 4.4 in place of 4.3 in the mapping procedure employed here. Figure 4.4

is drawn for a value of p2 that is 5 db higher than that used in Figure 4.3 and,

therefore, corresponds to the assumption that no reduction of interference effects

is provided by the carrier dispersion signal. The net area resulting from merging

Figures 4.2, 4.4-4.7 is shown in Figure 1.1.

To this point, interference contours have been described in the horizontal

plane. For distant stations the beams will actually be elevated and a profile drawing

must be constructed or an equivalent calculation performed to ensure that the

earth station beam will not intersect a common-carrier beam at any point.

Figure 4.9 shows such profiles which cut through several potential siting regions

indicated by Section A-A in Figure 4. 8. As illustrated in the figure, some of these

regions are truly acceptable for siting, while others are blocked by elevated

beams which intersect the line of sight to the satellite. In other cases, a profile

view would disclose regions available for siting which might have been obscured

in the plan view.

Figure 4.9 is an example based on a smooth earth approximation. To

predict the beam elevation accurately, the site elevations, antenna heights, and
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pointing angles must be taken into account. The beams that produce most of the

adjacent blockage are wide beams from distant sources with beam centers at

10,000 feet or greater. The elevation and antenna height of most common-carrier

facilities are small. For this reason, it is felt that the adjacent blockage problem

is fairly accurately represented here, and, that only minor changes in beam

elevation will be found when antenna heights and pointing angles are taken into

account.

Figure 4. 9 was constructed with the assumption that the cross-section of

the common-carrier beams were circular, when actually they are elliptical with

the major axis in the vertical plane. A safety region should be placed around

each beam to account for variation in beam bending due to changes in air pressure

and temperature.

In the sample problem, data was accumulated on the types of antennas used

by common-carrier facilities in the New York local area. It was found that at

least four antennas of 4 and 6 Gc/s facilities did not use horn reflectors. Con-

sidering antenna data filed with the FCC and presented in Figures 3.2 and 3.3

led to coordination distances much larger than the horn reflector stations. If

required for satisfactory siting, these antennas could be replaced by horn

reflectors at an additional expense small in comparison to the incremental cost

of locating a BNS terminal in an exurban area.

The sample problem has dealt with siting major BNS terminals in a

metropolitan area. For completeness, the problems involved in temporarily
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siting the BNS remote pick-up stations must be considered. The significant

features of these stations are a 15-ft parabolic antenna (gain = 46 db), a

transmitter power of 50 watts and single-channel operation in a transmit-only

mode of operation. For the most part, it can be assumed that the remote

pick-ups will operate in areas at a considerable distance from a BNS earth

terminal. In locating the pick-ups, interference from the pick-up transmitter

to the common-carrier 6 Gc/s receivers must be considered (Case 4 inter-

ference). For a 15-ft antenna with a main-lobe gain of 46 db, a GEH of -5 db

can be obtained. From Equation 4.2, p 4 = 132 db. The size of each of the

interference contours surrounding the common-carrier facilities is approxi-

mately the same as is shown in Figure 4.4, allowing for the difference in fre-

quency. Approximately 90% of the 6 Gc/s common-carrier facilities in the

vicinity of the remote pick-up will be eliminated from interference consideration

due to the difference in the frequencies of operation. The area for possible siting

of the remote pick-up will be quite large. Since the remote pick-up employs

a transmitter power less than that of the BNS earth station terminal, inter-

ference to the common-carrier facilities via the precipitation scatter path should

be less than for the BNS earth station terminal. Since the range of consideration

for precipitation scatter interference from the BNS earth station terminal was

quite small, it is not necessary to consider precipitation scatter from the remote

pick-up facility.



4.3 Critique and Conclusions

The potential siting regions shown in Figure 4.8 are small relative to the

total area of consideration and are well dispersed. The inclusion of the effect

of the beams of common-carrier stations which may have been overlooked or

are presently under construction should not appreciably affect the potential

siting area. Approximately 86% of the area considered lies under one or more

microwave relay beams. About half of the remaining area is blocked by elevated

beams as shown in Figure 4. 9. A small amount of area is available under beams

and does not show up in Figure 4.8. It can be estimated that approximately 7% of

the total area considered is available for siting -- on the basis of interference

considerations alone.

In the example GEH was considered omni-directional. It actually has a

directivity associated with it and some points on this pattern result in much

lower side lobes than the omni-directional envelope considered in the example.

In the construction of the site these optimum suppression lobes can be oriented

toward stations of greatest potential interference.

Consideration of the aircraft scatter problem requires that areas of

several square miles near the three major airports near New York City be

excluded for siting purposes along with smaller areas near other airports. Using

the net area shown on Figure 4. 8 as a basis, exclusion of the three major airports

eliminates a negligible fraction of the area available for siting. Exclusion of

circles five miles and ten miles in radius and centered on these airports
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eliminates 0.7% and 10.2% of the net area respectively.

Preliminary study of flight profiles indicates that the probability of flying

through the BNS beam can be reduced to tolerable levels if the BNS earth station

is located at least five miles from the end of a runway. Detailed study of plan

views of traffic patterns at each airport is necessary to determine the best shape

for the area to be excluded around each airport. Clearly, circular areas of ex-

clusion are not optimal as it is desirable also to exclude areas under the most

heavily traveled corridors into and out of each airport.

Thus, aircraft scatter considerations are largely included in the

precipitation scatter problem as far as New York City is concerned. Adding

aircraft scatter to the problem results in a significant increase in the excluded

area, but an adequate number of sites remain even in the dense New York City

situation.

From the example for New York City, it is possible to judge the difficulty

in siting at other locations by considering the number and density of microwave

facilities in their immediate vicinity. Most locations will have fewer local common-

carrier facilities than New York. The areas excluded in Figures 4.2 and 4.3

due to local interference will be much less for the same set of BNS system

parameters. Most locations will also have many fewer distant common-carrier

facilities that must be considered for precipitation effects, since New York City

is located near many other metropolitan areas. A comparison of the FCC maps

of microwave facilities for Atlanta, Denver and Washington, D. C. with those of
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New York City indicates that the siting problem in the Washington area will be

slightly less constrained than in New York City and that siting in Atlanta and

Denver will be much less constrained.

Other conclusions of this preliminary study of the BNS siting problem

in the New York area are as follows.

A gain of -24 db in the direction of a potentially inter-

fering common-carrier station must be achieved through

antenna design and side-lobe suppression techniques for

the BNS earth station in dense metropolitan areas to obtain

sufficient freedom in site selection.

The potential interference is greater in the case of inter-
ference to the BNS terminal than for the case of inter-
ference to the common-carrier facility.

For the case of precipitation scatter interference to the

BNS earth station receiver, potentially interfering common-

carrier facilities must be considered out to a range of 275

miles.

Measurements of scatter cross-section of large aircraft

are needed for all angles of scattering particularly for

scattering angles between 45° and 135°.

The degree of area exclusion from siting consideration due

to each important interference case is given in Table 4.2.

Measurements of the psychophysical effects of the common-

carrier interference with the BNS down-link signal are re-

quired to determine: (1) the degree of Case 2 interference

reduction provided by the proposed carrier-dispersion tech-
nique, and (2) the best assignment of BNS carrier frequencies

relative to TD-2 carrier frequencies.

In order to achieve sufficient freedom in site selection, it

may be necessary to replace as many as two or three common-

carrier antennas having insufficient side-lobe suppression with
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horn reflectors for each metropolitan area where a BNS
earth station is to be located.

Table 4.2 Areas Excluded by Interference Effects

Interference
Situation

Range of
Consideration

(mi)

Area
Eliminated

( 7d

Figure
Number

Case 2

Direct 0-40 60 4.3, 4.4

Precipitation 40-100 50 4.6

Precipitation 100-275 50 4.7

Case 4

Direct 0-40 25 4.2

Direct and 40-100 25 4.5
Precipitation

Regulatory agencies may wish to consider allocating
not only spectruin and transmitter locations but also
beam width, power, azimuth, altitude and elevation.

The terrestrial microwave system tends to grow by
adding spectrum to the existing links, much of which
presently occurs outside the shared bands. Thus,
this growth need not obliterate the areas presently
open to metropolitan siting of BNS earth stations,
provided that early decisions are made to reserve
some of these allocations for the proposed use.
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Preliminary studies of aircraft scatter indicate that
short intervals (less than 1 second) of interference will
occur rarely. The system design considerations used
to control precipitation scatter will also greatly reduce
aircraft scatter. If the BNS earth terminal is located
so that the main beam does not intersect low-altitude
airways, the interference via aircraft scatter will
occur for a tolerably small fraction of the time.

For small fractions of the time (e.g. , 0.02%), BNS
signals will be noticeably below the high quality ex-
pected most of the time. Present network signals
experience outages for similar fractions of the time.

Of the total area considered for possible siting in the
vicinity of New York City, 86% is found to be under one
or more common-carrier beams as shown in Figure 4.8.
Of the remaining 14%, about half of the sites will pass
the profile check illustrated in Figure 4.9 and, thus,
be acceptable for siting as far as interference consider-
ations are concerned.

The acceptable area is well dispersed throughout the
region of consideration. Several different types of
locations will then be acceptable for siting the earth
stations.

New York City is a severe example of potential
interference, probably the worst in the country, con-
sidering both the direct path and the scatter path.

Before actually siting an earth station a more detailed siting study must

be undertaken, including the considerations outlined in the sample problem

above. Measurements of common-carrier field strengths must be made at

various altitudes and locations near potential sites. However, the study conducted

here for the New York metropolitan area -- in a communications sense, probably

the most congested in the United States -- shows that it is feasible with only

1111
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moderate difficulty to find a number of areas for BNS sites. Some of these

areas may lie within only one microwave hop of the Empire State Building. There

will be even less difficulty in siting the other BNS terminals since the preponder-

ance of these will be located away from the major metropolitan areas.



5. Glossary

a. Angle of arrival of satellite signal relative to the main beam
of a common-carrier antenna

Case 1 Common carrier interfering with satellite receiver

Case 2 Common carrier interfering with BNS earth station

Case 3 BNS satellite interfering with common carrier

Case 4 BNS earth station interfering with common carrier

CCIR Comite Consultatif International Radio

C/I Ratio of carrier pcwer to interference power

cm Centimeter

c/s Cycle per second

db Decibel, a logarithmic unit of power ratio
(the number of db corresponding to a power ratio r
is given by 10 log10 r)

dbw A unit of power expressed in db above one watt

ERP Effective radiated power or, more exactly, equivalent
isotropic radiated power, i. e. , radiated power multiplied
by antenna gain above an isotropic radiator

FB Received power density scattered from the volume of a
rainstorm, common to the main beams of interfering and
interfered antennas

FL Received power density scattered from the vol'ime of a
rainstorm in the main beam of the earth station, visible from
a common carrier facility
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GCH Gain of common-carrier antenna in horizontal plane

Gc/s Gigacycle per second = 109 c/s

GEH Gain of BNS earth station antenna in horizontal plane

hr Hour

ITU International Telecommunications Union

Kc/s Kilocycle per second = 103 c/s

A Wavelength

m Meter

Mc/s Megacycle per second = 106 c/s

mi Statute mile

mm Millimeter

pwp Picowatt (10-12w), psophometrically weighted, a unit of
power which weights interference at various frequencies
to account for psychophysical effects

Rainfall rate (mm/hr)

Ri Separation required between a common-carrier facility
and a BNS earth station to control Case i interference,
i = 2, 4

Pi GEH (Transmitted Power)/(Tolerable Interference) for
Case i interference, i = 2, 4

s Scattering cross-section (m2), i, e. , ratio of scattered power
to the power density incident on the scatterer



TD-2 Common-carrier system operating in the 3.700-
4.200 Gc/s band

TH Common-carrier system operating in the 5.925-
6.425 Gc/s band

w Watt, a unit of power
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